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Abstract 

Very large quantities of construction and demolition wastes and especially concrete wastes 

are produced yearly. At the same time, high amounts of natural aggregates are needed for 

construction industry. Up to now, only a small fraction of these concrete wastes is re-used as 

recycled concrete aggregates (RCA) for the manufacture of concrete. RCA are composed of 

an intimate mix between aggregates and hardened cement paste (HCP). Hardened cement 

paste is much more porous than the natural aggregates and the properties and proportions of 

HCP largely influence the properties of RCA. As a consequence, the fine fraction of RCA 

(FRCA), essentially composed of mortar and cement paste, possesses a large water demand 

which makes it harder to recycle into concrete. 

The objective of this research was to better understand the role played by HCP on the 

properties of RCA in relation with the improvement of the characterization methods of these 

materials and their reuse in the manufacture of mortar or concrete. Firstly, an experimental 

method based on salicylic acid attack of RCA allowed us to determine a soluble fraction in 

salicylic acid (SFSA) that is related to the HCP content. FRCA properties were then studied 

as a function of SFSA, particle sizes and properties/composition of the original concrete. 

From the obtained relationship between water absorption and SFSA, the water absorption 

coefficient of the smaller fraction (0/0.63mm) was estimated as it is not accurately measured 

with the standard methods. Secondly, different industrial RCA were characterized which 

allowed us to expand the preceding conclusions to “real RCA”, meanwhile, the influence of 

carbonation on the properties of FRCA was also carried out.  

Finally, the influence of the saturation state of FRCA on the properties of fresh and hardened 

mortars and on their microstructure was explored. The recycled mortars with dried FRCA had 

better compressive strength than that made with saturated FRCA, which was confirmed by the 

study of ITZ properties. The mechanical properties of mortars with different RCA content and 

replacement fraction were determined. The finer fraction of RCA had a worse influence on 

the mechanical properties of RAC than the coarser fraction. 

 

Key words: fine recycled concrete aggregates, water absorption, hardened cement paste 
content, carbonation, recycled mortar, interfacial transition zone 
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Résumé 

De très grandes quantités de déchets de construction et de démolition sont produites chaque 

année, en même temps, de grandes quantités de granulats naturels sont nécessaires pour la 

construction. Jusqu'à présent, seule une petite fraction de ces déchets est réutilisée comme 

granulats pour la fabrication du béton. Les Granulats Recyclés (GR) sont principalement 

composés d’un mélange intime de granulats naturels et de pâte de ciment durcie (PCD). La 

pâte de ciment durcie possède généralement une porosité nettement plus élevée que celle des 

granulats naturels, la teneur et les propriétés physico-chimiques de la pâte de ciment présente 

dans les GR a ainsi une forte influence sur leurs propriétés. Les sables recyclés qui 

contiennent essentiellement du mortier et de la pâte, possèdent généralement un coefficient 

d’absorption d’eau très élevé, ce qui freine considérablement leur valorisation dans le béton. 

L'objectif principal de cette étude était de mieux comprendre le rôle joué par la PCD sur les 

propriétés des GR afin d'améliorer les méthodes de caractérisation de ces matériaux et de les 

réutiliser dans la fabrication de mortiers ou de bétons.  

Tout d'abord, une méthode expérimentale basée sur l’attaque de la pâte de ciment par l'acide 

salicylique a été développée et a permis de déterminer la fraction soluble dans l’acide 

salicylique (FSAS) des GR. Les propriétés des GR ont ensuite été étudiées en fonction de la 

FSAS, de la taille des particules et de la composition du béton d'origine. De la relation 

obtenue entre l'absorption d'eau et la FSAS, le coefficient d'absorption d'eau de la fraction fine 

(0/0.63mm) peut être estimé. Différents GR industriels ont ensuite été caractérisés afin 

d’étendre les conclusions précédentes à des GR produits dans des conditions plus réalistes. 

Par ailleurs, l'influence de la carbonatation sur les propriétés des GR a également été étudiée. 

Enfin, l'influence de l'état de saturation des GR sur les propriétés des mortiers frais et durci et 

sur leur microstructure a été explorée. Les mortiers recyclés avec GR sec ont présenté une 

meilleure résistance à la compression que ceux avec GR saturés. Ces résultats ont été 

confirmés par l'étude des propriétés de l’ITZ. Les propriétés mécaniques de mortiers fabriqués 

avec des teneurs variables en GR ou avec des fractions de substitution différentes ont été 

étudiées. Les résultats obtenus ont montré que la fraction fine des GR avait une influence plus 

néfaste sur les propriétés des bétons recyclés que la fraction grossière. 

 
Mots clés: fines des granulats recyclés, absorption d'eau, teneur en pâte de ciment, 
carbonatation, mortier recyclé, zone de transition 
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Notations 

Abstract 

RCA: Recycled concrete aggregates 

FRCA: Fine recycled concrete aggregates 

HCP: Hardened cement paste 

GR: Granualts recyclés 

PCD: Pâte de ciment durcie 

ITZ: Interfacial transition zone 

Chapter 1 

RAC: Recycled aggregate concrete 

C&DW: Construction and demolition wastes 

CRCA: Coarse recycled concrete aggregates 

SSD: Saturated surface dry 

TSMA: Two-stage mixing approach 

Chapter 2 

OPC: Ordinary Portland Cement 

W/C: Water to cement ratio 

OCx: Original concrete x 

Fraction D1/D2 mm: The minimal and maximal particle sizes of the granular class are D1 and 
D2 respectively. 

RCA-OCx-28/90: Recycled concrete aggregates manufactured from the original concrete x 
which has been cured during 28/90 days in water. 

CP-0.6-90: Cement paste which is made with W/C=0.6 and cured 90 days in water. 

CPC: Cement paste content 

XRD: X-ray diffraction 

TGA: Thermogravimetric analysis 
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ML105-600: Mass loss between 105 and 600°C. 

SSA: Specific surface area 

BET: Brunauer-Emmett-Teller analysis for the measuring of specific surface area 

BJH: Barrett-Joyner-Halenda analysis for the determining of pore area and volume on 
desorption isotherms from BET. 

SFSA: Soluble fraction in salicylic acid 

HPC: Hydrated paste content 

RCA-OCx-90-carbo D1/D2mm: Recycled concrete aggregates manufactured from the 
original concrete x which has been cured 90days in water, these recycled concrete aggregates 
are carbonated in the laboratory under accelerated conditions, and the minimal and maximal 
particle sizes of the granular class are D1 and D2 respectively. 

MIP: Mercury intrusion porosimetry for the measuring of porosity 

EN: notation for water absorption coefficient determined from NF EN 1097-6 

IFSTTAR: notation for water absorption coefficient determined from IFSTTAR method 
number 78 

Chapter 3 

RCA-Colas1: Industrial RCA produced by Colas company in the site Valormat of Amien 

RCA-Colas2: Industrial RCA produced by Colas company in the plant of Louvres 

RCA-PNR: Industrial RCA produed for the French nationl projet Recybéton 

Chapter 4 

CM: Calcareous mortar with the natural calcareous sand 

RM: Recycled motar with recycled sand 

RM-W/C-S/D: Recycled mortar manufactured with saturated sand (S) and dried sand (D), and 
water to cement ratio= W/C 

RM-W/C-Proportion for example RM-0.5-10: Recycled mortar manufactured with water to 
cement ratio 0.5 and 10% of natural sand is replaced by the same volume of recycled sand. 

RM-W/C-Fraction for example RM-0.5-0/0.63: Recycled mortar manufactured with water to 
cement ratio 0.5 and fraction of natural sand 0/0.63mm is replaced by the same volume of 
recycled sand 0/0.63mm. 

SEM and EDX: Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy-dispersive X-ray analysis 

CPS/D: Cement paste manufactured with saturated/dried grain  
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General introduction 

 

Very large quantities of natural aggregates are used yearly for the construction of roads, 

buildings or civil engineering infrastructures. In the same time, the demolition of concrete 

structures produces high amounts of wastes that could be recycled as concrete aggregates in 

order to decrease the amounts of natural aggregates that are used. 

Up to now, only a small fraction of these materials is re-used for the manufacture of concrete 

and a better understanding of the properties of recycled concrete aggregates (RCA) and of 

mortars or concretes made with RCA would allow to reduce the amounts of wastes that have 

to be disposed in landfills and as a consequence would preserve natural resources. 

Recycled concrete aggregates are composed of an intimate mix between aggregates and 

hardened cement paste (HCP). Hardened cement paste is much more porous than the natural 

aggregates generally used for the manufacture of concrete and the properties and proportions 

of HCP largely influence the properties of RCA. The coarse fraction of RCA, essentially 

composed of gravel (surrounded by mortar) generally possesses satisfying properties for the 

re-use as concrete aggregates. On the contrary, the fine fraction of RCA (FRCA), essentially 

composed of mortar and hardened cement paste, possesses a large water demand which makes 

it harder to recycle into concrete. A better understanding of the role played by HCP on the 

properties of FRCA is essential for improving the use of FRCA in concrete. This necessitates 

a better characterization of HCP content in FRCA. 

The objectives of this research are twofold. Firstly, we aim at studying the properties of fine 

recycled concrete aggregates (FRCA) as a function of hardened cement paste content, particle 

sizes and properties/composition of the original concrete. Secondly, the influence of the 
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saturation state of FRCA on the properties of fresh and hardened mortars and on their 

microstructure is explored. 

 

The first chapter of this manuscript presents a literature review on the properties of RCA and 

of concretes manufactured with RCA. From this literature review the main scientific issues 

and research objectives are defined. In the second chapter, properties of laboratory made RCA 

are studied. An experimental method allowing measuring the HCP content of RCA is 

presented and FRCA are then characterized for different parent concretes. In the third chapter, 

different industrial RCA are characterized in order to extend the preceding conclusions to 

“real RCA”. Chapter four presents the study carried out on mortars containing RCA that were 

defined in Chapter three. The influence of saturation state of RCA on the variation of slump 

with time is first studied. Then, the mechanical properties of mortars are determined for 

different RCA contents in the mortars and different saturation states of the aggregates. The 

influence of saturation state on the microstructure of mortars, especially on the interfacial 

transition zone is studied. Finally, the general conclusions and some perspectives of this work 

are exposed. 

 

All this research work has been carried out at the civil and environmental engineering 

department (Mines Douai) under the supervision of Profs. Damidot and Rémond. It has been 

done in collaboration with Prof. Xu (Hohai University, China) with the financial support of 

the China Scholarship Council (CSC) and Mines Douai. 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 1 Literature review 

1.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a review of previous research works on the use of recycled concrete 

aggregate (RCA) to make recycled aggregate concrete (RAC). The literature review will focus 

first on the global issue of construction and demolition wastes (C&DW), then on the 

properties of RCA, and finally on the properties of RAC. 

1.2 Construction and demolition wastes 

Due to the growth of population and rapid development of construction industry, large 

amounts of construction and demolition wastes (C&DW) are generated annually and these 

quantities are expected to increase in the future. When structures are demolished, the wastes 

are either dumped in landfill sites or recycled in new applications. Therefore, it is very 

important to recycle C&DW in order to protect the environment and save natural 

aggregates[1-2]. 

1.2.1 Recycling situation 

European Union 

The generation of C&DW in the European Union reached 850 million tonnes in 2008, which 

represents 31% of total waste generation in the EU [3]. Since the total population of EU is 

500 millions, the annual production of C&DW per habitant in EU is about 1.7 ton. Figure 1-1 

shows that most countries of EU have a recycling percentage over 60%. Denmark, 
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Netherlands, Germany recycle nearly 90%, while United Kingdom and France only recycle 

60%.  

 

In 2005, the production of recycled materials for aggregates use accounted for 6% of the total 

production of aggregates used in civil works and building activity in Europe. The use of 

recycled materials from C&DW is encouraged especially in areas where there is a lack of 

natural resources [4]. Figure 1-2 shows that France uses a very little percentage of recycled 

aggregates from C&DW in comparison to Germany, UK, and Netherlands. The consumption 

of aggregates in France is about 379 million tons, while the production of recycled aggregates 

is about 15 million tons in 2009 [5]. France therefore has a very large potential for reusing 

recycled aggregates. 

 

China 

In China, the generation of C&DW comes from two different sources, one is the normal 

demolition of constructions, and the other is the abnormal demolition like earthquakes and 

other natural disasters. For example, Wenchuan Earthquake which happened in 2008 in 

 

Figure 1-1 Recycling of C&DW in percentage of generated amount in the EU[3] 
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Sichuan Province (China) killed 90000 persons and caused approximately 380 million tons of 

C&DW [6]. 

 

According to Shi and Xu [7], the quantity of C&DW reached 239 million tons in 2010 in 

China. Due to rapidly developing construction, about 820 million tons of cement and 8 billion 

tons of aggregates are consumed yearly to satisfy this large demand [8]. Therefore, natural 

aggregates could be used out in the future. The reuse and recycling in China is less developed 

than in EU, and most of the C&DW is dumped in landfills [9]. But fortunately government 

and society are paying more attention to reuse and recycling of C&DW. In 2003, the "Law of 

the People’s Republic of China on Promotion of Cleaner Production" has been established in 

order to develop circular economy, and promote companies to make good use of resources 

and wastes. 

 

 

Figure 1-2 Aggregates (including Recycled Aggregates) production in EU 2005 [4] 
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From the statistics of EPD (Environmental Protection Department) of Hongkong, 20 million 

tons of C&DW are generated every year which represents 38% of the solid wastes in 

Hongkong [10-12]. 

1.2.2 Recycling process 

The production of RCA from the crushing of C&DW uses a similar industrial process than 

that used for the production of natural aggregates. Various types of crushers, screens, transfer 

equipment and devices for the removal of foreign matter as magnetic tools to separate metals 

are employed. C&DW are crushed to produce granular materials of small particle size. Figure 

1-3 shows the process of producing RCA [13]. One of the limiting factors in reuse and 

recycling of the C&DW is their complex composition which may include concrete, bitumen, 

mortar, gypsum, glass, soil, metals and others [14-16]. The main constituent of C&DW is 

waste concrete as shown in Figure 1-4. Indeed, the amount of concrete in C&DW varies from 

32% to 75% [17-20]. 

 

Crushing is the most important step in converting C&DW into usable products. In some 

operations, one step crushing (a primary crusher) is used. Sometimes two or three steps, with 

several crushers are used to produce high quality aggregates [21-22]. Crushers such as jaw 

crushers, impact crushers, and cone crushers are used to crush C&DW. According to Ogawa 

and Nawa [23], jaw crushers can provide good grain-size distributions of recycled aggregates 

for concrete production. Tam et al. [24] showed that good quality RCA could be 

manufactured and used in applications if waste concrete was first crushed with a primary jaw 

crusher, then followed by passing the material through a magnetic separator and the hammer 

crusher. Cone crusher is suitable as a secondary crusher with small feed size. Impact crushers 

can provide good grain-size for applications in road construction [13]. 
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Figure 1-3 Processing of C&DW [13] 

Figure 1-4 Compositions of C&DW from Xiao [18] (left) and Nik.D. [25] (right) 
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1.2.3 Application and problem 

As the quantities of C&DW are becoming larger and larger, recycling C&DW becomes more 

important for the society and for the environment. Up to now, most of recycled C&DW has 

been used as a base and sub-base material or as a capping layer in road construction, while 

only a small proportion is re-used as RCA in the manufacture of new concrete [26-28]. The 

use of RCA as road base and sub-base material is comparable to the natural sub-materials in 

practical construction for road engineering [29-31]. However, when used in concrete RCA 

might not have the same quality and performances as natural aggregates, but the cost of 

dumping C&DW can be saved. Moreover, it can decrease the use of natural aggregates, and 

protect the environment and natural resources [32]. However, lack of appropriate technology 

and proper standards are serious barriers in promoting widespread use of recycled aggregate 

from recycled C&DW in concrete [33].  

 

1.3 Properties of RCA 

 

Generally, two typical grades of recycled concrete aggregates can be classified by size 

gradation: Coarse Recycled Concrete Aggregates (CRCA), which are larger than 5mm, and 

Fine Recycled Concrete Aggregates (FRCA) whose sizes are smaller than 5mm. RCA are 

mainly composed of an intimate mix between natural aggregates and cement paste (Figure 

1-5). Adherent cement paste generally presents a much larger porosity than natural 

aggregates, the content and the physicochemical properties of adherent cement paste therefore 

have a large influence on the properties of RCA, such as density, porosity, and water 

absorption.  
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1.3.1 Adherent mortar and cement paste content 

When concrete is crushed, some cement paste remains attached around the original 

aggregates. Adherent cement paste is much more porous than natural aggregates generally 

used for the manufacture of concrete. Therefore, quality and quantity of adherent cement 

paste are at the origin of the poorer properties of RCA that are comparatively to natural 

aggregates: lower density, higher water absorption, higher Los Angeles abrasion and higher 

sulphate content. The determination of adherent cement paste content is however difficult to 

carry out experimentally, and several experimental methods have been developed in order to 

measure adherent mortar content, which is easier to quantify. Therefore, in the following we 

study both adherent cement paste and adherent mortar in RCA. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-5 Composition of recycled concrete aggregates (RCA) 

 

1-Natural aggregates 2-Adherent cement paste

1 2

1
1
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Methods for the determination of adherent cement paste and mortar content 

Thermal treatment [34] : this method is based on several cycles of soaking in water and 

heating of the aggregates (500°C), which allows detaching progressively adherent mortar 

from coarse aggregates surface because of micro cracks occurring at the interface between 

aggregates and mortar. After several steps, some mortar remains attached and a rubber 

hammer is used to scratch the surface. The sample is screened to obtain the coarse aggregate 

for which all the mortar has been removed. Mortar content is calculated by the mass loss 

between the original recycled aggregates and the obtained coarsed aggregates. This method is 

only suitable for measuring the adherent mortar content in CRCA. 

 

Treatment with a solution of hydrochloric acid: this method is based on the dissolution of 

cement paste in a solution of hydrochloric acid [35]. The adherent cement paste is determined 

from the weight loss due to dissolution in a dilute solution of hydrochloric acid. 

Unfortunately, the treatment with hydrochloric acid cannot be used with limestone aggregates, 

which are also dissolved by this acid. 

Sodium sulphate solution treatment [36]: this method is based on a few daily cycles of 

freezing and thawing in a sodium sulphate solution. Representative samples of RCA are 

obtained, then dried for 24h at 105°C. The samples are immersed for 24h in a 26% (by 

weight) sodium sulphate solution. After five daily cycles of freezing and thawing, the samples 

are washed with tap water, then they are placed in an oven for 24h at 105°C. Mortar content is 

calculated by the mass loss between the original recycled aggregates and the obtained 

aggregates after treatment. This method is only suitable for measuring adherent mortar 

content in CRCA. 

Image analysis [36]: image analysis is used to quantify the amount of residual mortar on flat 

polished concrete section with CRCA particle in a white cement paste. Image analysis is not 
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suitable for the quantification of adherent cement paste content of FRCA. Indeed, the 

distinction between fine aggregates and cement paste is more difficult to carry out. Moreover, 

this method is long to perform as a statistical approach is needed. 

Linear traverse method [37]: a representative sample of RCA is mixed with a red-colored 

cement and cast into cubes. After hardening, the cubes are cut into slices and polished. The 

volume percentage of old mortar content is determined on a representative number of samples 

by means of a linear traverse method, similar in principle to the method which is described in 

ASTM C457-71, “Standard Recommended Practice for Microscopical Determination of Air-

Void Content and Parameters of the Air-Void System in Hardened Concrete”. 

 

Influence factors on the determination of adherent cement paste and mortar content 

Adherent mortar content results are very different when using different test methods. De Juan 

et al. [34] pointed out that adherent mortar content are (25-70%) for treatment with 

hydrochloric acid solution, (25-65%) for the production of a new concrete followed by image 

analysis, and (40-55%) for thermal treatment. Abbas et al. [36] reported that the adherent 

mortar content of two industrial CRCA (RCA1 was obtained from a demolition concrete in 

which the original aggregate was limestone, RCA2 was made with river-bed gravel) were 39-

43%, and 21%-26% respectively by using image analysis. They found similar results by 

sodium solution method, adherent mortar contents were 39-44%, and 20-30% respectively.  

 

Lots of authors pointed out that the size of granular class of RCA had an important influence 

on adherent mortar content. They showed that the adherent mortar content was lower for 

larger size CRCA [21, 34-38] (Table 1-1). But, Yagishita et al. [39] reported that mortar 

content increased as the grain sizes increased, which is contradictory to other studies.  
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Author, Year (Reference 
no.) 

Test methods Fractions of RCA (mm) Adherent mortar or cement paste content (%) 

Etxeberria et al. [21]  Not metioned CRCA 4/10, 10/25 40% for fraction 4/10; 20% for fraction 10/25 

De Juan et al. [34] Thermal method 15 samples of CRCA 
4/8, 8/16 

33-55% for fraction 4/8; 23-44% for fraction 8/16 

Nagataki et al. [35]  hydrochloric acid 
solution method 

CRCA 5/20 52.3-55% for level 1; 30.2-32.4% for level 3 

Yagishita et al. [39] hydrochloric acid 
solution method 

CRCA 5/10, 10/20 40.2% for low-grade fraction 10/20, 35.2 for low-
grade fraction 5/10; 26% for medium -grade fraction 
10/20, 16.7 for low-grade fraction 5/10 

Abbas et al. [36] Image analysis mehtod 
and sodium sulphate 
solution method 

Two CRCA 4.75/9.5, 
9.5/12.7,12.7/19 

RCA2 results. Image analysis:30%,21%,21% for 
4.75/9.5, 9.5/12.7, 12.7/19 respectively; Sodium 
sulphate solution method: 26%,22%,21% for 
4.75/9.5, 9.5/12.7, 12.7/19 respectively 

Hansen and Narud [37] Linear traverse method CRCA 4/8, 8/16, 16/32 58-64% for fraction 4/8; 38-39% for fraction 8/16; 
25-35% for fraction 16/32 

Topçu et al. [38] Linear traverse method CRCA 4/8, 16/32 60% for fraction 4/8; 30% for fraction 16/32 

 

Some authors reported that the mortar content is influenced by the crushing method. 

Increasing crushing times allows to reduce the mortar content of RCA [35, 39]. Nagataki et al. 

[35] determined the adherent mortar content of CRCA by hydrochloric acid dissolution 

method. As can be seen in Table 1-2, using only jaw and impact crushers (level 1), the 

adherent mortar content of the CRCA (fraction 5/20mm) made from high, medium, and low 

quality concrete were 52.3%, 55.0% ,52.3% respectively. Using several grinding equipments 

after first crushing (level 3), the adherent mortar content were reduced to 30.2%, 32.4%, 

32.3%. In this study, the w/c ratio of original concrete had little influence on the adherent 

mortar content in RCA. Several crushing can therefore decrease the adherent mortar content 

of CRCA, meanwhile it increases the quantity of FRCA. 

 

 

 

 

Table 1-1 Summary of adherent mortar or cement paste content from literature  
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Quality of source 
concrete 

Process 
level 

Adhered 
mortar content 
(%) 

Density SSD 
(g/cm3) 

Water 
absorption 
(%) 

Soundness 
loss (%) 

100 KN 
crushing 
value (%) 

High (W/C=0.35) 
1 52.3 2.42 4.88 29.7 3.83 
3 30.2 2.51 3.14 8.10 1.53 

Medium(W/C=0.45) 
1 55.0 2.41 5.58 48.3 5.19 
3 32.4 2.50 3.19 18.4 1.73 

Low (W/C=0.63) 
1 52.3 2.37 6.27 49.1 6.30 
3 32.3 2.48 3.76 22.5 2.28 

 

Globally, the quantity of adherent mortar increases with the decrease in size of RCA, as can 

be seen in Figure 1-6. In the literature, lots of studies present results on the quantification of 

adherent mortar content in CRCA. However, there is a larger dispersion of data. 

 

1.3.2 Water absorption and density 

Water absorption and density are very important engineering properties of RCA when used in 

concrete. Generally, RCA have a higher water absorption and a lower density than natural 

aggregates which are caused by porous adherent cement paste attached on the surface of 

aggregates.  
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Table 1-2 Properties of recycled coarse aggregates [35]  

Figure 1-6 Adehrent mortar content as a function of average size of RCA 
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The determination of water absorption is therefore of great importance for the characterization 

of RCA. Up to now, there is no particular standard for the measurement of water absorption 

coefficient of RCA. Therefore, standards used for natural aggregates such as EN 1097-6 [40], 

ASTM C127 (for coarse aggregate) [41], ASTM C128 (for fine aggregate)[42] are also used 

for the characterization of RCA. The principle of these methods is similar, the water 

absorption coefficients of sand and gravel are determined based on the water content at 

saturated surface dry (SSD) state. The SSD state of sand dried progressively under warm air is 

identified using a slump test. The SSD state of gravel is identified by drying aggregates with 

dry cloths until no water is visible at the surafce of particles.  

Tam et al. [43] indicated that the soaking of recycled aggregates in water may detach some 

attached cement paste and the drying at 105°C to obtain the oven-dried mass may remove 

some water contained in the hydrates of the attached cement paste. In order to avoid these 

problems, they proposed a new method named real-time assessment of water absorption 

(RAWA) for RCA. In RAWA, the oven-dried mass is obtained by placing them in an oven at 

75±5°C. Then the aggregates are placed into a pyknometer fully filled with distilled water. 

The water absorbed is noted at different time intervals. One natural aggregate and three 

recycled aggregates from different recycling plants and demolition sites (from 5 to 40mm) 

were tested by the proposed method. They showed that the standard duration of 24h of 

saturation was not suitable for recycled aggregate, but water absorption rate was larger in the 

first 5h which produced up to 80% of the total water absorption. The results of the standard 

24h measurement were 5.72% and 8.28% compared with the values of 5.92% and 8.72% for 

two recycled aggregates (96h and 120h measurement), respectively. The difference is quite 

small. 

Djerbi Tegguer [44] studied the kinetics of water absorption of natural and recycled 

aggregates by a new method (LCPC) based on hydrostatic weighing, consisting in measuring 
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the mass variations of a sample immersed in water. The aggregates sample was first dried in 

the oven at a temperature of 110±5°C until a difference in mass less than 0.1%, then they 

were immersed in water to obtain the mass of absorbed water with time. Two types of natural 

aggregates with fractions 4-12.5mm and 12.5-20mm (limestone aggregates and limestone-

siliceous aggregates), together with RCA crushed from unknown waste concrete (fractions 5-

12mm and 12-20mm), were tested by the proposed method. They found that the water 

absorption standard values were slightly higher than hydrostatic weighing approach, and the 

water absorption coefficient of RCA for 24h of soaking produced about 60% and 70% of the 

total water absorption for fraction 12.5-20mm and fraction 5-12.5mm respectively. 

Mechling et al. [45] presented a simple method by recording the evaporation rate of the 

sample in a moderate temperature regulated drying oven (40±5°C). The change in the rate of 

evaporation that appeared between the external and internal water in the aggregate permitted 

to determine the critical water content, corresponding to the desired absorption. They studied 

the water absorption of different sands by this evaporometry method, especially the fine 

fraction of porous materials (mineral admixtures), and found the values of water absorption 

were between1.2-3.7% for natural sand (calcareous sand and siliceous sand), 4.2-7.4% for 

additional fillers, and 14.6-31.1% for the fine recycled materials.  

 

Density of RCA is related to the adherent cement paste content. De Juan et al. [34] studied the 

relationship between mortar content and density, and found that the density of RCA decreased 

as the amount of attached mortar increased. They found that the water absorption varied from 

5.1 to 11.5% for fraction 4-8mm, and from 4.2 to 8.8% for fraction 8-16mm. They also 

pointed out that the water absorption increased as the amount of attached mortar increased. 

Poon et al. [46] studied the effect of microstructure of ITZ on compressive strength of 

concrete prepared with RCA. They found that the typical crushed granite aggregates had a 
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density of approximately 2600-2650 kg/m3 and a water absorption capacity of approximately 

1%, while RCA density varied from 2200 to 2400 kg/m3 and water absorption capacity varied 

from 5 to 15%, which was due to the difference in properties of the initial mortar. The water 

absorption of RCA crushed from normal-strength concrete was 8.82%, while that of RCA 

crushed from high-performance concrete was 6.77%, and the water absorption of natural 

crushed granite was only 1.25%.  

José [47] compared properties of RCA with natural aggregate (Table 1-3). The total porosity 

showed large differences between RCA and natural aggregate, which reached 2.82% for 

natural aggregate and 14.86% for the 5/10mm gravel fraction of RCA. Water absorption of 

the 5/10mm gravel fraction of RCA was 6.81% while for natural aggregate it was only 1.13%. 

Property RCA  Natural aggregate 
10/20mm 5/10mm 0/5mm 12/20mm 5/12mm 0/5mm 

Dry specific gravity(kg/m3) 2280 2260 2170 2570 2640 2570 
Specific gravity (surface dry) (kg/m3) 2410 2420 2350 2590 2670 2600 
Water absorption (100%) 5.83 6.81 8.16 0.88 1.13 1.49 
Total porosity (%) 13.42 14.86 - 2.70 2.82 - 

 

Martin-Morales et al. [48] studied the characteristics of recycled aggregates which were 

produced in a recycling plant. Four different fractions were studied: the sample 001 was the 

unselected fraction which was crushed simply before the vibrating screen process (fraction 

0/50mm); the samples 002, 003 and 004 were the 10/50, 6/10 and 0/6 mm recycled aggregates 

produced in plant respectively. Water absorption values of RCA varied from one fraction to 

another (Table 1-4). They observed that higher water absorption values were related to the 

larger particle size of samples. Given by the authors, a possible reason for this could be the 

higher absorption rate of cement mortar attached to aggregate particles in the case of the 

fraction with larger particles, and thus, with a higher water absorption capacity. As particle 

size decreased, the amount of cement particles adhering to them was lower, and consequently, 

Table 1-3 Properties of recycled aggregate and NA [47]  
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the water absorption capacity also decreased. These conclusions are contradictory with others 

studies [34, 46, 49]. Indeed several studies show that as the size of RCA decreases, their 

density decreases and water absorption increases.  

Properties Fraction 
Sample001 
(0/50mm) 

Sample002 
(10/50mm) 

Sample003 
(6/10mm) 

Sample 004 
(0/6mm) 

Dry density(kg/m3) 2230 2140 2150 2500 
Water absorption (%) 10.64 10.74 8.43 3.74 

1.3.3 Other factors affecting the properties of RCA 

The properties of RCA depend on lots of factors as follows: 

 

Contaminants 

One of the problems in the use of recycled aggregates for the manufacture of new concrete is 

the presence of contaminants in the RCA [50]. Khalaf and De Venny [51] studied the 

recycling of demolished masonry rubble as coarse aggregate in new concrete. They showed 

that bitumen, mortar, gypsum, organic matter, chlorides and sulfates, glass could be found in 

the recycled aggregates, decreasing their properties. Lamond et al. [52] summarized strength 

loss based on inclusion of contaminants in RCA. They showed that volume percentage of 

impurities (7% for lime plaster, 5% for soil, 4% for wood, 3% for gypsum, 2% for asphalt) 

can result in 15% or greater reduction of compressive strength as compared to reference 

concrete. Debieb et al. [53] showed the effect of contaminated crushed concrete aggregate on 

the mechanical properties and durability properties of RAC. They found significant difference 

in these properties when using contaminated RCA and uncontaminated RCA. Concrete 

containing contaminated RCA were more sensitive to chlorides than sulphates. Therefore, 

precautions and specific measurement need to be taken, especially with aggregates from 

hazardous origin such as concrete under marine environment.  

Table 1-4 Properties of recycled aggregates [48] 
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Properties of original concrete 

Hansen and Narud [37] studied the compressive strength of recycled concrete made from 

CRCA crushed from original concretes with three different w/c ratios (0.4,0.7,1.2). Three 

grades of CRCA (noted as Recycle H, Recycle M and Recycle L) were prepared by the 

crushing of original high-strength, medium-strength, and low-strength concrete in jaw 

crushing which was set at an opening of 25mm with the jaws in a closed position. They found 

that the properties of RCA was influenced by the w/c ratios and paste volume of the original 

concrete (Table 1-5). The compressive strength of RAC can be as good as or better than the 

original concrete when the w/c ratio of the original concrete is the same or lower than that of 

new concrete.  

Type of aggregate 
Size 
fraction 
(mm) 

Specific 
gravity 
(g/cm3) 

Water 
absorption 
(%) 

Los Angeles 
abrasion 
(%) 

B.S. 
crushing 
value (%) 

Volume of 
attached 
mortar (%) 

Natural gravel 
4-8 2.50 3.7 25.9 21.8 0 
8-16 2.62 1.8 22.7 18.5 0 
16-32 2.61 0.8 18.8 14.5 0 

       

Recycled (H) 
4-8 2.34 8.5 30.1 25.6 58 
8-16 2.45 5.0 26.7 23.6 38 
16-32 2.49 3.8 22.4 20.4 35 

       

Recycled (M) 
4-8 2.35 8.7 32.6 27.3 64 
8-16 2.44 5.4 29.2 25.6 39 
16-32 2.48 4.0 25.4 23.2 28 

       

Recycled (L) 
4-8 2.32 8.7 41.4 28.2 61 
8-16 2.42 5.7 37.0 29.6 39 
16-32 2.49 3.7 31.5 27.4 25 

 

Poon et al. [46] studied the influence of recycled aggregates on the microstructure of RAC. 

They used two types of RCA, one was from normal-strength concrete, and the other was from 

high-performance concrete that had been prepared with silica fume as a partial cement 

substitute. The physical properties of natural and recycled aggregates are presented in Table 

1-6. The recycled aggregates were more porous, less dense and weaker than the crushed 

Table 1-5 Properties of natural gravel and recycled coarse aggregates[37], B.S. crushing value is 
determined according to british standard BS 812:110 [54] 
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granite, and the water absorption of RCA was much higher than that of crushed granite. The 

water absorption capacity of the RCA derived from normal-strength concrete (NC) was larger 

than that of high-performance concrete (HPC). But the compressive strength and constituents 

of NC and HPC are not presented in details. The mercury intrusion porosities of the coarse 

aggregates (natural aggregate, recycled NC and recycled HPC) were 1.60%, 16.81%, and 

7.86%, respectively. The higher porosities of recycled aggregates can be attributed to the 

adherent cement paste. The pores in the NC aggregate were mainly distributed between 0.01 

and 1µm whereas the majority of pores in the HPC aggregate were lower than 0.1µm. For the 

authors, the finer pore size distribution of the recycled HPC was due to the use of pozzolanic 

admixtures, but the lower w/c ratio certainly also plays very important role which is not 

mentioned here. 

Type of coarse 
aggregate 

Ten percent fines 
crushing value(kN) 

Apparent density 
(g/cm3) 

Water absorption(%) 
10mm 20mm 

Crushed granite 159.7 2.620 1.25 1.24 
Recycled NC 101.9 2.409 8.82 7.89 
Recycled HPC 123.8 2.390 6.77 6.53 

 

Padmini et al. [55] studied the influence of parent concrete on the properties of RCA. The 

properties of granite and recycled concrete aggregate are shown in Table 1-7. Three 

maximum sizes of crushed granite aggregates and three w/c ratios (0.58, 0.43 and 0.34) were 

manufactured as parent concrete. They found that the water absorption of RCA increased with 

an increase in strength of parent concrete (the volume of paste certainly also plays very 

important role which is not mentioned in this study), while it decreased with an increase in 

maximum size of aggregate. The specific gravity of RCA reduced marginally with an increase 

in strength of parent concrete, and the quantity of adherent mortar was relatively lower for the 

RCA produced from lower strength parent concrete. They also showed that for a given 

Table 1-6 Physical properties of natural and recycled coarse aggregates[46], ten percent fines crushing 
value is determined according to BS 812:110 [54]  
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compressive strength, the split tensile strength, flexural strength and modulus of elasticity 

were lower for RAC than parent concrete. 

Property  
 

NA of maximum 
size (mm) 

RCA of maximum size 

10  20 40 10mm  20mm 40mm 
Maximum size of NA in 
parent concrete (mm) 

- - - 10 10 10 20 20 20 40 40 40 

Compressive strength of 
parent concrete (MPa) 

- - - 35 49 56 37 50 58 31 45 52 

Specific gravity g/cm3 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.46 2.4 2.38 2.52 2.51 2.48 2.56 2.53 2.52 
Water absorption (%) 0.3 0.3 0.3 4.60 4.8 5.0 3.65 4.1 4.86 2.2 2.5 2.8 
Abrasion value (%) 29 26 26 48 46 46 38 35 33 30 29 29 

 

Tam et al. [56] studied the relationship between properties of demolished concrete, recycled 

aggregates and RAC using regression analysis. Ten samples from ten demolition sites were 

used to investigate their characteristics and properties. They showed that there were 

correlations between characteristics of demolished concretes samples, RCA and RAC. The 

properties of RCA (particle size distribution, density, porosity and water absorption) were 

correlated with the properties of demolished concrete (density, absorption, porosity, 

carbonation depth). 

Limbrchiya et al. [57] studied the chemical and mineralogical characteristics of CRCA and 

their influence on concrete performances. They concluded that for CRCA samples obtained 

by crushing C&D debris from different sites, there was no significant variation in quality, 

indicating no significant effect if adequate quality control criteria during RCA production was 

adopted. 

We can conclude that some authors point out that the properties of RCA depend on that of the 

original concrete, whereas some authors conclude that there is no or little effect of the original 

concrete. 

 

Table 1-7 Properties of fresh granite and recycled concrete aggregate [55], NA means the crushed natural 
granite aggregates  
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Crushing method 

Yagishita et al. [39] studied the behaviour of reinforced concrete beams containing CRCA. 

They showed that the coefficient of water absorption of the high-grade recycled coarse 

aggregate (after three time crushing) used for the experiments was 1.03 times larger than that 

of natural coarse aggregate on the average, while the coefficient of the low-grade recycled 

coarse aggregate (one time crushing) was 3.44 times larger. Therefore, the quality of CRCA 

was improved by number of successive crushing. 

Tomas et al. [58-59] studied the influence parameters of impact crushers (crushing time, 

impact velocity and energy). With good control of parameters of impact crushers, good 

quality of RCA can be obtained. 

Molin et al. [60] studied some relevant factors influencing the quality of reused crushed 

concrete. They tested two main crushing techniques (jaw crusher and rotation crusher) with 

respectively 45 and 100mm opening. They concluded that jaw crusher was somewhat better 

than rotation crusher and the big opening was slightly better than the small one. The jaw 

crusher imposed more micro-cracks than percussion from the rotation crusher, and so it 

removes more mortar from the aggregates. However, it has to be noted that removing more 

mortar from CRCA improves their quality but leads in the same time to the production of 

larger quantity of FRCA. 

 

Weathering (carbonation) 

Weathering influence includes two parts, one part is the weathering influence on the 

properties of original concrete, and the other part is the weathering influence (storage 

conditions, temperature, and relative humidity) on properties of RCA after crushing the 

demolished concrete. For the first part, the environment exposure conditions (temperature, 

relative humidity) are the major factors influencing the carbonation of original concretes. 
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Carbonation is a procedure where carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere penetrates and 

diffuses through the pore water and reacts with calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2), producing 

calcium carbonate (CaCO3) and water (Equation 1-1).  

OHCaCOCOHOHCa 23322)( +→+  Equation 1-1 

 

In addition, hydrated calcium silicate (C-S-H) can also react with CO2 [61-63]. The depth of 

carbonation can be determined by spraying phenolphthalein indicator, which is a colorless 

indicator, that turns purple when the pH is above 9 [64]. The carbonation depth increases with 

the concentration of CO2, age, w/c ratio, and porosity of concrete. Any factors which increase 

the concrete permeability can also increase the carbonation rate. For example, the carbonation 

depth with w/c=0.4 was 50% lower than that of 0.6 [65]. A typical carbonation depth with 

w/c=0.5 was between 5 and 10 mm after normal exposure for 10 years [56]. 

Roy et al. [66] studied the accelerated carbonation and weathering of concrete in the 

laboratory. Five different grades of concrete with w/c ratios of 0.8, 0.7, 0.65, 0.6, and 0.55 

were selected to study the effect of humidity levels on the depth of carbonation. They found 

as the humidity level increased from 52 to 75% there was a significant increase in the 

carbonation depth. There was a decrease in carbonation depth as the relative humidity 

increased from 75 to 84% and the carbonation depth increased once again as the relative 

humidity was finally increased to 92%. Fernandez Bertos et al. [62] pointed out that the 

carbonation rate is faster at a relative humidity of 50-70% and decreases at higher and lower 

relative humilities, which was explained by the fact that diffusion of CO2 and reaction kinetics 

are two conflicting processes. 

Thiery et al. [67] investigated the chemical kinetics of carbonation on ordinary Portland 

cement paste and concretes. The carbonation depth was determined by TGA and by 

gammadensitometry after the accelerated carbonation tests. Gammadensitometry is a non-
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destructive method able to measure the total penetrated CO2 and to monitor the carbonation 

process during the accelerated tests [68]. The results indicated that CO2 is chemically 

bounded as CaCO3, which precipitates in various forms, namely: stable (Calcite, decomposes 

from 780 to 990ºC), metastable (vaterite and aragonite, decomposes from 680 to 780ºC), and 

amorphous (decomposes from 550 to 680ºC). The unstable form (amorphous) of CaCO3 was 

preferentially associated with C-S-H carbonation. It seems that the higher the level of 

carbonation leads to more C-S-H carbonation leading to greater quantity of unstable CaCO3. 

Some authors [69-70] also pointed out the different crystallized forms of CaCO3 (calcite, 

aragonite and vaterite) formed during the carbonation. 

Ngala and Page [71] investigated the effect of carbonation on pore structure and diffusional 

properties of hydrated cement pastes. The pore size distribution, total porosity and coarse 

capillary porosity of non-carbonated and fully carbonated specimens of OPC, OPC/30% fly 

ash and OPC/65% slag pastes were determined. The results showed that the total porosity for 

all the studied pastes reduced after the carbonation (it is due to the deposition of CaCO3 

formed, which volume exceeds that of original hydrates, and thus causing a reduction of 

porosity). Also the authors observed a redistribution of pore sizes, the proportion of large 

pores (diameter > 30nm) increased slightly for OPC pastes (it is due to the formation of 

additional silica gel by the decomposition of C-S-H gel), but much more significantly for the 

fly ash and slag pastes. 

Johannesson and Utgenannt [72] investigated the microstructure changes (specific surface 

area and pore size distribution) of an OPC cement mortar. Specific surface area determined by 

the BET equation (simplest one layer expression) for well-carbonated and noncarbonated 

cement paste was 29.4 and 31.8 m2/g, respectively. The well-carbonated cement mortar had a 

larger volume of pores in the pore size range of 2-7nm than the noncarbonated mortar.  
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Arandigoyen et al. [73] studied the variations of microstructure with carbonation of paste of 

lime blended with cement. The porosity, pore size distribution, and specific surface area were 

investigated with both carbonated and non-carbonated pastes. The results showed that 

carbonation decreased around 10% the porosity, but not with the same intensity in all pore 

size ranges. The specific surface area decreased in lime pastes as a consequence of the 

decrease of the small porosity (<0.03µm), but increased when there was cement in the paste, 

which would due to the deterioration of C-S-H (opening of gel pores) and appearance of 

microcracking. Lawrence et al. [74] studied the effect of carbonation on the pore structure of 

non-hydraulic lime mortars. They showed that there was an increase in pore volume in the 0-

0.1µm pore diameter range across all mortar types which were due to the transformation of 

portlandite to calcite. There was also a monotonic increase in the volume of pores with 

diameter below 0.3µm. 

 

Improving methods 

It is very important to improve the properties of RCA in order to make good application of 

RCA in new concrete. Because of the large varieties of contaminants in the RCA, separation 

techniques are proposed and discussed by some authors. Hendriks and Xing [75] showed that 

the possible separation techniques were size separation (classification of materials by size), 

density separation (separation of particles by different densities), and magnetic separation 

(removal of ferrous metals). Ulsen et al. [22] studied the separation techniques of recycling 

sand from C&DW. They processed by tertiary impact crushing, together with sieving and 

density and magnetic separations. Density separation was realised by heavy liquid media 

elutriation and magnetic separation on the Frantz barrier field separator. They found that both 

density and magnetic separation were effective for the reduction of residual cement paste 

content.  
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Ogawa and Nawa [23] studied the quality of recycled fine aggregate by selective removal of 

brittle defects. Fourteen FRCA were manufactured by three types of processes including a jaw 

crushing, ball mill, and granulator. They showed that jaw crusher slightly changed the defects 

in FRCA, ball mill made the grains more round and surface more regular, and the granulator 

made more round but retained the original irregular shape. 

Tsujino et al. [76] studied the application of low-quality recycled coarse aggregate to concrete 

by surface modification treatment. They used two types of surface agent, oil-type and silane-

type to improve the properties of RCA. The results showed that the silane-type surface agent 

reduced greatly the strength of concrete. The water absorption of low quality RCA was 1% 

after treatment for a silane-type agent comparing to no treatment 5.5%, 3.5% after treatment 

for oil-type agent. 

Grabiec et al. [77] studied the modification of RCA by calcium carbonate biodeposition with 

bacteria. They showed that this method can reduce the water absorption of RCA, and the 

effect was visible in case of finer RCA from the inferior-quality old concrete. The water 

absorption with biodeposition was 4.1-4.7 % comparing to 5.2-5.5 % without biodeposition.  

Tam et al. [78] investigated the practices of RCA in constructions and studied three pre-

soaking treatment approach in order to reduce the mortar attached to RCA. Three acidic 

solvents named hydrochloric acid (HCl), sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and phosphoric acid (H3PO4) 

with a concentration of 0.1mol/l were used in the study. After the authors, a concentration 0.1 

mol/l of the acidic solution can provide a suitable acidic environment for the aggregate to 

remove the old cement mortar and will not lower the quality of aggregate. The results showed 

that the treatment applied can effectively improve the aggregate quality: water absorption 

rates after the pre-treatments have been significantly reduced (reduction between 7.3% and 

12.2% in comparison to the untreated RCA). However, it has to be noted that the RCA used in 

this study had water absorption relatively low in comparison to classical RCA. Perhaps with 
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lower quality RCA the results could be better? The pre-treatments could effectively remove 

old cement mortar from RCA, which helps improving the weak bound between RCA and new 

cement mortar. Although the chloride and sulphate contents increased after the pre-treatments, 

they were still within the limits of 0.05% and 1%.  

Ahn et al. [79] studied the recovery of aggregates from concrete by heating and grinding 

method. They heated the waste concrete at 400-500°C and ground by ball mill, and obtained 

good quality RCA with specific gravity above 2.5 g/cm3, and water absorption below 3.0%. 

Nakagawa et al. [80] developed a new recycling process of fine aggregate from waste 

concrete particle using high-pressure carbon dioxide solution. The recycling process is 

composed of three types of treatment: high-pressure CO2 aqueous solution, grinding with a 

ball mill, and classification. They found that single ball mill crushing can reduce water 

absorption to 5.3% after 60mins treatment. Combined treatment with ball mill 30mins and 6h 

treatment with CO2 can reduce water absorption from 15% to 3.2%. 

1.4 Standards for RCA 

In order to make good use of RCA in concrete, standards for recycled concrete and 

classification of RCA have to be followed. Several requirement considering RCA can be 

found such as pr EN 933-11(European Union) [81], BS8500-2(England) [82], JIS(Japan), 

DG/TJ08-2018-2007 (China). 

 

RILEM specifications 

RILEM [83] classified the CRCA into three types which are shown in Table 1-8. These 

recommendations suggest maximum allowable values for impurities in RCA. Here type I 

aggregates means that aggregates originate from masonry rubble, type II signifies that 

aggregates originate from concrete rubble; type III aggregates means a blend of recycled 
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aggregate and natural aggregates. The composition of type III aggregates shall meet the 

following additional requirements: the minimum content of natural aggregates is at least 80% 

(m/m), the maximum content of type I aggregate is 10% (m/m). CRCA can be used in plain 

and reinforced concrete under the provision mentioned in Table 1-9 . 

Mandatory requirements RCAC 
type I 

RCAC 
type II 

RCAC 
type III 

Test method 

Min. dry particle density (kg/m3) 1500 2000 2400 ISO 6783& 7033 
Max. water absorption (% m/m) 20 10 3 ISO 6783& 7033 
Max. content of material with SSD <2200 
kg/m3 (% m/m) 

- 10 10 ASTM C123 

Max. content of material with SSD <1800 
kg/m3 (% m/m)a 

10 1 1 ASTM C123 

Max. content of material with SSD <1000 
kg/m3 (% m/m) 

1 0.5 0.5 ASTM C123 

Max. content of foreign material (metal, glass, 
soft material, bitumen) <1000 kg/m3 (% m/m) 

5 1 1 Visual 

Max. content of metal (% m/m) 1 1 1 Visual 
Max. content of organic material (% m/m) 1 0.5 0.5 NEN 5933 
Max. content of filler (< 0.063mm) (% m/m) 3 2 2 prEN 933-1 
Max. content of sand (< 4mm) (% m/m)b 5 5 5 prEN 933-1 
Max. content of sulfate (% m/m)c 1 1 1 BS 812, part 118 
a Water saturated surface dry condition (SSD). 
 b If the maximal allowable content of sand is exceeded, this part of the aggregates shall be considered together 
with the total sand fraction. 
c Water soluble sulfate content calculated as SO3. 
 

Recycled aggregates RCAC type I RCAC type II RCAC type III 

Max. allowable strength class C16/20a C50/60 No limit 
Additional testing required when used in 
exposure class 1b 

None None None 

Additional testing required when used in 
exposure class 2a,4a 

ASR expansion 
test c  
Use in class 4a 
not allowed 

ASR expansion test ASR expansion test 

Additional testing required when used in 
exposure class 2b,4b 

Use in classes 
2b,4b not 
allowed 

ASR expansion test 
Bulk freeze-thaw test 

ASR expansion test 
Bulk freeze-thaw test 

Additional testing required when used in 
exposure class 3 

Use in class 3 
not allowed 

ASR expansion test 
Bulk freeze-thaw test 
Deicing salt test 

ASR expansion test 
Bulk freeze-thaw test 
Deicing salt test 

a However, the strength class may be increased to C30/37 subject to the condition that the saturated surface dry 
(SSD) density of the recycled aggregates exceeds 2000 kg/m3. 
b Conforming with ENV 206. 
c Expansion test to evaluate alkali silica reactivity. 
 

Table 1-8 Classification of recycled coarse aggregates for concrete (RCAC) [83]  

Table 1-9 Provisions for the use of recycled concrete [83] 
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For concrete with recycled aggregates used in exposure classes 2, 3 and 4 (Table 1-9), 

attention should be paid to the durability aspects of reinforced concrete. The use of recycled 

fine aggregates is limited in this standard due to the larger amounts of contaminants, higher 

water absorption, larger adherent cement paste content.  

 

JIS (Japanese Industrial Standard) 

Japan has a history of more than a quarter century of research on the reuse of recycled 

aggregates in new concrete, and three classes of recycled aggregates are defined in Japan. JIS 

A5021 [84] was established for high-quality recycled aggregate H for concrete in 2005. JIS 

A5022 [85] and JIS A5023 [86] are dedicated to recycled concrete using recycled class M and 

class L, respectively (Table 1-10). The JIS Technical Report, TR A 0006 “Recycled concrete 

using recycled aggregate” classified recycled concrete into three classes as “Normal”, 

“Chloride controlled”, “Flexible use” [87]. “Normal” recycled concrete should be used for 

filling concrete and leveling concrete which are no-structural members where high strength 

and high durability are not required. “Chloride controlled” recycled concrete is used similarly 

as “Normal” concrete but for members with steel reinforcement. “Flexible use” recycled 

concrete is used for a wider range of members, sometimes for structural use, under the 

guidance of an engineer who has expert knowledge of recycled concrete (Table 1-11). 

 

Recycled aggregates properties Class-H Class-M Class-L 
Coarse Fine Coarse Fine Coarse Fine 

Oven-dry density (g/cm3) Not less 
than 2.5 

Not less 
than 2.5 

Not less 
than 2.3 

Not less 
than 2.3 

- - 

Water absorption (%) Not more 
than 3.0 

Not more 
than 3.5 

Not more 
than 5.0 

Not more 
than 7.0 

Not more 
than 7.0 

Not more 
than 13.0 

 

 

Table 1-10 Specified values of recycled aggregate in JIS [84-86]  
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Class Nominal strength 
(MPa) 

Gmax 
 (mm) 

Slump  
(cm) 

Chloride content 
(kg/m3) 

“Normal” 12 20 or 25 Less than 15 - 
“Chloride controlled” 12 20 or 25 Less than 15 Less than 0.6 
“Flexible use” Less than 18 As required As required As required 

 

Chinese standard (DG/TJ08-2018-2007) 

The first standard for recycled aggregate concrete in China (Technical code on the application 

of recycled concrete [88]) was issued in 2007 in Shanghai. In this code, only coarse RCA 

(minimum size of RCA over 5mm) is allowed to use in recycled concrete (Recycled concrete 

used as block, pavement, and element which strength class is less than RC40, including 

RC40). In terms of density, water absorption and masonry content, two classes of RCA are 

defined in Table 1-12. 

Items Type I Type II 
Apparent density (kg/m3) ≥2400 ≥2200 
Water absorption (%) ≤7 ≤10 
Masonry content (%) ≤5 ≤10 
Flakiness index (%) ≤15  
Crushing value (%) ≤30  
Soundness (mass loss %) ≤18  
Impurity content (%) ≤1  

 

1.5 Properties of recycled aggregate concrete 

As discussed in section 1.3, CRCA essentially composed of natural gravel generally possess 

satisfying properties for the re-use as concrete aggregates. Lots of studies have been dedicated 

to the properties of concretes containing CRCA or FRCA.  

Table 1-11 Specifications for recycled concrete[87]  

Table 1-12 Classification of recycled coarse aggregates for concrete in DG/TJ08-2018-2007 [88] 
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1.5.1 Fresh properties of recycled aggregate concrete 

Sagoe-Crentsil et al. [89] studied fresh and hardened properties of RAC made with 

commercially produced CRCA and natural fine sand. The properties of RCA and basalt 

aggregates are shown in Table 1-13. The concrete mixture proportions and slump of RAC are 

shown in Table 1-14. The RAC contained 100% CRCA and fine natural sand while the 

normal concrete mixture contained only natural coarse and fine aggregates. The RCA were 

presaturated for 10 min in the mixture. The slump of RAC was 75mm while the slump of 

normal concrete was 90mm. 

Property Recycled concrete aggregate Basalt 
Aggregate crushing value,% (AS1141.21) 23.1 15.7 
Bulk density, kg/m3 (AS1141.6) 2394 2890 
Water absorption,% (AS1141.6) 5.6 1.0 

Mix 
designation 

Cement 
(kg/m3) 

Water-cement  
ratio 

Coarse 
aggregate 

Wet density 
(kg/m3) 

Entrapped air 
content (%) 

Slump (mm) 

C0912A 242 0.76 basalt 2466 2.4 90 
C0912B 240 0.73 recycled 2335 2.4 75 

 

J.M. Khatib [90] investigated the properties of concrete containing FRCA and natural coarse 

aggregates. Five different mixes were employed to examine the influence of incorporating 

FRCA as shown in Table 1-15. The free w/c ratio for all mixes was 0.5. The slump values of 

RC varied from 170 to 190 mm. There was a systematic increase in slump as the content of 

FRCA in the mix increased, the slump of fresh concrete was 170mm, 175mm, 185 mm, and 

190 mm respectively as the substitution of FRCA was 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% (by weight). 

However, the method to prepare FRCA (using FRCA with SSD state or dried state) is not 

mentioned precisely in the article. 

 

Table 1-13 Properties of recycled concrete aggregate and basalt aggregate [89] 

Table 1-14 Mix designation and mixture details of concrete specimens[89] 
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Mix Cement Water Sand(Class M) FRCA Coarse Aggregate Slump(mm) 
Control 325 162 649 0 1298 145 
RC25 322 161 483 161 1288 170 
RC50 320 159 320 320 1277 175 
RC75 317 158 158 475 1267 185 
RC100 315 157 0 629 1257 190 

 

Tam et al. [91-94] proposed a new approach in concrete mixing, ‘two-stage mixing approach 

(TSMA)’ which is shown in the Figure 1-7, in order to improve the compressive strength of 

recycled concrete. During the first stage of mixing, TSMA uses half of the required water for 

mixing leading to form a thin layer of cement slurry which fills up some pores and cracks in 

the RCA. At the second stage of mixing, the remaining water is added to complete the mixing 

process. Under the examination of SEM, both the new ITZ and old ITZ of RAC are improved 

after the TSMA comparing to normal mixing approach. Improvement of strength was 

recorded up to 21% for 20% of RCA used after 28days of curing. They also suggested that 

using pozzolanic materials (silica fume, fly ash) into concrete combined with TSMA could 

improve the properties of RAC.  

Roesler et al. [27] studied the effects of RCA on the concrete’s fresh and strength properties 

for airfield rigid pavement application using TSMA. Various concrete mixtures with different 

percentages of RCA and mineral admixtures as partial replacement of Portland cement were 

tested. The RCA were kept in moisture conditions of approximately 80% of their absorption 

capacity. The mix water was adjusted according to the water absorption of RCA. The results 

showed that TSMA can be an effective method for improving properties of RAC. The slump 

value for the RAC gave similar results comparing to control concrete (concrete with natural 

aggregates). Thus, TSMA with higher initial absorbed moisture reduced the negative 

workability effects associated with RCA. The RCA mixtures with silica fume or fibers 

reduced workability as expected.  

Table 1-15 Details of concrete mixes (kg/m3)[90] 
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Kou et al. [95] studied the properties of concretes that were prepared with FRCA and crushed 

natural coarse aggregate. They used two methods to design the concrete mixes, one with a 

fixed water/cement ratio and the other with a fixed slump range. Saturated surface dried 

conditions of aggregates were used to design the concrete mixes, but unfortunately they didn’t 

mention how SSD condition was determined. Water compensation was made during concrete 

batching. But they didn’t mention the state of moisture of FRCA used in the mixing 

procedure. The slump of fresh concrete Mixes I was 75mm, 98mm, 120 mm, and 135 mm as 

the substitution of FRCA was 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% respectively at the fixed 

water/cement ratio. The slump value of the concrete Mixes II maintained at approximately the 

same value (between 60-80mm) by reducing the added free water. The free water decreased 

as the substitution of FRCA increased. The results illustrated how the water absorption 

properties of FRCA affected the free water required in the concrete mixes which influenced 

directly the slump value of fresh concrete. But they didn’t mention the method used to 

evaluate the water absorption of FRCA. 

Poon et al. [96] studied the influence of moisture states of natural and recycled aggregates on 

the properties of fresh and hardened concretes. The moisture states of aggregates were 

controlled at air-dried (AD), oven-dried (OD) and saturated surface-dried (SSD) states. The 

fine aggregates used were natural river sand with a fineness modulus of 2.11. The natural 

Figure 1-7 Mixing procedures of (i) normal mixing approach and (ii) two-stage mixing approach[91] 
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coarse aggregates used were crushed granite with nominal sizes of 10 and 20mm. The CRCA 

were crushed and obtained from a single source at the old Kai Tak airport in Hong kong. The 

physical and mechanical properties of the natural and CRCA are shown in Table 1-16. 

Type Nominal size 
(mm)  

Density (kg/m3) Water 
absorption (%) 

Strength (10% 
fine value) KN 

Porosity (%) 

Crushed granite 10 2620 1.25 159 1.60 
20 2620 1.24 

Recycled 
aggregate 

10 2330 7.56 117 10.45  
20 2370 6.28 

 

All the mixes had a free water content of 205 kg/m3, a free water-to-cement ratio (w/c) of 0.57 

and a fine aggregate to total aggregate ratio of 0.375. The amount of water was adjusted 

according to the actual moisture contents of the aggregates. When the AD and the OD 

aggregates were used, an additional amount of water was needed to saturate the aggregates. 

The actual mass of water and materials used in 12 mixes are shown in Table 1-17. 

The test results showed that initial slump values of the concrete mixtures were dependent on 

the initial free water contents, and the slump loss values of the mixtures were related to the 

moisture states of the aggregates. The changes of slump with time are shown in Figure 1-8. 

For the mixes prepared with all the coarse aggregate being replaced by the recycled aggregate, 

the initial slump values of OD4 mix was about 145mm, while that of AD4 mix was 125mm. 

In contrast, the mix with SSD coarse aggregate still maintained at initial slump of 100mm. 

The concrete with OD coarse aggregate showed a higher initial slump which was due to the 

higher initial free water content in the mix. The slump value of these mixes decreased to zero 

at 135min for mix OD1 and at 165 min for mix AD1 and SD1 after initial mixing. Overall, it 

was clear that if the recycled aggregates were used in the SSD state, there was only a small 

change in the initial slump of the concrete. Due to the absorption of water by the dry 

aggregate, which reduced quickly the amount of free water in the mixture, the mixes prepared 

Table 1-16 Properties of the natural and recycled coarse aggregates[96] 
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with 20-100% recycled aggregates in the SSD state showed a slower process of slump loss 

and the slump did not reach zero during the test period of 165 min. In comparison, the OD 

mixes showed a faster loss of slump than the SSD mixes. 

Mix Combination of 
coarse aggregate 

Moisture 
state of 
coarse 
aggregate 

Proportions (kg/m3) 
Water  Cement Sand Crushed granite Recycled 

aggregate 
10mm 20mm 10mm 20mm 

AD1 100% crushed 
granite 

AD 214 353 667 362 724   
OD1 OD 221 353 667 360 720   
SSD1 SSD 209 353 666 364 729   
AD2 80% crushed 

granite + 20% 
recycled 
concrete 

AD 217 353 660 287 574 70 139 
OD2 OD 230 353 661 284 569 67 135 
SSD2 SSD 206 353 661 288 576 72 144 

AD3 50% crushed 
granite + 50% 
recycled 
concrete 

AD 229 353 647 176 351 170 343 
OD3 OD 247 353 647 175 349 164 332 
SSD3 SSD 207 353 649 177 354 177 354 

AD4 100% recycled 
concrete 

AD 241 353 625   330 663 
OD4 OD 271 353 625   317 642 
SSD4 SSD 209 353 625   342 684 

 

 

Poon et al. [97] studied the properties of fresh concrete prepared with recycled aggregates. 

They prepared the concrete mixtures with a design compressive strength of 35 MPa, the mix 

proportions of concretes are shown in Table 1-18. The fine aggregates used were natural river 

sand with a fineness modulus of 2.11. The recycled aggregate was used at the air-dried 

Table 1-17 Actual mass of water and materials used in different mixes[96] 

Figure 1-8 Changes of slump of concrete mixes with different types of coarse aggregates and at 
different moisture states[96] 
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condition with initial moisture content of the aggregate at mixing much lower than its 

absorption capacity. The changes in slump of concrete mixes without fly ash and with 25% 

fly ash are shown in Figure 1-9 and Figure 1-10, respectively. The initial slump increased 

with an increase in the percentage of recycled aggregate. 

Notation Recycled 
aggregate (%) 

 Constitution (kg/m3) 

water cement sand Fly ash granite Recycled aggregate 
R0 0 225 410 642 - 1048 0 
R20 20 225 410 642 - 840 204 
R50 50 225 410 642 - 524 506 
R80 80 225 410 642 - 210 814 
R100 100 225 410 642 - 0 1017 
R0F25 0 225 307.5 628 102.5 1048 0 
R20F25 20 225 307.5 628 102.5 840 204 
R50F25 50 225 307.5 628 102.5 524 506 
R80 F25 80 225 307.5 628 102.5 210 814 
R100 F25 100 225 307.5 628 102.5 0 1017 

 

 

 

 

 

The mix prepared with 100% recycled aggregate showed the greatest slump of 195mm and it 

took about 3h to decrease to the zero slump, while the mix without recycled aggregate took 

about 130 min. For the mixes with 25% fly ash, all the mixes showed higher initial slumps 

when compared to the corresponding without fly ash. The highest initial slump of 210 mm 

was recorded for the mix with 100% recycled aggregate and 25% Fly ash. The rate of slump 

Table 1-18 Mix proportion of concrete[97] 

Figure 1-9 Changes of slump of concrete mixes 
without fly ash [97] 

Figure 1-10 Changes of slump of concrete mixes 
with 25% fly ash [97] 
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loss with time was also lower for the mixes with fly ash. As a result, the slump of these mixes 

took longer to reach zero than the mixes without fly ash. 

 

Globally, we can conclude that the moisture state of the recycled aggregates affects the 

workability properties of concrete made with RCA. The slump loss of the concrete is 

influenced by the moisture state. Attention should be paid to the preparation of recycled 

aggregates before mixing. 

1.5.2 Mechanical properties of recycled aggregate concrete 

J.M.Khatib [90] found that compressive strength reduction occurred when natural sand was 

replaced by FRCA. The compressive strength for all mixes at 1, 7, 28, and 90 days are shown 

in Figure 1-11. After 90 days curing, the reduction could reach 27% at the replacement level 

of 100%, while it was only 15% for the replacement of 25% at the fixed water/cement ratio of 

0.5.  

Evangelista [98] studied the influence of FRCA which was produced in laboratory in the 

production of structural concrete. They used FRCA to partially or globally replace natural 

sand in the RAC. For replacement ratios up to 30%, the compressive strength was only 

decreased by 3.7%, the modulus of elasticity was decreased by 3.7%. For the replacement 

ratio up to 100%, the compressive strength was only decreased by 7.6%, the modulus of 

elasticity was decreased by 18.5%. Globally they concluded that the use of FRCA does not 

jeopardize the mechanical properties of concrete, however it was contradictory to [90, 95]. 
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Kou et al. [95] studied the properties of concretes that were prepared with FRCA as fine 

aggregates. They used two methods to design the concrete mixes, one was the fixed 

water/cement ratio of 0.53 and the other one was the fixed slump range of 60-80mm. The 

concrete mixes were designed on the saturated surface dried condition. But they didn’t 

mention the state of moisture of FRCA used in the mixing procedure. Water compensation 

was made during concrete batching. They pointed out that at a fixed W/C and at fixed slump, 

the compressive strength of concrete with replacement of 100% decreased 25%, 26% 

respectively compared to control concrete (Figure 1-12 and Figure 1-13). After the authors, 

the poorer mechanical strength of concrete mixes of fixed water/cement ratio might be due to 

the high initial free water content used in the mixes rendered bleeding and poorer interfacial 

bonding between the aggregates and the cement pastes. 

Figure 1-11 Effect of FRCA content on compressive strength(S)[90]  
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Poon et al. [99] used recycled aggregates to produce concrete bricks and paving blocks 

obtained from C&DW. Series of laboratory trial tests were carried out to determine the 

properties of the bricks and blocks prepared with and without recycled aggregates. The test 

results showed that the replacement of coarse and fine natural aggregates by recycled 

aggregates at the levels of 25% and 50% had little effect on the compressive strength of the 

brick and block specimens, but at the levels of 100% it was decreased by 27% and 13% 

compared to the control brick and block respectively. Paving blocks with a 28-day 

Figure 1-12 Compressive strength of concrete mixes in Series I(fixed w/c)[95] 

Figure 1-13 Compressive strength of concrete mixes in Series II(fixed slump)[95] 
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compressive strength of not less than 49 MPa can be produced without the incorporation of 

fly ash, and paving blocks for footway uses with a lower compressive strength of 30 MPa and 

masonry bricks can be produced with the incorporation of fly ash. 

 

Xiao et al. [100] studied the compressive strength and the stress-strain curve of RAC under 

uniaxial loading with different replacement percentages of CRCA (0%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 

100%). The fine aggregate used was river sand. The used CRCA were pre-soaked before 

mixing. The mix proportions and properties of concrete are shown in Table 1-19. 

 

No. RCA 
replacement 
percentage 

W/C C S NCA RCA Mixing 
water 

Slump 
(mm) 

Compressive 
strength (MPa) 

NC 0 0.43 430 555 1295 - 185 42 35.9 
RC-30 30 0.43 430 534 872 374 185 33 34.1 
RC-50 50 0.43 430 522 609 609 185 41 29.6 
RC-70 70 0.43 430 510 357 832 185 40 30.3 
RC-100 100 0.43 430 492 - 1149 185 44 26.7 

 

They concluded that the failure mode of RAC was a shear mode and the failure process of 

RAC was relatively short. The inclination angle between the failure plane and the vertical 

load plumb was about 63-79º, while the inclination angle of the normal concrete was about 

58-64º. The RCA replacement percentage had a considerable influence on the stress-strain 

curves of RAC which is shown in Figure 1-14. The stress-strain curves of RAC indicate a 

decrease in the peak stress and an increase in the peak strain. The compressive strengths 

generally decreased with increasing RCA contents. The elastic modulus of RAC was lower 

than that of the normal concrete. It decreased as the RCA content increased. For a RCA 

replacement percentage equals to 100%, the elastic modulus was reduced by 45%. The peak 

strain of RAC was higher than that of normal concrete. It increased with the increase in RCA 

Table 1-19 Mix proportions and properties of concrete(kg/m3)[100] 
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contents. For a RCA replacement percentage equals to 100%, the peak strain was increased by 

20%.  

 

Etxeberria et al. [21] studied the shear behavior and strength of beams made with RAC. 

Twelve beam specimens with the same compressive strength, four concrete mixtures using 

different percentages of CRCA (0%, 25%, 50% and 100%) and three different transverse 

reinforcement arrangements were cast and tested up to failure. They concluded that a 

substitution of less than 25% of coarse aggregate was suitable for structural use by 

considering all measures related to dosage, compressive strength and durability.  

 

Xiao et al. [101] studied the mechanical properties of RAC by collecting 1200 test results of 

experimental works published in the literature. The relationships between the compressive 

strength and the density, the splitting tensile strength, the flexural strength, the elastic 

modulus of RAC are shown in Figure 1-15 to Figure 1-18 respectively. A linear relationship 

between compressive strength and the density was found. They concluded that the equations 

used for the description of mechanical properties of normal concrete cannot be directly 

applied to the recycled aggregate concrete. Therefore they presented improved equations for 

the description of RAC after the statistical analysis of the collected experimental results. The 

Figure 1-14 Typical stress-strain curves of RAC[100] 
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difference between proposed relations and equations suggested by ACI are shown in Table 

1-20.  

Xiao [101] ACI Code 
f��=0.24f���.�	 f��=0.49f���.	� 
f
 � 0.75�f�� f
 � 0.54�f�� 
E� � 7770f���.�� E� � 4127f���.�� 

 

Globally, compressive strength of RAC decreases as the content of RCA increases both for 

FRCA and CRCA replacement (Table 1-21). Generally, authors showed that the reasonable 

use of CRCA doesn’t decrease the compressive strength a lot and can satisfy the project 

needs. A few authors mentioned that the use of FRCA does not jeopardize the mechanical 

properties of concrete until the replacement of RCA up to 30%. But for other authors the use 

of FRCA is not good for the properties of RAC due to their high water absorption and mortar 

content.  

  

Table 1-20 Difference between proposed relations and equations suggested by ACI [101]  

Figure 1-15 Relationship between the 
compressive strength and the density of 
RAC[101] 

Figure 1-16 Relationship between the splitting 
tensile strength and the compressive strength of 
RAC[101] 
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Author, Year 
(Reference no.) 

Composition information Compressive strength MPa (28days) 
Relative strength 

Modulus of elasticity GPa 
(28days) 

J.M Khatib 2005 
[90] 

w/c constant, FRCA replace with 
0%,25%,50%,75%,100% 

46.7,35.3,35.2,35.1,30 
(1.00,0.76,0.75,0.75,0.64) 

48.1,44.7,42.5,42.3,39.1(1.0
0,0.93,0.88,0.81) 

L.Evangelista et al. 
2007 [98] 

cement constant,FRCA replace 
with0%,10%,20%,30%,50%,100%,Superpla
sticizer 

59.3,59.0,57.3,57.1,58.8,54.8 
(1.00,0.99,0.97,0.96,0.96,0.99,0.92) 

35.5,34.2,28.9 
(1.00,0.96,0.81) for 
0%,30%,100% 

Kou Shi-Cong et al. 
2009 [95] 

I:w/c constant,FRCA replace with 
0%,25%,50%,75%,100%; II:slump 
constant,FRCA replace with 
0%,25%,50%,75%,100% 

I:57,56,52,47.5,42.5 
(1.00,1.00,0.93,0.85,0.76); 
II:57,55,52.5,45,40.5  
(1.00,0.96,0.92,0.79,0.71) 

- 

P.Pereira et al 2012 
[102] 

FRCA replace with 
0%,10%,30%,50%,100%, Superplasticizer 

53.3,53.7,51,47.8,45.1 
(1.00,1.01,0.96,0.90,0.85) 

 - 

C.S Poon et al 2002 
[99] 

cement constant,both FRCA and CRCA 
replace with 0%,25%,50%,75%,100%, Fly 
ash 

46.6,44.7,46.5,45.4,40.1 
(1.00,0.96,1.00,0.97,0.86) 

- 

Jianzhuang Xiao et 
al 2005 [100] 

w/c constant, CRCA replace with 
0%,30%,50%,70%,100% 

35.9,34.1,29.6,30.3,26.7 
(1.00,0.95,0.82,0.84,0.74) 

- 

M.Etxeberria et al 
2007 [21] 

compressive strength constant, CRCA 
replace with 0%,25%,50%,100% 

29,28,29,28 32.56,31.3,28.59,27.74 
(1.00,0.96,0.88,0.85) 

Torben C. Hansen 
et al 1985 [103] 

CRCA repalce with 100%  - 15-30% reduction 

C.S Poon et al 2007 
[12] 

w/c constant, CRCA replace with 
0%,30%,50%,70%,100% 

48.6,45.3,42.5,39.2,37.1 
(1.00,0.93,0.87,0.81,0.76) 

- 

C.S Poon et al 2004 
[96] 

cement constant, CRCA replace with 
0%,25%,50%,75%,100% 

SSD: 46,43.0,38.1,39.1    
(1.00,0.93,0.83,0.85) 

- 

José M.V. Gomez-
Soberon 2002 [47] 

w/c constant, CRCA replace with 
0%,15%,30%,60%,100% 

39,38.1,37,35.8,34.5 
(1.00,0.98,0.95,0.92,0.88) 

29.7,29.1,27.8,26.6,26.7 
(1.00,0.98,0.94,0.90,0.90) 

Valeria Corinaldesi w/c constant, CRCA repalce with 0%,30% 51.2,38.1 (1.00,0.74) 35.6,27.2 (1.00,0.76) 

Figure 1-17 Relationship between the flexural 
strength and the compressive strength of 
RAC[101] 

Figure 1-18 Relationship between the elastic 
modulus and the compressive strength of 
RAC[101] 

Table 1-21 Summary of properties of RAC from literature  
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2010 [104] (w/c=0.5) 

Amnon Katz 2003 
[105] 

w/c constant, both FRCA and CRCA replace 
with 0%,100% 

30% reduction for OPC, 24% 
reduction for White PC 

25% reduction 

A.K. Padmini et al 
2009 [55] 

CRCA repalce with 100%  20-35% reduction for 10mm 
maximum size;14-35% reduction 
for 20mm maximum size;10-25% 
for 40mm maximum size 

- 

Ilker Bekir Topçu et 
al 2004 [106] 

CRCA replace with 
0%,30%,50%,,70%,100% 

23.5% reduction for C20 
concrete;33% reduction for C16 
concrete 

- 

Sami W.Tabsh et al 
2009 [107] 

CRCA replace with 
0%,30%,50%,70%,100% 

30% reduction for C30 
concrete;10% reductioni for C50 
concrete 

- 

Benito Mas et al 
2012 [108] 

CRCA replace with 0%,25%,50%,75% and 
no Superplasticizer for C15;CRCA replace 
with 0%,20%,40% and Superplasticizer for 
C25 and C65 

18-21% reduction for C15; 13% 
reduction for C25; 26-39% 
reduction for C65 

- 

M.Casuccio et al 

2008 [109] 

CRCA replace with 0%,100% and no 
Superplasticizer for C18; CRCA replace 
with 0%,100% and Superplasticizer for C37 
and C48 

1-15% reduction 13%-18% reudction 

 

1.5.3 Mechanical properties of mortars made with FRCA 

Like the recycled concrete, recycled mortar manufactured with FRCA generally present a 

lower strength and a lesser durability than similar mortar composed of natural sand. 

Generally, compressive strength of mortar decreases as the content of FRCA increases [110-

112]. A few authors mentioned that the use of FRCA does not jeopardize the mechanical 

properties of mortar up to a replacement of 30%. But for other authors the use of FRCA is not 

good for the properties of mortar due to the high water absorption and adherent cement paste 

content. 

Dapena et al. [113] studied the effect of recycled sand content on the characteristics of 

mortars and concretes. Using recycled sand contents of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 50%, the strength 

drop of recycled mortars increased from 0 to 50%. The strength reduction was 14% and 31% 

comparing to the control mortar with siliceous sand when the recycled sand content was 10% 

and 20% respectively. With calcareous sand and an addition of superplasticizer, the 
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compressive strength of recycled mortar with 20% and 50% recycled sand were 51.8, 

51.1MPa respectively (control mortar with 0% recycled sand was 61MPa). Replacing 

recycled sand up to 10% had no appreciable effect on the compressive strength of recycled 

mortar. 

Braga et al. [114] found that it was feasible to use up to 15% of fine recycled concrete 

aggregate in mortar composition. I.Vegas et al. [115] presented that the critical characteristics 

of FRCA used in the manufacture of masonry mortar were their water absorption and sulfur 

compounds content. After these authors, cement-based masonry mortar may contain up to 

25% FRCA with no detriment to their performance in terms of mechanical strength, 

workability or shrinkage. Miranda et al. [112] found that replacement ratios of up to 40% by 

volume didn’t significantly affect the properties of low strength mortar, with the exception of 

density and workability. 

Lee [116] studied the influence of recycled fine aggregates on the resistance of mortars to 

magnesium sulfate attack. Mortar specimens were prepared with FRCA at different 

replacement levels (0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of natural sand by mass). The results 

showed that the compressive strengths of mortars were 48.5, 42.8, 41.1, 37.6, 35.2MPa 

respectively. This study showed that the recommendable replacement level of recycled fines 

was up to around 50% by the used materials. 

Corinaldesi et al. [117] studied mortars containing 100% FRCA. They showed that adding 

polypropylene fibers and stainless steel fibers in the mortars can reduce the shrinkage of 

mortars and improve the flexural strength, which allows to obtain good performances, in 

particular when coupled with bricks. 

Corinaldesi and Moriconi [118-119] evaluated the mechanical and rheological behavior of 

mortars with three different 100% FRCA (from precast concrete, recycled bricks, from 

recycling plant). Mortars with FRCA developed low mechanical strength with respect to the 
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reference mortar (28MPa for reference mortar, 21, 16 and 17MPa for the three recycled 

mortars), particularly with the recycled bricks.  

1.5.4 ITZ properties 

Concrete can be considered as a three phase composite: aggregate, Interfacial Transition Zone 

(ITZ), and matrix [120-123]. The formation of ITZ around aggregates can be explained by 

several factors such as wall effect, bleeding during the vibration of concrete before setting, 

unidirectional growth of hydrates [124-126]. When the cement grains encounter the wall of an 

aggregate, a gradient of water and cement grains surrounds the aggregate due to the packing 

constraints imposed by the surface [127-128]. A region of higher porosity near the aggregate 

surface is therefore created. 

RILEM TC 159-ETC [129] pointed out that ITZ should not be viewed as a well defined 

material but rather as a system which properties depend on the overall composition as well as 

on the method of fabrication of the cement composite. The microstructure of the ITZ can be 

quantified experimentally and by modeling in terms of gradients of microstructure [130-132]. 

The ITZ microstructure would depend to a large extent on the particle size distribution of the 

binder and its ability to efficiently pack at the aggregate surface. Bentz [133] stated that the 

microstructure of ITZ between cement paste and aggregate depended strongly on the nature of 

the aggregate, specially its porosity and water absorption. 

 

In recycled aggregate concrete, three kinds of ITZ can be distinguished: the old ITZ between 

natural aggregate and old adherent cement paste (in the RCA), the new ITZ between the old 

adherent cement paste and new cement paste, and the new ITZ between new cement paste and 

natural aggregate (in the RCA), which are shown in Figure 1-19. Different experimental 

methods are used to characterize the properties of ITZ, including the optical microscopy, 
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scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX), mercury 

intrusion porosimetry (MIP), atomic force microscope (AFM), and nanoindentation. The 

typical width of the ITZ between the aggregate and matrix is 50µm. However, different 

researchers obtained different thickness of the ITZ from their tests. 

 

 

Poon et al. [46] studied the microstructure of ITZ in RAC by SEM. SEM observations 

revealed that the normal concrete (NC) aggregate-cement interfacial zone consisted mainly of 

loose and porous hydrates whereas the high performance concrete (HPC) aggregate-cement 

interfacial zone consisted mainly of dense hydrates. The interfacial transition zone 

microstructure in concrete with RCA appeared to be an important factor in governing strength 

development of the RAC. It was expected that the mechanical properties of RAC can be 

improved by modifying the surface properties and the pore structure of the RCA. 

 

Tam et al. [91] studied the microstructure of the ITZ between RCA and cement paste to assess 

the benefits gained from the two-stage mixing approach (TSMA). They pointed out that the 

quality of ITZ depends on the surface characteristics of the aggregate particles, the degree of 

1-Original aggregate 2-Adhered cement paste 3-New cement paste

Old ITZ between original aggregate and adhered cement paste

New ITZ between original aggregate and new cement paste

New ITZ between old adhered cement paste and new cement paste

3

2

1

Figure 1-19 Schematic representation of ITZs 
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bleeding, chemical bonding and the specimen preparation technique. They found that ITZ of 

the RAC is improved by the TSMA, which fills up the cracks and pores within RCA. The 

compressive strengths and other mechanical properties of RAC are enhanced from the 

laboratory experiments. 

Xiao et al. [134-136] investigated the properties of ITZ (old and new ITZ) in the RAC by 

AFM, SEM, and nanoindentation. The RCA used for casting RAC specimens were presoaked 

before mixing. The water amount used to presoak the RCA was according to the water 

absorption capacity. From the SEM results, obvious voids and higher concentration of 

calcium hydroxide can be found in both old ITZ and new ITZ in RAC. The thickness of the 

old ITZ and new ITZs measured by nanoindentation are respectively in the range 40-50 µm 

and in the range 55-65 µm. The average indentation modulus of old ITZ is 70-80% of that of 

old paste matrix, while the average indentation modulus of new ITZ is 80-90% of that of new 

paste matrix. For the old ITZ, they showed that the indentation modulus of old ITZ around 

limestone is higher than that of old ITZ around gravel, and the thickness of old ITZ around 

limestone is thinner than that around gravel. But they didn’t mention the type of gravel used 

in this study. The mix proportion and hydration degree have no obvious effects on the 

nanomechanical properties of the old ITZ in RAC. Adding fly ash can increase the average 

indentation modulus of the new ITZ, and decrease the thickness of new ITZ. With the 

increase of hydration degree, the new ITZ thickness appears to be reduced and the 

microstructure of the new ITZ tends to become denser. 

 

Lee et al. [137] studied the ITZ properties of recycled aggregate in RAC by micro-hardness 

tests. However, the saturation state of RCA used was not mentioned. In the compressive and 

tensile tests, RAC in general failed by cracks through the RCA, and partly through the ITZ 

between the RCA and mortar. Bigger ITZ cracks were observed in RAC. They pointed out 
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that the micro-hardness value in the old ITZ was the lowest, the micro-hardness value in the 

new ITZ was higher than in the old ITZ. The old ITZ was weak compared to the new ITZ 

because of cracks and voids created by impacts during production process of RCA. 

1.6 Summary 

The RCA can be obtained through the demolition of concrete from different sources. 

Adherent cement paste is much more porous than natural aggregates generally used for the 

manufacture of concrete. Therefore, quality and quantity of adherent cement paste is at the 

origin of the lower properties of RCA comparatively to natural aggregates. It is important to 

control the quality of RCA by reducing the hardened cement paste content and the water 

absorption. 

A lot of researchers studied adherent mortar content in the CRCA, while there is a little about 

the adherent cement paste content in FRCA. Concerning the links between particle sizes and 

mortar content, most of the studies mentioned lower quantities of adherent mortar in CRCA 

with larger particle sizes. But relationships between the adherent cement paste and particle 

sizes are not studied, and therefore it should be studied more precisely. Most of the studies 

mentioned that the high water absorption is connected with the high mortar content. 

A few studies mention the relationship between water absorption and original concrete 

properties. Some authors showed that the RCA properties are affected by the composition of 

the original concrete. The RCA crushed from normal-strength concrete (NC) has higher 

mortar content and water absorption than the RCA crushed from high-performance concrete 

(HPC). But some authors showed that the RCA properties are not connected with the original 

concrete, there is no significant variation in quality for different crushed concretes. The links 

between RCA sizes, original concrete, crushing methods, weathering of the RCA before use, 
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adherent cement paste content and water absorption should be studied in more details and 

more systematically. 

Many authors studied the properties of RAC connected with the proportions of coarse and/or 

fine recycled concrete aggregates. As the replacement of RCA increases, the properties of 

RAC decrease. Generally, the properties of RAC both for the fresh properties and the 

hardened properties vary from the compositions of concrete. The moisture state of RCA also 

plays a very important role in the slump of concrete. Some authors concluded that the air-

dried state, the oven-dried state, and the surface-dried state influence the slump value. So, 

more attention should be paid to the preparation of RCA, especially the saturation state of 

FRCA. It is necessary to accurately measure the water absorption of FRCA. Some authors 

mentioned that the slump of RAC is larger as the replacement of RCA increases.  

 

Globally, compressive strength of RAC decreases as the content of RCA increases. A few 

authors mentioned that the use of FRCA does not jeopardize the mechanical properties of 

concrete up to a replacement of 30%. But for other authors the use of FRCA is not good 

whatever the percentage of replacement for the properties of RAC due to the high water 

absorption and mortar content. The replacement of natural aggregates by CRCA has less 

effect on the compressive strength than FRCA. Generally, most authors showed that the 

reasonable use of CRCA doesn’t decrease significantly the compressive strength and thus can 

satisfy the project needs.  

 

The quality of ITZ depends on the surface characteristics of the aggregate particles, the degree 

of bleeding, and chemical bonding. The saturation state of used RCA may also influence the 

properties of ITZ, some authors do not mention this used RCA situation, few studies about the 

saturation state on the properties of ITZ are carried out. Obvious voids and higher 
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concentration of calcium hydroxide are found in both old ITZ and new ITZ in RAC. The 

thicknesses of the old ITZ and new ITZs are about 50 µm. The average indentation modulus 

of old ITZ is similar or a little higher than new ITZ. Microstructure and nanomechanical 

properties of ITZ can influence the mechanical properties and durability of RAC. 

The influence of dimensions of RCA on their properties has not been studied frequently. The 

properties of RCA crushed in the laboratory and those made in plants seem to be different. 

However few studies have been devoted to understand these differences for these two kinds of 

RCA. The relationships between particle sizes, adherent cement paste content and water 

absorption have also been less studied.  

1.7 Research objective 

The literature review has shown that the reuse of CRCA in optimized percentages allows the 

manufacture of concrete possessing satisfying properties at least for normal concrete. On the 

contrary FRCA, due to their high adherent paste content and resulting high water absorption, 

lead to a significant decrease in the fresh and hardened properties of concrete. Since the 

moisture state has a large influence on the properties of fresh and hardened concrete, it is of 

great importance to be able to quantify this state, and so to measure the water absorption 

coefficient. The characterization of RCA as a function of their size has not been carried out 

systematically in the literature, however it seems that a better knowledge of the relation 

between properties of RCA and size is needed if one wants to optimize the reuse of RCA as 

aggregates. Moreover, this relation has to be studied with regard to original concrete 

composition, which could both influence the properties of RCA as a function of their sizes. 

 

The main objective of this research is twofold. Firstly, we aim at studying the properties of 

fine recycled concrete aggregates (laboratory produced FRCA and industrial FRCA) as a 
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function of hardened cement paste content, particle sizes and properties/composition of the 

original concrete. Secondly, we want to explore the influence of the saturation state of FRCA 

on the properties of fresh and hardened mortars and on their microstructure. 

 

The previous objectives will be addressed by answering the following questions: 

(1) Can we define accurate experimental methods allowing to measure the water absorption 

coefficient and the adherent cement paste content of the different fractions of FRCA? 

(2) What is the link between properties of original concrete (W/C ratio, cement paste volume) 

and properties of RCA made with it? 

(3) What is the link between size and properties of FRCA (cement paste content, density, 

water absorption, porosity...)? 

(4) What is the influence of the conditions of conservation of the RCA (carbonation) on their 

properties? 

(5) What is the influence of FRCA (replacement percentage and replacement fraction) on the 

properties of recycled mortars? 

(6) What is the influence of the moisture state of FRCA on the properties of recycled mortars? 

 

In order to answer the questions mentioned above, three steps were followed in our studies 

which are shown in Figure 1-20.  

In the first step (chapter 2), three original concretes with various compositions (two W/C and 

two volumes of cement paste) are designed and manufactured. They are then crushed with a 

jaw crusher for the production of RCA, and sieved in different granular classes. These RCA 

are then used to define accurate experimental methods for the measurement of water 

absorption and adherent cement paste content. Then, the defined methods are used to 
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characterize systematically the laboratory produced RCA. The influence of carbonation on the 

properties of FRCA was also studied. 

In the second step, three industrial FRCA sourced from different recycling plants are 

characterized with the experimental methods defined previously (Chapter 3). 

In the third step, the influence of moisture state of FRCA (saturated or dried) on the 

rheological behaviour, on the compressive strength, and properties of ITZ of recycled mortars 

were studied (Chapter 4). 
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Chapter 2 Characteristics of laboratory 

produced RCA 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, experimental methods allowing to measure the cement paste content and the 

water absorption coefficient of FRCA are presented. A method based on the dissolution of the 

major part of the cement paste by salicylic acid has been developed for the measurement of 

cement paste content. These methods have been established by using RCA of well known 

composition, produced from the crushing of laboratory made concrete. Using these well 

defined laboratory made materials allows us to study the influence of properties of original 

concrete on the properties of FRCA. The relationships between adherent cement paste content 

and other properties of FRCA are presented. The influence of carbonation on the properties of 

laboratory produced FRCA are also presented. 

2.2 Materials 

Three original concretes with two different W/C ratios and volumes of paste were designed 

and manufactured for production of FRCA. Materials used in this study are as follows. 

2.2.1 Cement 

The cement used throughout this study was a white OPC (CEM I 52.5 “superblanc”) provided 

by Lafarge company whose mineralogical composition is shown in Table 2-1. Grey cement 
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CEM II 52.5 provided by Holcim company was also used only to test the salicylic acid 

disslution method. 

 C3S C2S C3A C4AF Anhydrite Calcite Periclase Gypsum 
CEM I 52.5 
Superblanc (%) 

73.90 21.87 1.46 - 0.52 1.53 0.72 - 

Grey cement  
CEM II 52.5 (%) 

52.74 8.07 8.92 8.95 0.74 18.06 0.46 2.06 

2.2.2 Natural aggregates 

Crushed calcareous coarse and fine aggregates sourced from Tournai (provided by Holcim 

France Benelux) were used for production of all original concretes. The water absorption 

coefficients of natural coarse and fine aggregates were respectively 0.8% and 1.05% 

according to standard EN 1097-6 [40]. Sieve analysis of natural coarse and fine aggregates 

was carried out by the standard EN 933-1 [138] as shown in Figure 2-1. 
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Table 2-1 Mineralogical composition of cements determined by XRD-Rietveld 

Figure 2-1 Particle size distributions of natural sand and coarse aggregate 
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2.2.3 Original concretes and production of RCA 

Three original concretes with two different W/C ratios and volumes of paste were designed 

and manufactured for production of FRCA. Table 2-2 shows the details of original concrete 

compositions. OC1 and OC2 had the same W/C ratio and OC2 and OC3 had the same volume 

of cement paste.  

Type of original concrete OC1 OC2 OC3 

Aggregate (kg) 1138.3 1040.7 1018.9 

Sand (kg) 756.4 691.5 677.0 

Cement (kg) 298.8 375.7 474.8 

Efficient water(kg) 179.3 225.4 189.9 

Absorbed water(kg) 17.2 15.7 15.4 

Total water(kg) 196.5 241.1 205.3 

Coarse Aggregate/Sand 1.505 1.505 1.505 

W/C ratio 0.6 0.6 0.4 

Volume of cement paste (dm3) 278 350 347 

Density of fresh concrete(kg/m3) 2390 2349 2376 

Slump (cm) 5.8 20.3 5.6 

fc28 (MPa) 41.1 40.8 51.0 

fc90(MPa) 47.3 46.4 57.6 

 

After 28 (RCA-28) and 90 (RCA-90) days curing in water, original concretes were crushed in 

the laboratory by using a jaw crusher with the same opening size (10mm). After crushing, 

RCA were dried in the oven at 105°C. The cumulated and partial particle size distributions of 

all the crushed RCA are given in Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3. These figures show that, with the 

same jaw crusher opening, very similar particle size distributions (PSD) can be obtained for 

all the concretes produced in the laboratory, whatever their properties and compositions. 

Nevertheless, RCA-90 for the three concretes are coarser than RCA-28. All the crushed RCA 

were separated into CRCA and FRCA. In this study we focus on the properties of FRCA 

(0/5mm). FRCA were then separated by sieving in four different granular classes (0/0.63, 

0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) in order to study the influence of granular class on the 

Table 2-2 Original concrete compositions made in the laboratory (1 m3) 
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properties of FRCA. Each granular class is represented by its average particle size (0.315, 

0.94, 1.875, 3.75mm), corresponding to the average value of the minimal and maximal 

particle sizes of the granular class. Each class was divided with a sample splitter and then 

tested for cement paste content, water absorption, density, porosity and mass loss between 

105°C and 600°C (ML105-600). 
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Figure 2-2 Cumulated particle size distributions of crushed RCA 
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2.2.4 Manufacture of cement pastes 

Cement pastes with several W/C ratios (0.4, 0.5 and 0.6) were manufactured in a mortar mixer 

and poured into plastic bottles that were sealed after casting and rotated during 24h (until 

hardening) in order to prevent segregation. The cement used for all pastes was CEM I 52.5 

Superblanc the same as used for the manufacture of original concrete. Grey cement paste with 

w/c ratio of 0.5 was manufactured only to test the salicylic acid disslution method. After 

90days curing in the water, cement pastes (CP-90) were crushed by the same jaw crushers 

with the same opening size as for manufacture of RCA. Fraction 1.25/2.5mm of cement paste 

was obtained for the salicylic acid dissolution and carbonation test. CP-0.6-90 refers to the 

cement paste which is made with w/c=0.6 and curing 90 days in water. 
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Figure 2-3 Partial particle size distributions of crushed RCA 
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2.3 Experimental methods 

2.3.1 Water absorption 

Water absorption of FRCA plays an important role in the manufacture of concrete. The water 

absorption coefficient of each granular class of the FRCA was measured with two different 

methods: the European standard method EN 1097-6 and the method n°78 of IFSTTAR [139]. 

Three samples of each granular class of FRCA were measured to obtain the average value. 

The principle of these methods is similar: in both cases, samples are saturated 24 hours in 

water and then the water absorption coefficient is determined based on the water content at 

saturated surface dry (SSD) state. However, the drying method and the way to identify the 

SSD state are totally different. In the standard method (EN 1097-6), saturated aggregates are 

exposed to a gentle current of warm air to evaporate surface moisture and to reach the SSD 

state. The latter is identified using a slump test on the drying sample, which allows detecting 

the existence of cohesion forces due to surface moisture. A metal cone mould is filled with the 

drying sample and lifted gently to let the aggregate flow under the effect of gravity. The shape 

of the aggregate cone obtained after lifting allows the SSD state to be determined (Figure 

2-4). In the IFSTTAR method, the aggregates are dried progressively with different sheets of 

colored absorbent paper until no trace of water can be seen on the paper (the surface of each 

sheet of coloured absorbent paper is wiped carefully with a brush to ensure that no fine 

particles remain attached on the paper). In that state (SSD state), no moisture remains at the 

surface of particles (third sheet of paper in Figure 2-5).  



 

2.3.2 Density 

For each RCA and each granular class, representative samples 

temperature of 105°C, and then specific densit

(Micromeritics AccuPyc 1330

 

Figure 2-4 Shape of cone corresponding to the SSD state 
(EN 1097-6 method) 
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For each RCA and each granular class, representative samples were pre-dried in the oven at a 

temperature of 105°C, and then specific density was measured by using helium pycnometer 

(Micromeritics AccuPyc 1330, Figure 2-6). 

 

Figure 2-6 Helium pycnometer 

Shape of cone corresponding to the SSD state Figure 2-5 Trace of water after successive 
dryings with absorbent paper (IFSTTAR 
method) 
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2.3.3 Cement paste content estimated by the soluble fraction in salicylic 

acid (SFSA) 

A method based on the dissolution of cement paste by salicylic acid was developed in this 

work to estimate the cement paste content in FRCA as salicylic acid would not dissolve 

common aggregates such as quartz or limestone.  

The experimental protocol used for salicylic acid dissolution is the following: 

a) A representative sample (about 100g) is dried at 105°C, then grinded until passing 0.2mm 

sieve;  

b) 0.5g of dried representative sample is then immersed in a solution of 14g of salicylic acid 

in 80ml of methanol, and stirred during 1h; 

c) The solid fraction is filtered on glass filter (Pyrex N°4, pores: 10-16�m) and washed 4 

times using methanol (2-3mm high on top of filter); 

d) The solid residue is dried in the oven at 70°C for 30 min; 

e) The cement paste content (CPC) is then estimated from the soluble fraction in salicylic acid 

(SFSA) as follows:  

( ) 100100%
11

21 ×∆=×−=
M

M

M

MM
SFSA  

Equation 2-1 

where M1 is the mass of dried material before dissolution and M2 is the mass of dried filtrate. 

 

The accuracy of the estimate of CPC by SFSA mostly depends on the amount of soluble 

versus insoluble phases contained in the cement paste of FRCA. In order to assess the impact 

of insoluble and soluble phases in salicylic acid and methanol, experiments where performed 

on pure cement paste with a grey cement Holcim (CEM II 52.5) and a white cement Lafarge 

Superblanc (CEM I 52.5). These cement pastes made with W/C ratio of 0.5 were studied after 

28days of hydration (fraction 1.25/2.5mm) by the X-ray Diffraction (XRD) before and after 
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dissolution such as RCA-OC1-90 0.63/1.25mm. The samples were tested with XRD using a 

Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer, according to the diffraction powder method, with a Co 

Kα1 radiation, sweep from 10° to 100° 2θ. The results were compared with the ICDD 

database. Table 2-3 shows the XRD results before and after dissolution of cements and 

cement pastes (corresponding XRD diffractograms are shown in Figure 2-7 to Figure 2-14 ). 

Sample Insoluble phases 
1. After dissolution of white cement Calcite Ca(CO3)****, 

Calcium sulfate Ca(SO4) **, 
Syngenite K2Ca(SO4)2.H2O*, 
Calcium Sulfate Hydrate Ca(SO4)(H2O)0.5*, 
Calcium Aluminum Oxide Ca3Al2O6***, 
Calcite, magnesian Ca,Mg(CO3)** 

2. After dissolution of grey cement Calcite Ca(CO3)****, 
Brownmillerite Ca2(Al,Fe+3)2MgO5**, 
Anhydrite Ca(SO4)**, 
Gypsum Ca(SO4).2H2O*, Quartz SiO2*, 
Calcium Sulfate Hydrate Ca(SO4)(H2O)0.5*, 
Calcium Aluminum Oxide Ca3Al 2O6*** 

3. Before dissolution of white cement paste  Portlandite Ca(OH)2****, Larnite Ca2SiO4**, 
Calcite Ca(CO3)*, Hatrurite Ca3SiO5*, 
Calcium Silicate Hydrate Ca1.5SiO3.5xH2O* 

4. Before dissolution of grey cement paste Portlandite Ca(OH)2****, Calcite Ca(CO3)***, 
Larnite Ca2SiO4**, Calcium Silicate Ca2SiO4* 
Calcium Aluminum Oxide Carbonate Hydroxide 
Hydrate (AFm hemi carbonate) 
Ca4Al 2O6(CO3)0.5(OH).11.5H2O**, 
Brownmillerite Ca2(Al,Fe+3)2O5* 

5.After dissolution of white cement paste  Calcite Ca(CO3)****, 
Calcium Sulfate Hydrate Ca(SO4).0.5H2O***, 
Bassanite Ca(SO4).0.5H2O*** 

6.After dissolution of grey cement paste Calcite Ca(CO3)****, Quartz SiO2* 
Calcium Aluminum Oxide Ca3Al 2O6*, 
Brownmillerite Ca2(Al,Fe+3)2O5**, 
Calcium Sulfate Hydrate Ca(SO4).0.5H2O*, 
Calcium Aluminum Iron Oxide Ca3(Al,Fe)2O6* 

7. Before dissolution of RCA-OC1-90 0.63/1.25mm Calcite Ca(CO3)****, Quartz SiO2**, 
Portlandite Ca(OH)2** 

8. After dissolution of RCA-OC1-90 0.63/1.25mm Calcite Ca(CO3)****, Quartz SiO2**,  
Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2* 

 

Table 2-3 XRD results before and after dissolution in salicylic acid and methanol for cements and pastes 
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Figure 2-7After dissolution of white cement 

 

Figure 2-8 After dissoluion of grey cement 
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Figure 2-9 Before dissoluion of white cement paste 

 

Figure 2-10 Before dissoluion of grey cement paste 
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Figure 2-11 After dissoluion of white cement paste 

 

Figure 2-12 After dissoluion of grey cement paste 
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Figure 2-13 Before dissoluion of RCA-OC1-90 0.63/1.25mm 

 

Figure 2-14 After dissoluion of RCA-OC1-90 0.63/1.25mm 
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From these results, salicylic acid is allowed to dissolve most of the phases contained in OPC 

cement paste but not of the main phases contained in natural aggregates and especially 

limestone (Table 2-4) [140-144]. Thus apart from calcium aluminate phases and their 

corresponding hydrates, all cement paste should be dissolved. 

Insoluble phases Soluble phases 
C3A, C4AF,Gypsum 
Quartz, Dolomite  
Calcite (limestone)  
C3AH6, Calcium monosulfoaluminate hydrate  

C2S, C3S  
CaO, Ca(OH)2 

C-S-H  
Ettringite 

 

Preliminary tests were carried out on natural aggregates alone and the two cement pastes 

already studied in XRD. Two kinds of natural aggregates were used: a crushed calcareous 

aggregate from Tournai (the same that was used for the production of concretes OC1, OC2 

and OC3), and a siliceous sand complying with standard EN 196-1 [145]. Table 2-5 presents 

the results after dissolution. As can be seen, 95.6% of white cement paste and 62.99% of grey 

cement paste were dissolved while only 0.83% of siliceous aggregate and 3.21% of calcareous 

aggregates were dissolved. For white cement paste, soluble fraction in salicylic acid (SFSA) is 

almost identical to the cement paste content (CPC). This is the reason why white cement was 

chosen for the manufacture of original concretes. For the grey cement paste, as can be seen in 

Table 2-1, the cement has a larger content of C3A, C4AF and Calcite which do not dissolve in 

salicylic acid, so SFSA corresponds to only 62.99% of CPC. For grey cement paste, SFSA is 

always lower than CPC. So for industrial RCA generally containing a grey cement paste, 

SFSA does not give the exact value of CPC, but it will be demonstrated later that for a given 

RCA, SFSA is sufficient to correlate CPC with the other properties of RCA. This method was 

also chosen because it is easy to perform and a very small standard deviation is observed for 

all materials that confirms the robustness of the method.  

 

Table 2-4 Insoluble and soluble phases in salicylic acid and methanol  
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 Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Average value 
Standard 
deviation value 

White cement paste 95.46 96.35 94.89 95.57 0.74 
Grey cement paste 62.56 63.08 63.33 62.99 0.39 
Siliceous sand 0.76 0.86 0.88 0.83 0.06 
Calcareous sand 3.42 3.03 3.18 3.21 0.20 

 

2.3.4 Thermogravimetric analysis 

Representative samples were pre-dried in the oven at a temperature of 105°C. A sample 

powder was then obtained by grinding the material to a maximum size of 0.2mm, and a 

thermogravimetric analysis with analysis of gas by mass spectrometry (MS) was then carried 

out using TGA NETZSCH STA449 F3 with QMS 403D (Figure 2-15). The heating was 

composed of three different phases: 

- From ambient temperature to 105°C: heating rate of 2°C/min 

- 30 mins at a constant temperature of 105°C 

- From 105 to 1100°C, heating rate of 3°C/min. 

 

Figure 2-15 TGA used machine 

 

Table 2-5 Results of preliminary tests with salicylic acid dissolution-1h (mass dissolved %) 
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2.3.5 Mass loss between 105 and 600°C 

A thermal method was used to determine the mass loss between 105 and 600°C (ML105-600). 

ML105-600 corresponds mainly to the loss of bound water of hydrated part of the cement paste; 

indeed, siliceous and calcareous aggregates do generally not decompose below 600°C. The 

experimental protocol used is as follows: 

a) representative samples are grinded until passing 0.2mm sieve; 

b) the grinded representative samples are pre-dried in the oven at 105°C, and constant mass 

(M105) is achieved after 1 day; 

c) dried samples are put in the oven at 600°C and constant mass (M600) is achieved after 1 

day; 

d) then the ML105-600 is calculated as follows: 

( ) 100%
105

600105
600105 ×

−
=− M

MM
ML  

Equation 2-2 

In order to validate this method, thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) of cement paste, 

calcareous sand, siliceous mortar, and calcareous mortar (w/c ratio used was 0.5 for mortars 

and paste) were carried out (Figure 2-16). This figure shows that calcareous sand and mortar 

decarbonize over 600°C whereas most of the pure cement paste is dehydrated below 600°C. 

Indeed, several authors have shown that the dehydration of C-S-H is about 180-300°C and the 

dehydration of CH (Portlandite) is about 450-550°C [146-148]. Therefore, a heating at 600°C 

has been chosen for the measurement of ML105-600 as it allows avoiding the decarbonation of 

aggregates. The mass loss at 600°C comes only from the dehydration of cement paste 

hydrates, and not from aggregates. It is therefore a good indicator of the part of cement paste 

corresponding to the hydrates whereas salicylic acid method also accounts for the unhydrated 

cement in the material. 
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2.3.6 BET analysis 

The specific surface area (SSA) of each granular class of each FRCA was measured by using 

BET (Brunauer-Emmett-Teller) analysis using N2 adsorption (Micromeritics ASAP 2010 

Figure 2-17). Representative samples were pre-dried in the oven at a temperature of 105°C 

and then cooled down in desiccators to room temperature. These samples were then used in 

the BET analysis. BJH (Barrett-Joyner-Halenda) analysis was also employed to determine 

pore area and specific pore volume on desorption isotherms [149].  

Figure 2-16 TGA results obtained on cement paste, calcareous sand, siliceous mortar and calcareous 
mortar  
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Figure 2-17 BET analysis machine 

 

2.4 Theoretical equations to calculate cement paste 

content, soluble fraction by salicylic acid and mass loss 

(ML 105-600) 

Experimental methods for the measurement of SFSA and ML105-600 have been shown in the 

previous section. In order to better understand the results, simple models allowing to calculate 

the cement paste content, to estimate the SFSA and the mass loss due to bound water are 

presented below. 

Firstly, we assume that all the hydrates and unhydrated cement can dissolve in salicylic acid 

to calculate the CPC (in that case SFSA is equal to CPC). In the measurement of cement paste 

content by salicylic acid dissolution, as shown in Equation 2-1, dissolved phases (∆M) can be 

considered as the mass of unhydrated cement and of hydrates. For a given percentage of 

reaction (α), mass of unhydrated cement (Muc) and mass of hydrates (Mh) can be calculated 

from initial mass of cement (Mic) respectively as shown in Equation 2-3 and Equation 2-4. As 

CPC or SFSA are considered for aged cement paste in the RCA, the kinetics of hydration of 

all cement phases is defined as being identical so the gain of mass due to hydration 
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corresponds to the stoichiometric water to cement ratio (W/C)st at a given percentage of 

reaction. 

( ) icuc MM ×−= α1  Equation 2-3 

( ) )1( stich CWMM +××=α  Equation 2-4 

 

(W/C)st can be estimated from the mineralogical composition of the cement (see annex 1). 

 

Then considering that aggregates are not dissolved, ∆M is depending on both (W/C)st as 

shown in  Equation 2-5, the mass before dissolution (M1) that also depends on ∆M and the 

mass of aggregate (Ma) as shown in Equation 2-6. 

( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) icststicic MCWCWMMM ×+=+××+×−=∆ ααα 111  Equation 2-5 

( )( ) icstaa MCWMMMM ×++=∆+= α11  Equation 2-6 

 

Cement paste content (CPC) can be calculated from Equation 2-7; 

( ) ( )( )
( )( ) 100

1

1
100%

1

×
×++

×+
=×∆=

icsta

icst

MCWM

MCW

M

M
CPC

α
α

 
Equation 2-7 

 

Hydrate paste content (HPC) can also be calculated from Equation 2-8; 

 

( ) ( )( )
( )( ) 100

1

1
100%

1

×
×++

×+
=×=

icsta

icsth

MCWM

MCW

M

M
HPC

α
α

 
Equation 2-8 

As shown previously dissolution in salicylic acid underestimates CPC as some phases are not 

dissolved. It is possible to estimate SFSA by making some corrections. First, the amount of 

insoluble phases contained in the cement has to be removed from Mic. This can be done by 

adding a parameter A that represents the relative mass of soluble phases in the cement. Thus 
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A ranges from 0 to 1 and it can be calculated from the mineralogical composition of the 

cement or even better by an experiment of dissolution in salicylic acid on the cement as 

presented previously. However some of the insoluble phases such as C3A (C4AF) will hydrate 

whereas others such as calcite can be considered as inert in a first approximation. Thus 

another mass ratio C is defined; it corresponds to the relative mass of C3S, C2S, C3A, C4AF in 

the cement that will lead to the formation of hydrates that are soluble in salicylic acid such as 

C-S-H, portlandite and ettringite (see Annex 1). The mass gain thanks to hydration is also 

modified as some hydrates and especially AFm phases are not soluble. In a first 

approximation, it can be considered that hydration forms 3/4 of AFm and 1/4 of AFt phases, 

thus the stochiometric W/C has to be corrected by a factor B (being lower than 1) to account 

for the undissolved AFm phases (see annex 1). B can be estimated by calculation when the 

mineralogical composition of the cement is known and using the same chemical equations as 

those that were used to calculate the stochiometric W/C ratio (see annex 1). Thus the mass 

loss of the cement paste induced by dissolution in salicylic acid (∆MSA) can be written as 

Equation 2-9; 

 

( ) ( )( )( )
( )( )( ) icstSA

sticicicSA

MACWBCAM

CWBMCMMAM

×−++=∆
×××+××+××−=∆

/

1

α
ααα

 Equation 2-9 

 

Therefore the SFSA can be written as Equation 2-10. A, B and C are equal to 1 if all phases 

are soluble and thus similar equation as Equation 2-7 is found corresponding to a completely 

soluble cement paste. 

( ) ( )( )( )
( )( ) 100

1
100%

1

×
×++

×−++
=×

∆
=

icsta

icstSA

MCWM

MACWBCA

M

M
SFSA

α
α

 Equation 2-10 
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ML105-600 which corresponds to the bound water content of hydrated cement paste (Mwh) in 

FRCA can be calculated from Equation 2-11. 

( ) ( )
( )( ) 100

1
100%

1
600105 ×

×++
×

=×=−
icsta

icstwh

MCWM

MCW

M

M
ML

α
α

 
Equation 2-11 

 

2.4.1 Application to the theoretical equations to calculate cement paste 

content and mass loss (ML105-600) to OC1, OC2 and OC3 

From the known compositions of original concrete (OC1, OC2 and OC3), the equivalent 

concrete composition (considering coarse aggregates and sand for Ma), mortar composition 

(considering sand for Ma), and paste composition are determined. Considering the 

stoichiometric water to cement ratio (W/C)st for the white portland cement is 0.44 (see annex 

1), we can calculate the CPC and ML105-600 based on these three kinds of equivalent 

compositions. Figure 2-18 show the calculated CPC and HPC based on equivalent 

compositions of concrete, mortar and paste for OC1. As it can be seen, both CPC and HPC 

increase as the hydration degree increases. The same trends are obtained for the other original 

concretes (OC2 and OC3). The CPC values based on concrete are lower than that with mortar 

and paste composition. Figure 2-19 and Figure 2-20 show the calculated value of CPC and 

HPC based on equivalent composition of mortar and concrete for OC1, OC2 and OC3 

respectively. The CPC values increase with the increase of cement quantity. It can be noticed 

that the same CPC can be obtained with different hydration degrees and different cement 

quantities. 

Figure 2-21 shows the calculated value ML105-600 based on equivalent compositions of 

concrete, mortar and paste for OC1. Figure 2-22 shows the calculated value ML105-600 based 
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on equivalent composition of mortar and concrete for OC1, OC2 and OC3. The ML105-600 

based on concrete is lower than the values obtained with mortar and paste composition. The 

value of ML105-600 increases with the hydration degree. 

Theoretical calculations of CPC and ML105-600 show that the CPC and ML105-600  increase with 

hydration degree. These calculations only concern equivalent compositions, the variations of 

CPC and ML105-600 with particle size of RCA are not taken into account. 

 

 

Figure 2-18 CPC as a function of hydration degree for OC1 
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Figure 2-19 CPC based on mortar for OC1, OC2 and OC3 as a function of hydration degree  

 

 

Figure 2-20 CPC based on concrete for OC1, OC2 and OC3 as a function of hydration degree  
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Figure 2-21 ML105-600 and CPC as a function of hydration degree for OC1 

 

 

Figure 2-22 ML105-600 based on mortar and concrete for OC1, OC2 and OC3 as a function of hydration 

degree  
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2.4.2 Application the theoretical equations to calculate soluble fraction by 

salicylic acid for the two cements used 

The soluble fraction in salicylic acid (SFSA) can be estimated according to Equation 2-10. 

Coefficients A, B and C are shown in Annex 1. Figure 2-23 shows the comparison of 

calculated CPC and SFSA for the cement pastes manufactured with white and grey cements 

(W/C=0.5) which is used for the preliminary salicylic acid dissolution tests. As it can be seen, 

the values obtained of SFSA after considering only the soluble fraction are much lower than 

CPC for the grey cement, while they are similar for the white cement. The lower values 

obtained for grey cement might be due to the large amount of calcite and C4AF. In the next 

chapter, we will show that the SFSA is sufficient to improve the measurement of properties of 

FRCA. If considering the hydration degree is 0.7 for both cement pastes used for the 

preliminary salicylic acid dissolution experiment, the calculated values of SFSA (96.4% for 

white cement paste, and 67.7% for grey cement paste) are slightly larger than observed in 

experimental results (95.6% for white cement paste, and 63.0% for grey cement paste). The 

difference is reasonable taking into account the simplification used for our calculation.  

 

Figure 2-23 Comparison of calculated CPC and SFSA for the two cement pastes used in preliminary tests 
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Figure 2-24 and Figure 2-25 show the comparison of calculated CPC and SFSA for OC1 with 

the white and grey cements respectively. As it can be seen, the values obtained of SFSA after 

considering only the soluble fraction are much lower than CPC for the grey cement whatever 

considering concrete, mortar and paste compositions, while little differences are obtained for 

the white cement. The greater differences obtained for grey cement might be due to the large 

amount of calcite and C4AF. 

 

Figure 2-24 Calculated CPC and SFSA for OC1 as a function of hydration degree for white cement 
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Figure 2-25 Calculated CPC and SFSA for OC1 as a function of hydration degree for grey cement 
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Fractions 
RCA-OC1-
28 

RCA-OC1-
90 

RCA-OC2-
28 

RCA-OC2-
90 

RCA-OC3-
28 

RCA-OC3-
90 

0-0.63 26.54 27.28 32.66 39.01 37.31 38.36 
0.63-1.25 24.98 25.72 29.51 32.63 35.68 35.86 
1.25-2.5 23.25 23.60 27.06 27.79 31.53 33.22 
2.5-5 19.35 20.76 23.16 25.35 28.29 29.34 
Calculated value on 
concrete 16.49 17.42 21.31 22.44 25.84 27.14 
Calculated value on 
mortar 32.85 34.32 40.06 41.65 46.14 47.77 

 

The average standard deviation of SFSA for all the tests is 0.62. Figure 2-26 shows that the 

standard deviation is somewhat smaller than the size of symbols in the figure (example 

presented for RCA-OC1-28 and RCA-OC3-90). As can be seen in this figure, SFSA is higher 

as the average particle size decreases. A reasonable linear relation between SFSA and 

granular class is obtained. The correlation coefficients obtained (R²) range from 0.82 to 1.00 

(Table 2-7, the b value corresponds to the SFSA of the very fine fraction when the size of 

particle trends towards zero).  

For all the FRCA, the values obtained for RCA-90 are slightly larger than those obtained for 

RCA-28. This can be attributed to the longer curing time in water (it is also confirmed by the 

theory calculation). The longer the curing in water, the higher hydration degree of cement 

paste, and then the higher the SFSA in the parent concrete. Indeed, the mass of hydrated 

cement paste is higher than the mass of initial anhydrous cement, because an additional 

quantity of water is added to the initial anhydrous cement during hydration.  

For a given RCA, CPC is the cement paste content by mass of the considered granular 

fraction. If ρNA is the density of natural aggregates and ρCP is the density of cement paste, the 

cement paste content by volume of the considered granular fraction (noted X in the 

following), can be calculated with Equation 2-12: 

Table 2-6 SFSA of studied RCA 
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 Equation 2-12 

 

As can be seen with Equation 2-12, the cement paste content by mass (CPC) depends on 

volume of cement paste and densities of cement paste and natural aggregate. The larger values 

of SFSA obtained for RCA-OC2 comparatively to RCA-OC1 can be attributed to the higher 

volume of cement paste in the original composition (same W/C ratio). Similarly, the larger 

values obtained for RCA-OC3 comparatively to RCA-OC2 can be attributed to a lower W/C 

ratio in the original composition (same volume of cement paste), leading to a denser cement 

paste and therefore to a larger mass of cement paste for a similar paste volume (the theoretical 

calculation shows similar results). SFSA is almost identical to cement paste content (CPC) for 

the white cement. Therefore the cement paste content (or SFSA) of FRCA is influenced by 

the W/C ratio, the cement paste volume, and hydration degree of the original concrete. 
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Figure 2-26 SFSA as a function of the average size of the four different granular classes considered 
(0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) 
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Fractions a b R2 
RCA-OC1-28 -2.06 27.08 1.00 
RCA-OC1-90 -1.87 27.56 0.99 
RCA-OC2-28 -2.63 32.62 0.96 
RCA-OC2-90 -3.64 37.46 0.82 
RCA-OC3-28 -2.67 37.79 0.96 
RCA-OC3-90 -2.55 38.58 0.98 

2.5.2 Content of paste using ML105-600 based on thermal method 

ML105-600 corresponds essentially to the bound water of hydrated cement paste. Figure 2-27 

and Table 2-8 show the ML105-600 of FRCA based on thermal method as a function of granular 

class. The value of ML105-600 is the average of values obtained with three tests. The calculated 

value is obtained by the theoretical model based on the concrete and mortar compositions, 

considering that the hydration degree of 28days and 90days are 0.7 and 0.9 respectively. As it 

can be seen, all experimental values are between the calculated values based on mortar and 

concrete compositions for all the studied fractions (except for the finer fraction 0-0.63mm of 

RCA-OC3-28), which indicates that there is part of natural coarse aggregate of original 

concrete crushed in the FRCA. The standard deviations of these tests are also shown in the 

figure (example presented for RCA-OC1-28 and RCA-OC3-90), the average standard 

deviation for all the tests is 0.32. 

Fractions 
RCA-
OC1-28 

RCA-
OC1-90 

RCA-
OC2-28 

RCA-
OC2-90 

RCA-
OC3-28 

RCA-
OC3-90 

0-0.63 6.83 8.13 7.17 10.63 7.83 11.59 
0.63-1.25 6.44 7.66 6.83 9.21 7.48 10.53 
1.25-2.5 6.16 7.23 6.26 8.40 6.77 9.46 
2.5-5 5.96 7 6.03 8.05 6.26 8.67 
Calculated value based on 
concrete 4.03 5.12 5.2 6.59 6.31 7.97 
Calculated value based on 
mortar 8.02 10.08 9.78 12.24 11.27 14.03 

 

Table 2-7 Coefficients of the linear relationships between SFSA and particle sizes (y=ax+b) 

Table 2-8 ML105-600 experiment results and calculated values of studied RCA 
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As can be seen, ML105-600 increases as the average particle size decreases for all FRCA. A 

reasonable linear relation between ML105-600 and granular class is obtained, the correlation 

coefficients obtained (R²) range from 0.76 to 0.95 (Table 2-9, the b value corresponds to the 

ML105-600 of the very fine fraction when the size of particle trends towards zero). This 

confirms that SFSA varies quasi linearly with the four granular classes used. For all the 

FRCA, the larger values of ML105-600 obtained for RCA-90 comparatively to RCA-28 can be 

attributed to the higher hydration degree (it is also confirmed by the theoretical calculation). 

The larger values obtained for RCA-OC2 comparatively to RCA-OC1 can be attributed to the 

higher volume of cement paste in the original composition. Similarly, the larger values 

obtained for RCA-OC3 comparatively to RCA-OC2 can be attributed to a lower W/C ratio in 

the original composition, leading to a denser cement paste and therefore to a larger mass of 

cement paste for a similar paste volume (the theoretical calculation shows similar results). 

Therefore the ML105-600 is influenced by the W/C ratio, the cement paste volume, and 

hydration degree of the original concrete which is consistent with SFSA results. 
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Figure 2-27 ML105-600 as a function of the average size of the four different granular classes considered 
(0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) 
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Fractions a b R2 
RCA-OC1-28 -0.23 6.75 0.85 
RCA-OC1-90 -0.31 8.03 0.85 
RCA-OC2-28 -0.33 7.13 0.88 
RCA-OC2-90 -0.67 10.22 0.76 
RCA-OC3-28 -0.46 7.87 0.95 
RCA-OC3-90 -0.81 11.45 0.90 

 

2.5.3 Estimation of the percentage of reaction of hydration of the cement 

paste contained in RCA 

With Equation 2-7 and Equation 2-11, the value of CPC/ML105-600 (Z) can be used to estimate 

the percentage of reaction as for white cement SFSA is almost identical to CPC: 

( )
( )

( )( )
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( )
( ) α
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Equation 2-13 

Therefore the percentage of reaction (α) can be determined by the experimental results of 

SFSA and ML105-600. As shown in Table 2-10, we chose the two finer fractions for this 

calculation because they have larger SFSA which decreases the errors. The mean hydration 

degree for the studied RCA is similar to 0.68 and 0.93 for the 28days and 90days concrete, 

which is close from the two values used in our calculations. 

Fractions RCA-OC1-28 
RCA-OC1-
90 

RCA-OC2-
28 

RCA-OC2-
90 

RCA-OC3-28 RCA-OC3-90 

0-0.63 0.788 0.965 0.639 0.851 0.604 0.984 
0.63-1.25 0.789 0.964 0.684 0.894 0.603 0.945 
Avergage 0.789 0.964 0.662 0.873 0.603 0.964 

 

 

Table 2-9 Coefficients of the linear relationships between ML105-600 and particle sizes (y=ax+b) 

Table 2-10 α value determined by the results value of SFSA/ML105-600 
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2.5.4 Density and porosity 

Figure 2-28 presents the variation of density measured with the helium pycnometer as a 

function of granular class. The density of all the fractions of FRCA is lower than that of 

natural aggregates. This is due to the cement paste surrounding natural aggregates, which 

density is smaller than that of natural calcareous aggregates. Figure 2-28 also shows that the 

density of FRCA increases as the average particle size increases.  

 

 

Figure 2-29 shows the BJH porosity of all the granular classes of FRCA. The porosity of 

FRCA increases as the average particle size of FRCA decreases. The larger values obtained 

for RCA-OC2 comparatively to RCA-OC1 can be attributed to the higher volume of cement 

paste in the original composition of OC2 (same W/C ratio). Similarly, the larger values 

obtained for RCA-OC2 comparatively to RCA-OC3 can be attributed to a larger W/C ratio in 

the original composition of OC2 (same volume of cement paste), leading to a larger porosity 

of the cement paste. So, as expected, the porosity of FRCA is influenced by the W/C ratio and 

the cement paste volume of the original concrete. Generally, the porosity of RCA-90 is lower 
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Figure 2-28 Density of FRCA as a function of the average size of the four different granular classes 
considered (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) 



 

than for RCA-28 which due to higher hydration degree of the cement paste (except for the 

fractions 0.63-1.25 and 2.5-5 for RCA

2.5.5 Water absorption 

Figure 2-30 and Figure 2-31 

and RCA-90 measured with the two methods EN1097

the figure and text. The value of water absorption is the average of three test values. The 

average standard deviation of all the tests is 0.53, for example the standard deviations of 

RCA-OC1-28-IF and RCA-

respectively. The results obtained for RCA

granular class. On the contrary, the water absorption coefficients obtained with all the 

granular classes of RCA-OC2 are significantly larger than those obtained with RCA
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Figure 2-29 BJH porosity of FRCA as function of the average size of the four different granular classes 
considered (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 
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28 which due to higher hydration degree of the cement paste (except for the 

5 for RCA-OC1 and for the fraction 2.5-5 for RCA

 

 show the variation of water absorption coefficient of RCA

the two methods EN1097-6 and IFSTTAR, noted as EN and IF in 

the figure and text. The value of water absorption is the average of three test values. The 

average standard deviation of all the tests is 0.53, for example the standard deviations of 

-OC1-90-IF are shown in Figure 2-30 

he results obtained for RCA-OC1 and RCA-OC3 are very similar, whatever the 

granular class. On the contrary, the water absorption coefficients obtained with all the 

OC2 are significantly larger than those obtained with RCA

OC3. The larger values obtained for RCA-OC2 comparatively to RCA

attributed to the higher volume of cement paste in OC2 compared to OC1. Similarly, the 

larger values obtained for RCA-OC2 comparatively to RCA-OC3 can be linked to a larger 
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28 which due to higher hydration degree of the cement paste (except for the 

5 for RCA-OC2). 

 

show the variation of water absorption coefficient of RCA-28 

6 and IFSTTAR, noted as EN and IF in 

the figure and text. The value of water absorption is the average of three test values. The 

average standard deviation of all the tests is 0.53, for example the standard deviations of 

 and Figure 2-31 

OC3 are very similar, whatever the 

granular class. On the contrary, the water absorption coefficients obtained with all the 

OC2 are significantly larger than those obtained with RCA-OC1 and 

OC2 comparatively to RCA-OC1 can be 

attributed to the higher volume of cement paste in OC2 compared to OC1. Similarly, the 

OC3 can be linked to a larger 
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BJH porosity of FRCA as function of the average size of the four different granular classes 
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W/C ratio of OC2 compared to OC3, leading to a greater porosity of the cement paste even if 

the volume of cement paste is similar. 

 

The results obtained with the two experimental methods (EN1097-6 and IFSTTAR) are very 

close from one to another except for the smallest fraction (0/0.63mm). For all FRCA tested in 

our study, the water absorption coefficient increases when the average particle size decreases 

except for the fraction 0/0.63mm with the standard EN1097-6 showing a decrease of this 

coefficient. For the smallest fraction, the standard method does not allow to identify precisely 

the SSD state. Indeed, for very small angular particles (like those obtained from crushed 

concrete), some cohesion can occur between the grains even if all the water at the surface of 

particles has been removed. This prevents the collapse of the grains once the cone is removed 

[42]. The standard method therefore underestimates the water absorption coefficient for small 

particles. On the contrary, with IFSTTAR method, the water absorption coefficient increases a 

lot for the smaller fraction. Figure 2-32 presents an optical microscopy image of the fraction 

0-0.63mm of RCA-OC1-28 at SSD state with IFSTTAR method. As it can be seen, 

agglomerates larger than 2mm (much larger than the maximum particle size of 0.63mm) are 

present. This result is due to the fact that very small particles tend to agglomerate during 

drying because of capillary forces. Absorbent paper allows drying the surface of these 

agglomerates, but the method used does not allow breaking them. IFSTTAR method therefore 

overestimates the water absorption coefficient of the finer fraction. The same trends are 

obtained for both RCA made with 28 or 90 days old concrete. 
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Figure 2-30 Water absorption of RCA-OC-28 measured by EN1097-6 and IFSTTAR methods as a 
function of the average size of the four different granular classes considered (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 
2.5/5mm) 

Figure 2-31 Water absorption of RCA-OC-90 measured by EN1097-6 and IFSTTAR methods as a 
function of the average size of the four different granular classes considered (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 
2.5/5mm) 
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2.6 Relationships between SFSA and other properties of 

RCA 

2.6.1 Relationship between SFSA and ML105-600  

Figure 2-33 shows the variation of ML105-600 as a function of SFSA. For a given original 

concrete composition and a given hydration degree (the same for all concrete at the same time 

28days or 90days), the ML105-600 increases linearly with the SFSA (R² ranges from 0.87 to 

1.00). 

Table 2-11 presents the coefficients of the linear regressions obtained for all the FRCA 

between ML105-600 and SFSA. The b value is not zero might due to the limited points and 

experimental errors of SFSA and ML105-600. As can be seen, the slope of ML105-600 to SFSA 

relations are close for RCA-OC1 and RCA-OC2, and that the slope for RCA-OC-90 is higher 

than RCA-OC-28. Indeed the mass dissolved in salicylic acid and the mass loss at 600°C both 

depend closely on the cement paste proportion in the material. However, salicylic acid leads 

to the dissolution of both hydrates and anhydrous phases (except C4AF, C3A is excepted to be 

consumed very quickly) whereas heating at 600°C only leads to the decomposition of all 

Figure 2-32 Optical microscopy of fraction 0/0.63mm of RCA-OC1-28 at SSD state by the IFSTTAR 
method  
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hydrates but does not affect the anhydrous phases. Therefore, when comparing two cement 

pastes having different hydration degrees like in Figure 2-33, the mass loss at 600°C will be 

larger for the cement paste having the larger hydration degree. Indeed, for a given cement 

paste content (measured by the mass dissolved in salicylic acid), the paste with the larger 

hydration degree contains more hydrates than the one with the lower hydration degree. 

 

 

 a b R2 

RCA-OC1-28 0.11 3.68 0.87 

RCA-OC2-28 0.13 3.02 0.94 

RCA-OC3-28 0.17 1.37 1.00 

RCA-OC1-90 0.17 3.37 0.93 

RCA-OC2-90 0.19 3.16 0.99 

RCA-OC3-90 0.32 -1.04 0.97 

RCA-OC-28 0.10 3.77 0.86 

RCA-OC-90 0.24 1.74 0.95 
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Figure 2-33 ML105-600 versus SFSA 

Table 2-11 Coefficients of the linear relationships between ML105-600 and SFSA (y=ax+b) 
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2.6.2 Relationship between SFSA and density 

Figure 2-34 shows the variation of specific density as a function of SFSA. When SFSA 

increases, specific density decreases linearly. The density of RCA directly depends on the 

densities of cement paste and of natural aggregates and on the proportion of cement paste. For 

a given RCA, if ρNA is the density of natural aggregates and ρCP is the density of cement paste, 

then the density of a given granular fraction of RCA (ρRCA) can be calculated with Equation 

2-14: 

ρ
ρρ

ρρ

CP

CPNA

NA

RCA

CPC
−

×+

=

1

 Equation 2-14 

 

where CPC is the cement paste content by mass of the considered granular fraction. For 

concretes OC1, OC2, and OC3 which have been manufactured with the white cement, CPC in 

equation 2-20 can be replaced by SFSA (for this cement, SFSA is almost identical to CPC). 

The density of each cement paste can then be obtained by fitting Equation 2-14 with our 

experimental results (Table 2-12). Table 2-12 shows that the densities of cement pastes in 

RCA-OC1-28 and RCA-OC2-28 (similarly for RCA-OC1-90 and RCA-OC2-90) are similar 

as expected. Indeed, cement paste of RCA-OC1 and RCA-OC2 have the same W/C ratio. 

Moreover, the larger values obtained for RCA-OC3 comparatively to RCA-OC1 and RCA-

OC2 can be attributed to the lower W/C in the original composition. As the hydration degree 

of original concrete increases (from RCA-28 to RCA-90), the density of cement paste 

increases. Table 2-12 also shows that the correlation coefficients obtained between calculated 

and experimental value (R²) range from 0.92 to 0.99. 
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 RCA-OC1-28 RCA-OC2-28 RCA-OC3-28 RCA-OC1-90 RCA-OC2-90 RCA-OC3-90 

Density 2.00 1.96 2.07 2.04 2.04 2.10 

R2 0.95 0.92 0.97 0.98 0.96 0.99 

 

 

 

2.6.3 Relationship between SFSA and water absorption 

Figure 2-35 presents the variation of water absorption (IFSTTAR method) with the SFSA: 

when SFSA increases, the water absorption increases too. As can be seen, the water 

absorption of all FRCA varies linearly with the SFSA for the three coarser average particle 

sizes of RCA. On the contrary, as discussed previously, the water absorption measured by 

standard or IFSTTAR method for the finer fraction seems to be either underestimated or 

overestimated respectively (example for RCA-OC3-90 shown on Figure 2-35). The water 

absorption of RCA directly depends on the water absorptions of cement paste and of natural 

aggregates and on the proportions of cement paste. For a given original concrete composition 

the water absorption coefficients of natural aggregates (WANA) and of the cement paste 
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Table 2-12 Densities of cement pastes calculated by fitting Equation 2-14 to experimental values of the 
densities of RCA. 

Figure 2-34 Correlation between SFSA and specific density 
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(WACP) do not depend on the granular fraction considered. Therefore, the water absorption of 

a given granular fraction of RCA (WARCA) can be calculated with Equation 2-15. 

 

( ) ( ) NANACPNACPRCA WAWAWACPCCPCWACPCWAWA +−=−×+×= 1  
Equation 2-15 

where CPC is the cement paste content of the considered granular fraction. 

 

Equation 2-15 shows that the water absorption coefficient of RCA has to vary linearly with 

the cement paste content. Assuming that the composition of the cement paste does not depend 

on the size of particles, the ratio SFSA/CPC can be considered as constant. Therefore, the 

water absorption coefficient of the finer fraction (0/0.63mm) can be obtained by linear 

extrapolation of the relation between WA and SFSA determined with the three coarser 

fractions of RCA. Extrapolation carried out using both standard and IFSTTAR methods give 

similar values for the water absorption coefficient of the finer fraction (Table 2-14), the 

average difference between these two values obtained for the six FRCA is 1.06%. As 

expected, the value of water absorption coefficient of the finer fraction obtained is between 

the value obtained by the standard and IFSTTAR methods. In Figure 2-35, the water 

absorption coefficients of the smaller granular classes (0/0.63 mm) correspond to the 

extrapolated values from experimental results with IFSTTAR method. The values obtained by 

the standard and IFSTTAR methods are also reported for RCA-OC3-90 to demonstrate that 

these values are not appropriate. 
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 a b R2 

RCA-OC1-28 0.56 -3.09 0.93 

RCA-OC2-28 0.64 -5.51 0.98 

RCA-OC3-28 0.43 -4.64 0.99 

RCA-OC1-90 0.38 0.24 0.83 

RCA-OC2-90 0.46 -3.06 0.99 

RCA-OC3-90 0.38 -3.58 0.98 

 

 
Tested value 
of IFSTTAR 
(%) 

Tested value 
of EN 1097-6 
(%) 

Extrapolated 
value of 
IFSTTAR (%) 

Extrapolated 
value of EN 
1097-6 (%) 

Difference of two 
extrapolated values 
(%) 

RCA-OC1-28 21.9 7.61 11.68 10.50 1.19 

RCA-OC2-28 23.18 8.05 15.42 15.87 -0.45 

RCA-OC3-28 21.44 9.74 11.52 10.43 1.09 

RCA-OC1-90 17.66 9.42 10.67 9.82 0.85 

RCA-OC2-90 22.84 9.77 14.81 13.67 1.14 

RCA-OC3-90 16.79 6.52 10.90 9.28 1.62 
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Figure 2-35 Correlation between water absorption (IFSTTAR method) and SFSA 

Table 2-13 Coefficients of the linear relationships between water absorption (IFSTAAR method for three 
coarse fractions) and SFSA (y=ax+b) 

Table 2-14 Extrapolated water absorption coefficient of Fraction 0-0.63mm from standard and IFSTTAR  
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Therefore, we propose the following method to estimate the water absorption coefficient of 

the finer fraction (0-0.63mm) of FRCA. FRCA first have to be separated in different granular 

classes. In our study, the four classes 0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm were retained 

because they allowed separating the FRCA into classes representing significant proportions of 

the aggregate. However, depending on the particle size distribution of the FRCA, different 

granular classes could be chosen. First the SFSA of each granular class have to be determined 

(alternatively, ML105-600 or any quantity being proportional to the cement paste content could 

be used). Then, the water absorption coefficients of the three coarser fractions of FRCA have 

to be measured either with European standard EN 1097-6 or IFSTTAR method n°78 or other 

methods. Finally, the water absorption coefficient of the finer fraction (0/0.63 mm) can be 

obtained by a linear extrapolation between WA and SFSA of the three coarser classes. The 

accurate total water absorption of FRCA used (fraction 0/5mm) can be determined by 

knowing the proportion and water absorption coefficient of each fraction.  

Additionally for a given RCA, the presence of insoluble phases of the cement paste will 

impact similarly all the four particle size classes. Thus the linear relationship between the 

SFSA and the average size of the four different granular classes will be kept. On the other 

hand, insoluble phases will impact the coefficients of the linear regression of the water 

absorption coefficient as a function of SFSA as this latter will decrease with an increase of the 

content of insoluble phases. 

2.7 Properties of carbonated laboratory produced RCA 

In order to study the influence of carbonation on the properties of RCA, laboratory produced 

RCA-OC1-90 were subjected to accelerated carbonation tests in laboratory (together with CP-

0.4-90 and CP-0.6-90 with fraction 1.25/2.5mm). The objective was to have nearly complete 



 

carbonation to maximize the effect of carbonation on the properties of RCA. First, RCA

90 were dried at 105°C and cooled down at room temperature. The sample was then put in a 

pure CO2 carbonation cell at 20°C which is shown in 

solution was used to obtain a constant relative humidity of 75%

carbonation, a solution of phenolphthalein was used as indicator to check the carbonation 

degree, as shown in Figure 2

carbonation). Figure 2-37 shows that, after carbonation, phenolphthalein does not turn pink, 

indicating that carbonation of the sample is almost complete at least at their surface. Before 

characterizing the properties of carbonated RCA, the samples were dried at 10

OC1-90 refers to RCA which is made by crushing original concrete OC1 at 90 days

carbonation. RCA-OC1-90-carbo 

carbonation. CP-0.6-90 refers to the cement paste which is made with w/c=0.6

days in water. CP-0.6-90-carbo

of RCA-OC1-90 and RCA-OC1

Figure 2-36 Carbonation cell used for RCA
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carbonation to maximize the effect of carbonation on the properties of RCA. First, RCA

90 were dried at 105°C and cooled down at room temperature. The sample was then put in a 

carbonation cell at 20°C which is shown in Figure 2-36, supersaturated NaCl 

solution was used to obtain a constant relative humidity of 75%. After two weeks of 

carbonation, a solution of phenolphthalein was used as indicator to check the carbonation 

2-37 (left sample is before carbonation, right sample is after 

shows that, after carbonation, phenolphthalein does not turn pink, 

indicating that carbonation of the sample is almost complete at least at their surface. Before 

characterizing the properties of carbonated RCA, the samples were dried at 10

RCA which is made by crushing original concrete OC1 at 90 days

arbo refers to which is carbonated in the laboratory

90 refers to the cement paste which is made with w/c=0.6

carbo refers to which is carbonated in the laboratory

OC1-90-carbo (together with CP) were then tested in details.

Carbonation cell used for RCA-OC1-90 and cement pastes
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carbonation to maximize the effect of carbonation on the properties of RCA. First, RCA-OC1-

90 were dried at 105°C and cooled down at room temperature. The sample was then put in a 

, supersaturated NaCl 

. After two weeks of 

carbonation, a solution of phenolphthalein was used as indicator to check the carbonation 

left sample is before carbonation, right sample is after 

shows that, after carbonation, phenolphthalein does not turn pink, 

indicating that carbonation of the sample is almost complete at least at their surface. Before 

characterizing the properties of carbonated RCA, the samples were dried at 105°C. RCA-

RCA which is made by crushing original concrete OC1 at 90 days before 

which is carbonated in the laboratory after 

90 refers to the cement paste which is made with w/c=0.6 and curing 90 

which is carbonated in the laboratory. The properties 

tested in details. 

 

90 and cement pastes 
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2.7.1 TGA results with analysis of gas by mass spectrometry 

Four different granular classes (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) of RCA-OC1-90 have 

been tested with analysis of gas by MS. Figure 2-38 and Figure 2-39 present the TGA results 

with analysis of gas by MS for RCA-OC1-90 and RCA-OC1-90-carbo with fraction 

0/0.63mm. In these figures, the peak at 150-175°C corresponds to a loss of water in C-S-H. 

The peak at 450°C corresponds to the loss of water in the portlandite (similar results are found 

in [146-148]) which almost disappears after the carbonation meaning that the portlandite has 

transferred to calcite. These results are confirmed with the cement paste samples. Figure 2-40 

and Figure 2-41 present the TGA results with analysis of gas by MS for CP-0.6-90 and CP-

0.6-90-carbo. 

Figure 2-38 and Figure 2-40 first show that the loss of CO2 in uncarbonated samples is 

negligible for tempartures lower than 600°C. This confirms that, in uncarbonated samples, the 

mass loss between 105 and 600°C comes essentially from the departure of water. However, 

for carbonated samples, Figure 2-39 and Figure 2-41 clearly show that part of the mass loss 

between 105 and 600°C comes from the departure of CO2. Indeed, the loss of CO2 in 

carbonated samples becomes significant at about 500°C. 

Figure 2-37 Carbonation tested by the solution of phenolphthalein (left: before carbonation; right: after 
carbonation) 
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Table 2-15 shows the values of mass loss between 105°C and 500°C (ML105-500), between 500 

and 600°C (ML500-600), between 600 and 700°C (ML600-700), and between 700 and 1095°C 

(ML700-1095) based on TGA with gas, β and β´ are calculated by Equation 2-16 and Equation 

2-17 respectively. As can be seen, after carbonation, ML105-500 decreases which is due to the 

transfer of portlandite to calcite leading to a lesser loss of water (β´ smaller than 1). However, 

in the same time, ML500-600 increases after carbonation due to a significant departure of CO2 

between 500 and 600°C. This suggests that the formation of amorphous carbonation products 

occurred during our accelerated carbonation tests [67-68]. As a consequence, after 

carbonation, ML105-600 is no more related only to the departure of water, but also to the 

departure of part of the CO2 coming from carbonation products. Table 2-15 also shows that, 

for RCA-OC1, carbonation leads to a systematic increase in the mass loss between 105 and 

600°C (β larger than 1). On the contrary, carbonation leads to a decrease in mass loss between 

105 and 600°C for the pure cement paste (β smaller than 1). For pure paste carbonation leads 

to greater quantities of calcite that decompose after 600°C. Thus we may suspect an important 

of calcareous aggregates on carbonation and thus on the different regimes of decarbonation. 

 
ML105

-500 
ML500

-600 
ML600

-700 
ML700-

1095 
ML105-600 β β´ 

RCA-OC1-90 0/0.63 3.08 0.35 1.59 29.33 3.43 
1.41 0.62 

RCA-OC1-90-carbo 0/0.63 1.91 2.91 3.54 29.39 4.82 

RCA-OC1-90 0.63/1.25 2.83 0.32 1.37 29.99 3.15 
1.36 0.61 

RCA-OC1-90-carbo 0.63/1.25 1.75 2.54 3.11 30.74 4.29 

RCA-OC1-90 1.25/2.5 2.54 0.3 1.22 30.85 2.84 
1.31 0.59 

RCA-OC1-90-carbo 1.25/2.5 1.5 2.23 2.8 31.63 3.73 

RCA-OC1-90 2.5/5 2.43 0.29 1.21 31.25 2.72 
1.18 0.53 

RCA-OC1-90-carbo 2.5/5 1.28 1.92 2.49 32.58 3.2 

CP-0.6-90 1.25/2.5 12.99 0.6 1.36 1.44 13.59 
0.87 0.38 

CP-0.6-90-carbo 1.25/2.5 4.94 6.87 6.45 16.19 11.81 

 

Table 2-15 Mass loss based TGA with gas  
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Equation 2-16 

where β is the ratio of ML105-600-carbo to ML105-600. 

( )
( )500105

500105

−

−=′
ML

carboMLβ  
Equation 2-17 

where β´ is the ratio of ML105-500-carbo to ML105-500. 

 

Figure 2-38 TGA with gas of RCA-OC1-90 0/0.63mm 

 

Figure 2-39 TGA with gas of RCA-OC1-90-carbo 0/0.63mm 
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Figure 2-40 TGA with gas of CP-0.6-90 1.25/2.5mm 

 

 

Figure 2-41 TGA with gas of CP-0.6-90-carbo 1.25/2.5mm 
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2.7.2 SFSA and ML105-600 

Figure 2-42 presents the variation of SFSA as a function of granular class for RCA-OC1-90 

and RCA-OC1-90-carbo. As can be seen, SFSA increases as the average particle size 

decreases. After carbonation, part of the cement paste transfers to calcite which does not 

dissolve in the salicylic acid dissolution. Therefore the dissolved content decreases 

dramatically for all the four granular classes, moreover, the slope of SFSA to average particle 

size is larger than before carbonation (-0.60 for RCA-OC1-90-carbo, -1.87 for RCA-OC1-90). 

 

 

Figure 2-43 shows the variation of ML105-600 of FRCA measured with the thermal method as a 

function of granular class for RCA-OC1-90 and RCA-OC1-90-carbo. As can be seen, ML105-

600 increases after the carbonation for all the granular classes. The β value (ratio of ML105-600-

carbo to ML105-600) based on thermal method is 1.37, 1.38, 1.33 and 1.30 for RCA fractions 

0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm respectively, which is consistent with the β value based 

on TGA method (Table 2-15). ML105-600 obtained by thermal method is larger than the value 
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Figure 2-42 SFSA of RCA-OC1-90 as a function of average particle size of different granular classes 
considered (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) 
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obtained by the TGA, which might due to the longer time in the oven (24h at 600°C for the 

thermal method, and about 3h from 105 to 600°C for TGA method). From the results of TGA 

(Figure 2-38 and Figure 2-39), ML500-600 increases a lot for the carbonated cement paste or 

RCA. Therefore, in the case of carbonated materials, ML105-600 does not correspond 

exclusively to the departure of bound water but also to that of CO2, which comes from the 

transferred calcite in carbonated cement paste. 

 

 

After carbonation, the dissolved content in salicylic acid of RCA-OC1-90-carbo decreases 

comparatively to RCA-OC1-90. Figure 2-44 shows the results of dissolved percentages by 

salicylic acid dissolution before and after carbonation for the two cement pastes. After 

carbonation, the soluble fraction decreases a lot both for CP-0.6-90 and CP-0.4-90. A lesser 

decrease is observed for cement paste with W/C=0.4 in comparison to that with W/C=0.6. 

Indeed, in the former case, the carbonation degree could be lower than in the later case 

because of a lower diffusivity of the cement paste. Therefore, carbonation changes the 
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Figure 2-43 ML105-600 of RCA-OC1-90 as a function of different granular classes considered (0/0.63, 
0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) 



 

mineralogical phases of cement pastes (such as forming calcite from portlandite), which could 

not dissolve in salicylic acid. 

 

2.7.3 Density 

Figure 2-45 presents the variation of apparent density measured with the helium pycnometer 

as a function of granular class. 

than that of RCA-OC1-90. This is due to 

larger density than portlandite

is lower than RCA-OC1-90 (0.01 for 

explained by the fact that the finer fraction of RCA has higher 

latter increased by the carbonation.
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mineralogical phases of cement pastes (such as forming calcite from portlandite), which could 

the variation of apparent density measured with the helium pycnometer 

. The density of all the fractions of RCA-OC1

. This is due to transfer of portlandite to calcite, indeed calcite has 

larger density than portlandite. After carbonation, the slope of density to average particle size 

90 (0.01 for RCA-OC1-90-carbo, 0.02 for RCA-

that the finer fraction of RCA has higher SFSA, and the density of the 

latter increased by the carbonation. 
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mineralogical phases of cement pastes (such as forming calcite from portlandite), which could 

 

the variation of apparent density measured with the helium pycnometer 
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. After carbonation, the slope of density to average particle size 
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2.7.4 Porosity 

Figure 2-46 shows the BET surface area of all the granular classes of RCA-OC1-90 before 

and after carbonation. The BET surface area increases as the average particle size of RCA 

decreases for both RCA-OC1-90 and RCA-OC1-90-carbo. Carbonation increases a lot 

specific surface area, which is due to the formation of small crystal calcite from portlandite 

[150]. 

In order to study the influence of carbonation on the porosity of cement paste and RCA, four 

samples (CP-0.6-90 1.25/2.5 and CP-0.6-90-carbo 1.25/2.5, RCA-OC1-90 2.5/5 and RCA-

OC1-90-carbo 2.5/5) have been studied by using Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) 

technique with machine MICROMERITICS AUTOPORE IV. Table 2-16 shows the MIP 

results of the cement paste and RCA before and after carbonation. The porosity decreases 

after the carbonation, which is also reported by Arandigoyen [73]. 
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Figure 2-45 Density of RCA-OC1-90 as a function of average particle size of different granular classes 
considered (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) 
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CP-0.6-90  
1.25/2.5 

CP-0.6-90-
carbo 1.25/2.5 

RCA-OC1-
90 2.5/5 

RCA-OC1-
90-carbo 
2.5/5 

Total Intrusion Volume  mL/g 0.37 0.16 0.06 0.03 

Total Pore Area m²/g 31.87 14.84 5.31 3.25 

Median Pore Diameter (Volume) µm 0.08 0.15 0.06 0.14 

Median Pore Diameter (Area) µm 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 

Average Pore Diameter (4V/A)  µm 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04 

Bulk Density at  0.10 psia  g/mL 1.17 1.63 2.25 2.45 

Apparent (skeletal) Density  g/mL 2.05 2.19 2.62 2.66 

Porosity  % 42.79 25.52 14.12 7.83 

 

Figure 2-47 presents the pore size distribution of cement paste and RCA before and after 

carbonation measured by MIP. For the cement paste, pores comprised between 0.001-0.01 

micron increase, pores between 0.01-0.1 micron decrease, pores between 0.1-1 micron 

increase after carbonation. The same changes can be found in RCA carbonation. Therefore, 

after the carbonation, pores between 0.01-0.1 micron could be filled by carbonation products, 

leaving smaller voids between them, comprised between 0.001-0.01 microns. 
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Figure 2-46 BET surface area of RCA-OC1-90 as a function of different granular classes considered 
(0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) 

Table 2-16 MIP results of RCA and cement paste  
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2.7.5 Water absorption 

Table 2-17 and Figure 2-48 show the water absorption coefficients of the four granular 

fractions of RCA-OC1-90 and RCA-OC1-90-carbo measured with the two methods (EN1097-

6 and IFSTTAR). The water absorption coefficients obtained with all the granular classes of 

RCA-OC1-90-carbo are significantly lower than those obtained with RCA-OC1-90. It can be 

attributed to the reduction of cement paste porosity due to carbonation. After the 

carbonantion, the water absorption of RCA decrease 26.3%, 28.5%, 33.1% for the fraction 

2.5-5mm, 1.25-2.5mm, 0.63-1.25mm respectively, which is also reported by Grabiec [77]. 

size (mm) RCA-OC1-90-EN RCA-OC1-90-IF 
RCA-OC1-90-carbo-
EN 

RCA-OC1-90-
carbo-IF 

0-0.63 9.42 17.66 - 13.1 

0.63-1.25 9.37 10.36 6.27 7.14 

1.25-2.5 7.79 8.76 5.57 6.05 

2.5-5 7.12 8.39 5.25 5.64 
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Figure 2-47 Pore distribution of cement paste and RCA-OC1-90 before and after carbonation measured 
by MIP  

Table 2-17 Water absorption of RCA-OC1-90 and RCA-OC1-90-carbo measured by the EN and 
IFSTTAR  
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2.8 Conclusions 

Some of the major properties of FRCA produced in the laboratory from the crushing of 

concretes of known composition have been related to the cement paste content. A method 

based on the dissolution of the major part of the cement paste contained in FRCA by salicylic 

acid (SFSA) has been developed for the measurement of cement paste content (CPC). The 

properties of laboratory produced RCA have been tested.  

With these results, questions 1 to 4 can be partly addressed. 

Question 1: Can we define accurate experimental methods allowing to measure the 

water absorption coefficient and the adherent cement paste content of the different 

fractions of RCA? 

            A method based on the dissolution of the major part of the cement paste made with 

CEM I contained in FRCA by salicylic acid (SFSA) has been developed for the measurement 

of cement paste content. The method has been applied to concrete manufactured with a white 

OPC to obtain the most reliable results. From the theorical model, the SFSA is almost 

identical to the CPC for the white cement that did not contain C4AF and just a small amount 
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Figure 2-48 Water absorption of RCA-OC1-90 and RCA-OC1-90-carbo measured by IFSTTAR method 
as a function of different granular classes considered (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) 
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of C3A. For the grey cement, SFSA is always lower than CPC which is due to the presence of 

important amounts of insoluble phases such as Calcite and C4AF. However for a given RCA, 

SFSA can be used to correlate the measured properties of RCA with CPC. Indeed the 

presence of insoluble phases of the cement paste will impact similarly all the particle size 

classes. Thus the linear relationship between SFSA and water absorption is kept for CPC with 

the same slope but an origin displaced to the right of the graph (toward higher CPC).  

EN 1097-6 and IFSTTAR methods have been used to measure the water absorption of FRCA. 

For particle sizes larger than 0.63mm, EN 1097-6 and IFSTTAR methods give similar results, 

which suggest that these methods are relevant for the measurement of water absorption 

coefficient of FRCA (larger than 0.63mm). For these fractions, a quasi linear relation is found 

between the water absorption coefficient and the particle size, the former decreasing with the 

particle size. However, for the smaller particle size (<0.63mm), IFSTTAR method seems to 

overestimate the water absorption coefficient, and standard method (EN 1097-6) seems to 

underestimate it. The characterization of water absorption coefficient of very fine particles is 

known to be a difficult task, especially for FRCA. As the water absorption displays a linear 

relationship with SFSA of the three coarser granular classes, the absorption coefficient could 

be estimated with good accuracy for very fine RCA by extrapolating the relationship obtained 

between water absorption and SFSA with coarser granular class. The total water absorption of 

FRCA (fraction 0/5mm) can therefore be determined precisely which is very important in the 

mixture proportioning of recycled concrete. 

 

Question 2: What is the link between properties of original concrete (W/C ratios, cement 

paste volume) and properties of RCA made with it? 

            The properties of RCA are influenced and connected with the properties of original 

concrete.  
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The SFSA of FRCA is influenced by the W/C ratio, the reaction degree and the cement paste 

volume of the original concrete. The larger values of SFSA obtained for RCA-OC2 

comparatively to RCA-OC1 can be attributed to the higher volume of cement paste in the 

original composition (same W/C ratio). Similarly, the larger values obtained for RCA-OC3 

comparatively to RCA-OC2 can be attributed to a lower W/C ratio in the original composition 

(same volume of cement paste), leading to a denser cement paste and therefore to a larger 

mass of cement paste for a similar paste volume. 

The porosity and water absorption of FRCA are also influenced by the W/C ratio and the 

cement paste volume of the original concrete. The water absorption coefficients obtained with 

all the granular classes of RCA-OC2 are significantly larger than those obtained with RCA-

OC1 and RCA-OC3.  

 

Question 3: What is the link between size and properties of RCA (mortar or cement 

paste content, density, water absorption, porosity...)? 

            For the laboratory produced FRCA used in this study, the SFSA decreases linearly 

with the average particle size of four different granular classes (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 

2.5/5mm). This result has been confirmed by studying the variation of ML105-600 of FRCA 

(mass loss at 600°C) as a function of average particle size. The properties of FRCA including 

specific density, water absorption, and porosity are strongly correlated to the SFSA, and 

therefore to the size of particles. The higher the SFSA, the higher the water absorption and 

porosity, and the lower the specific density at the exception of the absorption coefficient 

measured by EN 1097-6 standard for the smaller fraction (0/0.63mm). 

 

Question 4: What is the influence of the conditions of conservation of the RCA 

(carbonation) on their properties? 
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            After the carbonation of recycled aggregate, the dissolved fraction in salicylic acid 

(SFSA) decreases. The method can be also used for RCA that have been carbonated either 

before or during the fabrication or storage. In this case, the linear relationship between SFSA 

and water absorption is kept for CPC but with both different slope and origin; the slope is 

decreased while the origin displaced to the right of the graph. 

ML105-600 increases both for the thermal method and TGA method for RCA but not for pure 

cement paste. ML105-500 based on TGA decreases, but ML500-600 increases a lot, which are due 

to the transfer of portlandite to partly amorphous calcite, which decomposes from 500°C. 

The density of RCA and the surface area increases, the porosity of RCA decrease, which leads 

to the decrease of water absorption. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 3 Characteristics of industrial RCA 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we have tested experimental methods with laboratory produced RCA, 

including measurement of SFSA and water absorption. Are these methods also suitable for 

industrial RCA where the initial composition of concrete is not known, especially the type of 

cement? What are the differences between laboratory produced RCA and industrial RCA? In 

order to answer these questions, three industrial RCA which have been sourced from different 

industrial platforms have been studied, particularly for SFSA and water absorption. The 

experimental methods used were the same as those used for laboratory produced RCA, which 

were presented in Chapter 2. 

 

3.2 Experimental protocols 

3.2.1 Industrial RCA 

Three industrial RCA were collected from commercial plants. Two RCA were provided by 

the Colas Company, and are noted RCA-Colas1 and RCA-Colas2 in the following. RCA-

Colas1 was produced in the site VALORMAT of Amiens. RCA-Colas2 was produced in the 

plant of Louvres. Figure 3-1 shows the site crushing machine for production of RCA-Colas1. 

RCA-PNR was the industrial FRCA produced for the French national project Recybéton. 

Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 show the granular distributions of the three industrial RCA. In this 

study, we are only considering the fraction 0/5mm of industrial RCA (Figure 3-2). Then they 
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were separated into four different granular classes (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) in 

order to study the influence of granular size on the properties of industrial RCA. Each class 

was tested for SFSA, ML105-600, density, porosity and water absorption. 

 

 

Figure 3-1 Site crushing machine for production of RCA-Colas1 

Figure 3-2 Three kinds of industrial RCA (Fraction 0/5mm) 
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Figure 3-3 Cumulated particle size distributions of the three industrial RCA 

Figure 3-4 Partial particle size distributions of the three industrial RCA 
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3.2.2 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA with analysis of gas by MS) 

The four different granular classes (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) of representative 

samples were tested with a thermogravimetric analysis with analysis of gas by MS. Figure 3-5 

to Figure 3-7 present the TGA results for all the industrial RCA studied. As can be seen in 

these figures, for all the materials tested, a large peak of mass loss is obtained between 500 

and 850°C due to the departure of CO2 which suggest that all the industrial RCA studied 

contain calcareous aggregates. Moreover a significant decarbonation starts at 500°C showing 

that the industrial RCA are partly carbonated. The ML105-600 includes therefore part of CO2, as 

the three industrial RCA are partly carbonated.  

 

 

Figure 3-5 TGA with gas of RCA-Colas1 0/0.63mm 
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Figure 3-6 TGA with gas of RCA-Colas2 0/0.63mm 

 

 

Figure 3-7 TGA with gas of RCA-PNR 0/0.63mm 

 

From the TGA results, different mass losses can be calculated (Table 3-1): ML700-1095 

corresponds to the content of crystallized calcite in the sample. ML400-500 corresponds partly to 

the water bounded by portlandite (MLH2O-400-500) and some decarbonation of amorphous 
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calcite (MLCO2-400-500). From the curves of gas by MS, the surface areas of H2O (SH2O) and 

CO2 (SCO2) could be estimated, then the mass ratio of H2O can be calculated, thus MLH2O-400-

500 can be obtained from Equation 3-1. 

OHCO

OH
OH SS

S
MLML

22

2

1844

18
5004005004002 ×+×

×
×= −−−  

Equation 3-1 

 

 ML105-400 ML400-500 ML500-600 ML600-700 ML700-1095 

RCA-Colas1 0/0.63 1.7 0.7 0.89 1.72 17.85 

RCA-Colas1 0.63/1.25 1.43 0.56 0.97 1.8 20.71 

RCA-Colas1 1.25/2.5 1 0.58 1.17 2.27 21.87 

RCA-Colas1 2.5/5 0.91 0.54 1.07 2.08 22.43 

RCA-Colas2 0/0.63 1.98 0.64 0.72 1.92 13.11 

RCA-Colas2 0.63/1.25 1.68 0.55 0.57 1.5 17.19 

RCA-Colas2 1.25/2.5 1.48 0.5 0.52 1.37 18.63 

RCA-Colas2 2.5/5 1.34 0.47 0.73 1.62 19.28 

RCA-PNR 0/0.63 1.99 0.73 0.79 1.96 12.62 

RCA-PNR 0.63/1.25 1.48 0.55 0.69 1.6 12.92 

RCA-PNR 1.25/2.5 1.36 0.5 0.65 1.51 14.54 

RCA-PNR 2.5/5 1.32 0.5 0.64 1.5 15.33 

RCA-OC1-90 0/0.63 2.04 1.04 0.35 1.59 29.33 

RCA-OC1-90 0.63/1.25 1.81 1.02 0.32 1.37 29.99 

RCA-OC1-90 1.25/2.5 1.53 1.01 0.3 1.22 30.85 

RCA-OC1-90 2.5/5 1.44 0.98 0.29 1.21 31.25 

RCA-OC1-90-carbo 0/0.63 1.03 0.88 2.91 3.54 29.39 

RCA-OC1-90-carbo 0.63/1.25 0.94 0.8 2.54 3.11 30.74 

RCA-OC1-90-carbo 1.25/2.5 0.81 0.69 2.23 2.8 31.63 

RCA-OC1-90-carbo 2.5/5 0.68 0.6 1.92 2.49 32.58 

RCA-OC2-90 0/0.63 2.49 1.82 0.46 2.14 25 

RCA-OC3-90 0/0.63 2.66 1.79 0.4 1.3 25.03 

RCA-OC3-90 0.63/1.25 2.51 1.66 0.38 1.3 25.73 

RCA-OC3-90 1.25/2.5 2.19 1.47 0.36 1.35 27.14 

RCA-OC3-90 2.5/5 2.18 1.51 0.36 1.27 27.2 

 

Table 3-2 shows the calculated results of MLH2O-400-500 and MLCO2-400-500. As can be seen, the 

mass ratio of CO2 in ML400-500 changes as the carbonation degree changes. For uncarbonated 

laboratory produced RCA (RCA-OC1-90), ML400-500 is totally from the bounded water by 

Table 3-1 Mass loss based TGA with gas for industrial RCA  
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portlandite. For carbonated laboratory produced RCA (RCA-OC1-90-carbo), MLCO2-400-500 

contains 92% in the ML400-500. For industrial RCA, MLCO2-400-500 contains 59%, 26%, 19% 

respectively for RCA-Colas1, RCA-Colas2 and RCA-PNR. On the other hand, the content of 

portlandite decreases from RCA-PNR to RCA-Colas2 and RCA-Colas1. This is in agreement 

with a stronger carbonation for RCA-Colas1 compared to RCA-Colas2 and RCA-PNR 

respectively. As a consequence, the portlandite content of industrial RCA is between the zone 

of uncarbonated RCA and carbonated RCA. 

 SH2O  SCO2 ML400-500 MLH2O-400-500 MLCO2-400-500 

RCA-Colas1 0/0.63 0.10 0.06 0.70 0.28 0.42 

RCA-Colas2 0/0.63 0.42 0.06 0.64 0.47 0.17 

RCA-PNR 0/0.63 1.25 0.12 0.73 0.59 0.14 

RCA-OC1-90 0/0.63 0.50 0 1.04 1.04 0 

RCA-OC1-90-carbo 0/0.63 0.03 0.12 0.88 0.07 0.81 

 

All the industrial RCA have less portlandite than uncarbonated laboratory produced RCA, 

whatever the granular fraction considered. As shown in Figure 3-8, the calcite content 

decreases as the particle size decreases. This result is due to the larger SFSA in the smaller 

granular classes.  

 

Figure 3-8 ML700-1095 obtained by TGA as a function of the average size of the four different granular 
classes considered (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) 
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3.2.3 Carbonation depth 

Representative coarse RCA (about 20mm) of Colas1 and RCA-PNR were collected and pre-

dried in the oven at a temperature of 105°C, and samples were cut in the middle with the 

diamond saw. The surfaces of RCA were then polished by using GBrot grinding and polishing 

machine. Then a solution of phenolphthalein was used to measure the carbonation depth. In 

the non-carbonated high alkaline part of the sample, a pink color is obtained. On the contrary, 

in the carbonated part of the sample, no coloration occurs due to the reduction of pH below 10 

due to carbonation. For one sample, four images of the polished section were taken with an 

optical microscope. Carbonation depth was measured at about 6 different locations for each 

image in order to determine an average carbonation depth on 24 values. 14 samples were 

analyzed to estimate the variation of carbonation depth for RCA-Colas1 and RCA-PNR.  

 

Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 show optical observations of carbonation depth of two samples for 

RCA-Colas1. Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12 show optical observations of carbonation depth of 

two samples for RCA-PNR The average carbonation depth of RCA-Colas1 obtained from the 

14 samples is about 1.5±0.9mm, while that of RCA-PNR is about 1.2±0.4mm (Table 3-3). As 

can be seen, there is a large variation of the carbonation depth for both RCA; some particle 

has a large carbonation depth whereas some particle just carbonates at the surface. This 

confirms that industrial RCA has been partly carbonated, RCA-Colas1 has been more 

carbonated than RCA-PNR in agreement with TGA results. 
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Figure 3-9 Optical observation of RCA-Colas1 
(Sample 6) 

Figure 3-10 Optical observation of RCA-Colas1 
(Sample 14) 

 

  

Figure 3-11 Optical observation of RCA-PNR 
(Sample 14) 

Figure 3-12 Optical observation of RCA-PNR 
(Sample 7) 

 

 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 

RCA-Colas1  1.63 0.97 1.34 2.92 1.18 3.49 1.41 

RCA-PNR 0.98 1.17 0.95 1.67 0.83 1.54 0.51 

 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 

RCA-Colas1  0.70 1.75 2.39 0.68 0.92 0.63 0.50 

RCA-PNR 1.17 1.61 1.24 1.15 1.26 0.86 1.86 

 

Table 3-3 Mean carbonation depth obtained on 24 measurements at 14 different samples for two 
industrial RCA (mm)  
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3.3 Properties of industrial RCA 

3.3.1 SFSA and ML105-600 

Figure 3-13 and Table 3-4 present the variation of SFSA as a function of granular class for all 

the FRCA studied. The value of SFSA is the average of three test values. The standard 

deviations are also shown in this figure (example for RCA-OC1-90 and RCA-Colas2). The 

average standard deviation for the three industrial RCA is 0.62. As can be seen in Figure 3-13, 

SFSA is higher as the average particle size decreases for all the industrial RCA. A reasonable 

linear relation between SFSA and granular class is obtained, similarly to what has been 

obtained with laboratory produced RCA. The correlation coefficients obtained (R²) range 

from 0.77 to 0.92 (Table 3-5, b value corresponds to the SFSA when the particle size tends 

towards zero). The values obtained for industrial RCA are between the values of 

uncarbonated laboratory produced RCA and carbonated laboratory produced RCA (for 

example RCA-OC1-90 and RCA-OC1-90-carbo). As previously shown, the industrial RCA 

are partly carbonated, the carbonated phases cannot dissolve in salicylic acid, and therefore 

the lower value obtained for the three industrial RCA comparatively to uncarbonated 

laboratory produced RCA. 
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Fractions (mm) RCA-OC1-90-carbo RCA-Colas1 RCA-Colas2 RCA-PNR RCA-OC1-90 
0-0.63 4.48 13.46 15.65 8.76 27.28 
0.63-1.25 4.35 12.45 13.90 7.04 25.72 
1.25-2.5 3 10.22 10.62 6.44 23.60 
2.5-5 2.57 9.00 10.04 5.81 20.76 

 

Fractions a b R2 
RCA-Colas1 -1.30 13.52 0.92 
RCA-Colas2 -1.61 15.32 0.81 
RCA-PNR -0.74 8.29 0.77 
RCA-OC1-90 -1.87 27.56 0.99 
RCA-OC1-90-carbo -0.60 4.62 0.86 

 

Figure 3-14 shows the variation of ML105-600 of FRCA based on the thermal method as a 

function of granular class. The standard deviation value is also shown in this figure (for 
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Figure 3-13 SFSA as a function of average size of the four different granular classes considered (0/0.63, 
0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) 

Table 3-4 SFSA of industrial RCA 

Table 3-5 Coefficients of the linear relationships between SFSA and particle sizes for industrial RCA 
(y=ax+b) 
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example for RCA-OC1-90 and RCA-Colas2), the average standard deviation of the three 

industrial RCA is 0.13. As can be seen, ML105-600 increases as the average particle size 

decreases for all industrial FRCA, which is similar to the results obtained with laboratory 

produced FRCA. However, contrarily to laboratory produced RCA, the relation between 

ML105-600 and granular class is not linear. 

 

3.3.2 Density and porosity 

Figure 3-15 presents the variation of apparent density measured with the helium pycnometer 

as a function of granular class. It shows that the density of FRCA increases as the average 

particle size increases. The density of all the fractions of industrial FRCA is larger than that of 

laboratory produced RCA (for example RCA-OC1-90). As the industrial FRCA are partly 

carbonated, the carbonation degree is much larger than the laboratory produced RCA, the 

larger values of density are obtained for the industrial RCA could be due to the carbonation, 

however, the composition of RCA, the density of natural aggregate and density of cement 

paste in RCA could also change the density of industrial RCA, which are not known for 

industrial RCA. 
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Figure 3-16 shows the BET specific surface area of all the FRCA, and Figure 3-17 shows BJH 

porosity of all the granular classes of FRCA. The specific surface area of industrial RCA is 

lower than the laboratory produced RCA (for example RCA-OC1-90). As shown in chapter 2, 

the specific surface area increased after accelerated carbonation for laboratory produced RCA. 

However, in the case of industrial RCA, neither the composition nor the crushing method are 

known. Moreover, the kinetics of carbonation is very different from that used in our 

accelerated tests. It is therefore difficult to generalize the previous conclusions to naturally 

carbonated RCA. As can be seen, the specific surface area of FRCA increases as the average 

particle size of FRCA decreases. The porosity of industrial RCA is lower than that of 

laboratory produced RCA (for example RCA-OC1-90). As shown in Chapter 2, carbonation 

can decrease the porosity. The carbonation degree of industrial RCA is much larger than the 

laboratory produced RCA, therefore the lower value of porosity could be due to carbonation. 

The porosity of FRCA increases as the average particle size of FRCA decreases. The 

relationships between specific surface area or porosity and granular class might be different 

for three industrial RCA with different compositions. For RCA-Colas1, the relationships 
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between specific surface area or porosity and granular class are quasi linear. For the other two 

industrial RCA, the specific surface area and porosity of the finer fraction increases largely 

comparing with the coarser fractions. Therefore, the specific surface area and porosity can 

change much for the very fine fractions. 
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Figure 3-16 BET specific surface area of FRCA as function of the average size of the four different 
granular classes considered (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) 

Figure 3-17 BJH porosity of FRCA as function of the average size of the four different granular classes 
considered (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) 
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3.3.3 Water absorption 

Figure 3-18 shows the variation of water absorption coefficient of industrial RCA measured 

with the two methods (EN1097-6 and IFSTTAR). The standard deviation of water absorption 

is shown for some fractions (for example RCA-PNR). The average standard deviation of all 

the industrial tests is 0.33. The results obtained with the two experimental methods (EN1097-

6 and IFSTTAR) were very close from one to another except for the smaller fraction 

(0/0.63mm). For all the industrial FRCA tested in our study, the water absorption coefficient 

increased when the average particle size decreased except for the fraction 0/0.63mm with the 

standard EN1097-6. This result is similar to that obtained for laboratory RCA, the standard 

method underestimates the water absorption coefficient for small particles and the IFSTTAR 

method overestimates it. The results obtained for RCA-Colas2 are larger than the other two 

industrial RCA, while the RCA-Colas1 and RCA-PNR are similar, whatever the granular 

class.  
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3.4 Relationship between SFSA and other properties of 

RCA 

3.4.1 Relationship between SFSA and ML105-600  

Figure 3-19 shows the variation of ML105-600 as a function of SFSA. For all studied RCA, the 

ML105-600 increases linearly with the SFSA (R² ranges from 0.77 to 0.98). Table 3-6 shows the 

slope of ML105-600 to SFSA. The b value is not zero which might be due to the limited number 

of points and experimental errors of SFSA and ML105-600. The slopes of RCA-Colas1 and 

RCA-PNR are larger than those of laboratory produced RCA. The slope of ML105-600 to SFSA 

increases after the carbonation for RCA-OC1-90 (from 0.17 to 0.92, the black circle shows 

the RCA-OC1-90 in Figure 3-19). The industrial RCA lie between RCA-OC1-90-carbo (high 

carbonation degree) and laboratory produced RCA (low carboantion degree). Consequently, 

the slope value depends on the weathering and other influences such as hydration degree and 

cement composition. 
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Figure 3-19 ML105-600 versus SFSA 
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 a b R2 

RCA-OC-28 0.10 3.77 0.86 

RCA-OC-90 0.24 1.74 0.95 

RCA-Colas1 0.34 3.76 0.96 

RCA-Colas2 0.18 5.04 0.77 

RCA-PNR 0.65 2.28 0.98 

RCA-OC1-90 0.17 3.37 0.93 

RCA-OC1-90-carbo 0.92 6.77 0.96 

 

3.4.2 Relationship between SFSA and density 

Figure 3-20 shows the variation of specific density as a function of SFSA. When SFSA 

increases, density decreases linearly. Indeed, density of RCA depends on the density of 

natural aggregate and density of cement paste and proportion of cement paste. Therefore, as 

the cement paste content increases, the SFSA also incerases and the density of RCA decreases 

for all the studied RCA. If we consider the intersection points of these relations with axis of 

coordinates (x=0), we can obtain the density of used natural aggregates. In the same way, 

when all the RCA is composed of cement paste (x=100%), we can obtain the density of used 

cement paste. As shown in Table 3-7, the density of cement paste of RCA-PNR is much 

smaller than that of other materials. This could be due to a larger W/C ratio in the original 

concrete. However, it has to be noted that, for the industrial RCA studied (as well as for 

carbonated RCA-OC1-90), the range of variation of SFSA is very limited (about 5%) which 

certainly leads to large uncertainties on the extrapolated values of NA and CP. The correlation 

coefficients between density and SFSA (R²) range from 0.7 to 0.96. The slope of density to 

SFSA changes a little (from -0.012 to -0.011 after the carbonation, the black circle shows the 

RCA before carbonation in Figure 3-20). 

Table 3-6 Coefficients of the linear relationships between ML105-600 and SFSA (y=ax+b) 
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Table 3-7 Coefficients of the linear relationships between density and SFSA (y=ax+b) 

 a b R2 
Density of 
NA 
(x=0) 

Density of CP 
(x=100%) 

RCA-Colas1 -0.010 2.64 0.95 2.64 1.64 

RCA-Colas2 -0.008 2.60 0.82 2.60 1.84 

RCA-PNR -0.014 2.61 0.96 2.61 1.17 

RCA-OC1-90 -0.011 2.63 0.78 2.63 1.55 

RCA-OC1-90-carbo -0.012 2.77 0.98 2.77 1.57 

 

3.4.3 Relationship between SFSA and water absorption 

Figure 3-21 presents the variation of water absorption (IFSTTAR method) with the SFSA: 

when SFSA increases, the water absorption increases too. As can be seen, the water 

absorption of all FRCA varies linearly with the SFSA for the three coarser average particle 

sizes of RCA. On the contrary, as discussed previously, the water absorption measured by 

standard or IFSTTAR method for the finer fraction seems to be either underestimated or 
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Figure 3-20 Correlation between density and SFSA 
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overestimated respectively. As discussed previously, the water absorption coefficient of the 

finer fraction (0/0.63mm) can be obtained by linear extrapolation of the relation between 

water absorption and SFSA determined with the three coarser fractions of RCA (Table 3-8). 

Extrapolation carried out using both standard and IFSTTAR methods give similar values for 

the water absorption coefficient of the finer fraction (Table 3-9), the average difference 

between these two values obtained for the industrial FRCA is 1.13%. As expected, the value 

of water absorption coefficient of finer fraction obtained is between the value obtained by the 

standard and IFSTTAR methods. The water absorption of RCA directly depends on the water 

absorptions of cement paste and of natural aggregates and on the proportions of cement paste. 

The water absorption of natural aggregates can be neglected comparing with the absorption of 

cement paste. The water absorption of cement paste depends on the property of cement paste. 

Therefore, the water absorption of RCA depends on the properties of cement pastes (W/C 

ratio, nature of cement, carbonation state) and proportions of cement paste. As shown in 

Figure 3-21, all the industrial RCA tested are comprised between the zone of laboratory 

produced RCA and carbonated RCA. Therefore, drawing the water absorption coefficient as a 

function of the SFSA can be a very convenient method to differentiate different sources of 

RCA for which the original concrete composition is generally unknown such as industrial 

RCA. Changes of the slope of this regression can also be used to estimate the effect of the 

weathering or some specific treatment after RCA being crushed.  

Therefore, the proposed method to estimate the water absorption coefficient of the finer 

fraction (0/0.63mm) of FRCA is also suitable for industrial RCA. 

The accurate total water absorption of FRCA used (fraction 0/5mm) can be determined by 

knowing the proportion and water absorption coefficient of each fraction. As shown in Table 

3-10, the water absorption of all the studied FRCA (fraction 0/5mm) is calculated. The values 

of EN extrapolated are always larger than no extrapolated, which is due to the standard 
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method (EN 1097-6) which underestimates the water absorption of fraction 0/0.63mm. 

However, the values of IFSTTAR extrapolated are always larger than no extrapolated, which 

is due to the IFSTTAR method overestimating the water absorption of fraction 0/0.63mm. 

The average difference of water absorption between the extrapolated and non extrapolated 

values is about 0.6% for EN, and 1.7% for IFSTTAR respectively. 

 

 

 

 a b R2 

RCA-Colas1 0.58 1.37 0.98 

RCA-Colas2 0.75 -0.25 1.00 

RCA-PNR 1.61 -2.65 0.86 

RCA-OC1-90 0.83 3.52 1.00 

RCA-OC1-90 carbo 0.38 0.24 0.83 
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Figure 3-21 Correlation between water absorption (IFSTTAR method) and SFSA for all studied RCA 
including laboratory produced RCA, industrial RCA and carbonated RCA 

Table 3-8 Coefficients of the linear relationships between water absorption (IFSTTAR method for three 
coarse fractions) and SFSA (y=ax+b) for industrial RCA and carbonated RCA 
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Tested value 
of IFSTTAR 
(%) 

Tested value 
of EN 1097-6 
(%) 

Extrapolated 
value of 
IFSTTAR (%) 

Extrapolated 
value of EN 
1097-6 (%) 

Difference of two 
extrapolated 
values (%) 

RCA-Colas1 16.76 6.14 9.16 8.48 0.68 

RCA-Colas2 21.33 8.62 11.44 10.23 1.21 

RCA-PNR 15.85 6.32 11.44 9.94 1.05 

RCA-OC1-90 17.66 9.42 10.67 9.82 0.85 

RCA-OC1-90 carbo 13.1 - 7.26 6.35 0.91 

 

 
EN 0/5  
(extrapolated) 

EN 0/5  
(no extrapolated) 

IFSTTAR 0/5 
(extrapolated) 

IFSTTAR 0/5  
(no extrapolated) 

RCA-OC1-28 8.83 8.24 9.47 11.54 

RCA-OC2-28 11.27 9.94 11.51 12.83 

RCA-OC3-28 8.57 8.45 9.05 10.77 

RCA-OC1-90 8.09 8.02 9.17 10.44 

RCA-OC2-90 9.53 8.88 10.36 11.70 

RCA-OC3-90 7.53 7.07 8.75 9.73 

RCA-Colas1 7.46 6.76 7.86 10.12 

RCA-Colas2 8.31 7.83 8.98 11.93 

RCA-PNR 7.95 6.90 8.66 9.93 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

Some of the major properties of three industrial FRCA have been studied. With these results, 

we can answer Question 1, 3. 

Question 1: Can we define accurate experimental methods allowing to measure the 

water absorption coefficient and the adherent cement paste content of the different 

fractions of RCA? 

            The method based on the dissolution of the major part of the cement paste contained in 

FRCA by salicylic acid (SFSA) seem to be also applicable for the measurement of cement 

paste content of industrial RCA. The method is not applied to obtain the absolute adherent 

Table 3-9 Extrapolated water absorption coefficient of Fraction 0-0.63mm from standard and IFSTTAR 
for industrial RCA and carbonated RCA 

Table 3-10 Water absorption coefficient of Fraction 0-5mm calculated by the proposed method (%) 
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cement paste content of industrial RCA, especially for carbonated RCA, as salicylic acid 

cannot dissolve the carbonated cement paste phases. However the insoluble phases of the 

cement paste will impact similarly all the particle size classes. Therefore, it can give the slope 

of SFSA with granluar class, and the relationship between SFSA and water absorption can be 

used to extrapolate the water absorption of the finer fraction. The method proposed for the 

water absorption is also adapted for industrial RCA. 

 

Question 3: What is the link between size and properties of RCA (mortar or cement 

paste content, density, water absorption, porosity...)? 

            For the three industrial FRCA used in this study, the SFSA decreases with the average 

particle size of four different granular classes (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm). The 

properties of FRCA including specific density, water absorption, and porosity are strongly 

correlated to SFSA. The higher the SFSA, the higher the water absorption and porosity, and 

the lower the specific density at the exception of the absorption coefficient measured by EN 

1097-6 standard for the smaller fraction (0/0.63mm). 

From the relationship between water absorption and SFSA (also for the relationship between 

ML105-600 and SFSA), drawing the water absorption coefficient as a function of the SFSA can 

be a very convenient method to differentiate different sources of RCA for which the original 

concrete composition is generally unknown such as industrial RCA. Changes of the slope of 

this regression can also be used to estimate the effect of the weathering or some specific 

treatment after RCA being crushed (carbonation).  

 

 

 



Chapter 4 Recycled mortars with FRCA 

4.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we have characterized the properties of FRCA such as SFSA and 

water absorption. Can we reuse these FRCA as sand in recycled mortars? This chapter 

presents the application of FRCA (RCA-Colas1) in recycled mortars. The properties of 

recycled mortars including fresh properties (slump), mechanical properties (compressive 

strength and splitting strength), and ITZ microstructure will be studied for different mortar 

compositions and for different states of saturation of the RCA (dried or saturated). 

4.2 Materials 

Different compositions of recycled mortars with different W/C ratios were designed and 

manufactured. Materials used in this study are as follows. 

4.2.1 Cement 

The cement used in recycled mortars was the white OPC (CEM I 52.5 “superblanc”) provided 

by Lafarge company whose mineralogical composition is shown in Table 2-1, and which was 

already used for the manufacture of laboratory produced RCA. 

4.2.2 Natural sand and FRCA 

The natural sand used in recycled mortars was sourced from Tournai and was the same as the 

one used for the manufacture of laboratory produced RCA. The water absorption of this sand 

was 1.05% according to the standard EN 1097-6. 
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The recycled sand used in the recycled mortars was RCA-Colas1. The size distributions of 

natural sand and FRCA are shown in Figure 4-1. The RCA-Colas1 was divided into four 

fractions (0/0.63, 0.63/1.25, 1.25/2.5, 2.5/5mm) and remixed to get a similar granular 

distribution than natural sand. The water absorption of remixed RCA-Colas1 was estimated 

from the method previously described in Chapter 2. The water absorption of fraction 

0/0.63mm was extrapolated from the relationship between SFSA and water absorption of 

three coarser fraction values obtained by method EN 1097-6. With the particle size 

distribution of remixed RCA-Colas1, the water absorption coefficient of remixed FRCA was 

calculated as 7.54%. Two saturation states of FRCA (Dried RCA and Saturated RCA) were 

used in this study. For the saturated RCA, the sample was presaturated 24h before the 

fabrication of mortars. 
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Figure 4-1 Particle size distributions of natural sand and RCA-Colas1 used in reycled mortars 
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4.3 Compositions of mortars 

Several series of mortars were manufactured in the laboratory. Series I was used to study the 

influence of saturation state of RCA on the properties of recycled mortars. Series II was used 

to study the influence of proportions of recycled sand on the mechanical properties of 

recycled mortars. Series III was used to study the influence of granular fractions of recycled 

sand on the properties of recycled mortars. In all the series studied, natural calcareous sand 

was partially or totally replaced by the same volume of recycled sand (remixed RCA-Colas1). 

Table 4-1 shows the compositions of mortars Series I manufactured with natural calcareous 

and recycled sands, noted respectively RM and CM. These mortars are noted RM-W/C-S or 

RM-W/C-D in the following, W/C referring to the efficient water to cement ratio, and S or D 

referring to the saturation state of aggregates (S refers to mortars manufactured with saturated 

sand, D refers to mortars manufactured with dry sand, and absorbed water is added in the 

mixer). Three W/C ratios of 0.5, 0.55, and 0.6 were studied. 

 Cement 
(g) 

Recycled 
sand (g) 

Efficient 
water (g) 

Absorbed 
water (g) 

Weff/C at 
T0 

Volume % of 
CP at T0 

CM-0.5-S 450 1350* 225 14.18 0.5 41 
CM-0.5-D 450 1350 225 14.18 0.53 42 
RM-0.5-S 450 1291.1* 225 97.35 0.5 38 
RM-0.5-D 450 1291.1 225 97.35 0.72 44 
RM-0.55-S 450 1291.1* 247.5 97.35 0.55 40 
RM-0.55-D 450 1291.1 247.5 97.35 0.77 45 
RM-0.6-S 450 1291.1* 270 97.35 0.6 41 
RM-0.6-D 450 1291.1 270 97.35 0.82 46 
Remark :* Presaturated with efficient water 24 hours before mixing. 
 

Table 4-2 shows the compositions of mortars Series II with W/C=0.5 manufactured with 

different proportion of recycled sand. These recycled mortars are noted RM-W/C-Proportion 

in the following, W/C referring to the efficient water to cement ratio, and Proportion referring 

to the volume replacement proportion of recycled sand. For example, RM-0.5-10 refers to the 

Table 4-1 Compositions of mortars Series I 
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recycled mortar manufactured with W/C of 0.5, and where 10% of natural sands are replaced 

by the same volume of recycled sand. Recycled mortars with W/C ratios of 0.6 were also 

studied just changing the efficient water quantity and the other quantities of materials used 

being the same as the recycled mortar with W/C ratios of 0.5. Both recycled sands and natural 

sands in Series II were presaturated 24 h before manufacture. 

 RM-0.5-0 RM-0.5-10 RM-0.5-20 RM-0.5-30 RM-0.5-50 RM-0.5-100 

Recycled sand (g) 0.0 129.1 258.2 387.3 645.6 1291.1 

Natural sand (g) 1350.0 1215.0 1080.0 944.9 675.0 0.0 

Total Sand (g) 1350.0 1344.1 1338.2 1332.2 1320.6 1291.1 

Cement (g) 450 450 450 450 450 450 

Efficient water (g) 225 225 225 225 225 225 

Absorbed water (g) 14.18 22.5 30.81 39.13 55.77 97.35 

 

 Control Mortar RM-0.5-0/0.63 RM-0.5-0.63/1.25 RM-0.5-1.25/2.5 RM-0.5-2.5/5 

Sand 0/0.63 (g) 399.60 376.32 399.60 399.60 399.60 

Sand 0.63/1.25 (g) 278.10 278.10 263.99 278.10 278.10 

Sand 1.25/2.5 (g) 433.35 433.35 433.35 413.47 433.35 

Sand 2.5/5 (g) 238.95 238.95 238.95 238.95 229.52 

Total sand (g) 1350.00 1326.72 1335.89 1330.12 1340.57 

Cement (g) 450 450 450 450 450 

Efficient water (g) 225 225 225 225 225 

Absorbed water (g) 14.18 41.89 32.40 38.69 26.42 

Remark : the value in red is the quantity of recycled sand while the others correspond to natural sand. 
 

Table 4-3 show the compositions of mortars Series III with w/c=0.5 manufactured with 

replacing each fraction of natural sand with the corresponding fraction of recycled sand. 

These recycled mortars are noted RM-W/C-Fraction in the following, W/C referring to the 

efficient water to cement ratio, and Fraction referring to the replacement fraction of recycled 

sand. For example, RM-0.5-0/0.63 refers to the recycled mortar manufactured with W/C of 

0.5, the fraction 0/0.63 mm of natural sand being replaced with the same volume of recycled 

Table 4-2 Compositions of mortars Series II with W/C=0.5 

Table 4-3 Compositions of mortars Series III with W/C=0.5 



 

sand (the fractions from 0.63 up to 5mm correspond to natural sand)

of 0.6 were also studied just changing the effi

materials used being the same as mortars with W/C ratios of 0.5. 

were presaturated 24 hours before 

4.4 Experimental methods

4.4.1 Mixing procedure for manufacture of mortars

For mortars manufactured with saturated RCA, the sand was presaturated with the efficient 

water 24h before the fabrication, and the absorbed water was added at the fabrication. The 

mixing procedure of mortar with saturated sand (M

manufactured with the dried RCA, the quantity of efficient water and absorbed water was 

added at the fabrication. The mixing procedure of mortar with dri

in this Figure 4-2. 

 

The precise mixing procedure is as follows:

(1) Place the sand into the bowl, and then place the cement into the bowl, mix at low speed 

during 30s; 

Figure 4-2
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(the fractions from 0.63 up to 5mm correspond to natural sand). Mortars with W/C ratios 

of 0.6 were also studied just changing the efficient water quantity and the other quantities of 

materials used being the same as mortars with W/C ratios of 0.5. All the sand

before manufacture. 

methods 

Mixing procedure for manufacture of mortars 

For mortars manufactured with saturated RCA, the sand was presaturated with the efficient 

water 24h before the fabrication, and the absorbed water was added at the fabrication. The 

mixing procedure of mortar with saturated sand (M-S) is shown in Figure 

manufactured with the dried RCA, the quantity of efficient water and absorbed water was 

added at the fabrication. The mixing procedure of mortar with dried sand (M

xing procedure is as follows: 

(1) Place the sand into the bowl, and then place the cement into the bowl, mix at low speed 

2 Mixing procedures of (i) M-S and (ii) M-D 
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cient water quantity and the other quantities of 

All the sands in Series III 

For mortars manufactured with saturated RCA, the sand was presaturated with the efficient 

water 24h before the fabrication, and the absorbed water was added at the fabrication. The 

Figure 4-2. For mortar 

manufactured with the dried RCA, the quantity of efficient water and absorbed water was 

ed sand (M-D) is also shown 

 

(1) Place the sand into the bowl, and then place the cement into the bowl, mix at low speed 
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(2) Put the water in the mixer, and start to record the time (T0), mix at low speed during 30s, 

then switch the mixer to high speed and continue for 30s; 

(3) Stop the mixer for 90s. During the first 30s, remove the mortar adhering to the wall and 

bottom of the bowl and place it in the middle of the bowl with a plastic scraper; 

(4) Restart the mixer at high speed for 60s. 

4.4.2 Slump test 

After mixing, the slump of mortar was measured with the MBE cone (Mortier de Béton 

Equivalent) which is shown in Figure 4-3. The procedure of slump measurement is as follows: 

 
 

 

(1) First, make sure that inner wall of mini cone is clean and slightly damp;  

(2) Introduce the mortar into the mould in three layers of equal thickness. Compact each layer 

15 times with the tamping rod, uniformly distribute the strokes over the cross-section of each 

layer. Level the top of the cone and remove spilled mortar from the base plate/surface 

carefully; 

(3) Remove the mould by raising it carefully in a vertical direction as possible in 2-3 seconds. 

Figure 4-3 Cone MEB used for measuring slump of mortar (In the right figure the unit is mm) 
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Immediately after removal of the mould, measure and record the slump value by determining 

the difference between the height of the mould and that of the highest point of the slumped 

test specimen as shown in Figure 4-3. 

(4) If the slump value is measured as a function of time, the specimen is put into the bowl of 

the mixer and is prevented from evaporation with plastics films during the waiting time. 

Before the new slump test, the specimen is remixed at high speed for 60s.  

4.4.3 Mechanical properties 

The preparation of specimens for mechanical strength tests is shown as follows: 

(1) After the mixing of mortar, the specimens are placed into the mould (4x4x16cm) 

according to EN 196-1. 

(2) Cover with plastics film and cure for 24h in the moist air room.  

(3) Demold the specimens and cure in the water until the age of testing. 

Flexural strength is determined with three-point bending test, with a loading at the rate of 

(50±10) N/s according to EN 196-1. Compressive strength is tested at the rate of (2400±200) 

N/s until fracture according to EN 196-1. These two mechanical tests are carried out with an 

INSTRON 5500R 4206-006 (loading capacity 1500 KN) which is shown in Figure 4-4. 

 

Figure 4-4 INSTRON machine used for mechanical testing of mortars 
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4.4.4 ITZ characterization 

After the compressive strength tests, small samples of mortar were collected in order to carry 

out microscopic observations. Samples were dried at 105°C until constant mass and were then 

impregnated in epoxy resin, under vacuum. Finally the specimens were polished and carbon 

coated. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 

(EDS) analysis was carried out with a HITACHI S-4300SE/N which is shown in Figure 4-5.  

 

 

4.5 Results and discussion 

4.5.1 Influence of saturation state on the properties of recycled mortars 

Figure 4-6 shows the changes of slump as a function of time for mortar Series I (Slump values 

are shown in Table 4-4). For the three different w/c ratios, the slump of RM-D is always 

higher than RM-S which is due to higher initial free water and higher initial paste volume. For 

example, in the mortar RM-0.5-D at the beginning, the efficient W/C is 0.72, while it is 0.5 

for RM-0.5-S. Moreover, the volume proportion of paste in RM-0.5-D is 44% (additional 

Figure 4-5 SEM with EDS analysis used by the HITACHI S-4300 SE/N 
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water doesn’t go immediately into the recycled sand), it is only 38% for RM-0.5-S. Therefore, 

the slump of RM-0.5-D is much higher than RM-0.5-S. 

The rate of slump loss of RM-D is quicker than that of RM-S, which could be due to the 

absorption of free water in recycled sand but also to the higher initial slump value (for 

example the slope of RM-0.5-S is almost zero due to the very small initial slump value, the 

slope of slump loss for RM-0.5-S is 0.37 with an initial slump value of 44mm, as shown in 

Table 4-5). However, whatever the w/c ratio used, the slump value of mortars manufactured 

with dried aggregates is always larger than that of mortars manufactured with saturated 

aggregates. This result suggests that the absorption of water by dried aggregates in the mortar 

is lower and/or slowly than the absorption determined with standard procedures. It could be 

due first to the kinetics of absorption (the time of immersion of aggregates into mixing water 

before placing is much smaller than the 24h immersion used in the standards). But it could 

also be due to a lesser water absorption capacity of aggregates when they are immersed into 

the cement paste. Indeed, the large specific surface area of cement grains leads to an increase 

in apparent viscosity of mixing water, preventing is from draining into aggregates. Moreover, 

some surface porosity of RCA could be filled with small cement particles, reducing the 

absorption capacity of RCA. 

Time (T0+mins) 5 15 30  45 60 75 90 105 120 
CM-0.5-S 13 10 7 6 6     
CM-0.5-D 33 33 28 18 12 9 6   
RM-0.5-S 6 5 5 4      
RM-0.5-D 44 43 41 37 24 15 11 7  
RM-0.55-S 22 21 19 17 16 13 10 7 4 
RM-0.55-D 50 49 45 40 33 28 20 13 9 
RM-0.6-S 55 48 41 34 27 23 22 15 13 
RM-0.6-D 89 82 76 66 61 50 40 37 22 

Table 4-4 Slump values (in mm) of mortars Series I as a function of time 
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Table 4-5 Coefficients of the linear relationships between slump and time (y=ax+b) 

 a b R2 
CM-0.5-S -0.13 12.34 0.88 
CM-0.5-D -0.35 36.02 0.97 
RM-0.5-S -0.01 6.00 1.00 
RM-0.5-D -0.37 39.02 0.99 
RM-0.55-S -0.15 23.71 0.98 
RM-0.55-D -0.38 54.94 0.99 
RM-0.6-S -0.36 52.54 0.96 
RM-0.6-D -0.56 91.90 0.99 

 

Table 4-6 shows the mechanical properties of mortars of Series I. As can be seen, with the 

same volume of aggregates, the flexural strength of recycled mortar is lower than that of 

calcareous mortar (the flexural strength of RM-0.5-S decreases 26.8% comparing with CM-

0.5-S, while the flexural strength of RM-0.5-D decreases 27.7% comparing with CM-0.5-D). 

The compressive strength of recycled mortars is lower than for the calcareous mortar (the 

compressive strength of RM-0.5-S decreases 32.3% comparing with CM-0.5-S, while the 

compressive strength of RM-0.5-D decreases 30.8% comparing with CM-0.5-D). These lower 

properties are caused by the poorer properties of recycled sand in comparison to calcareous 
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Figure 4-6 Changes of slump as a function of time for mortar Series I 
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sand used (the presence of adherent cement paste leads to higher porosity and water 

absorption comparing with the calcareous sand). 

As can be seen, flexural strengths of mortars with the saturated and dried aggregates are 

almost the same both for the recycled mortar and calcareous mortar. The compressive strength 

of mortars (either with natural or recycled sand) with dried aggregates is always larger than 

with saturated aggregates (increase by 7.9% for calcareous sand, increase by 10.2%, 5.4%, 

and 4.3% with w/c ratio 0.5, 0.55, and 0.6 respectively for recycled aggregates).With dried 

aggregates, porous aggregates absorb water which could also drive some cement grains at the 

surface of aggregates, improving their ITZ [151], which leads to better compressive strengths 

than with saturated aggregates. 

 
CM-
0.50-S 

CM-
0.50-D 

RM-
0.50-S 

RM-
0.50-D 

RM-
0.55-S 

RM-
0.55-D 

RM-
0.60-S 

RM-
0.6-D 

Fresh density 
(g/cm3) 

2.40 2.36 2.15 2.14 2.16 2.13 2.16 2.12 

28 days saturated 
density (g/cm3) 

2.40 2.38 2.15 2.15 2.18 2.15 2.17 2.13 

Flexural strength 
(MPa) 

11.97 12.15 8.76 8.78 8.10 8.15 7.72 7.80 

Compressive 
strength(MPa) 

66.75 72.00 45.22 49.84 43.01 45.34 41.96 43.76 

 

4.5.2 Influence of recycled sand on the mechanical properties of recycled 

mortar 

Two series of recycled mortars with two different w/c ratios are used to study the influence of 

recycled sand on the properties of recycled mortars. Series II is used to study the influence of 

proportions of recycled sand on the mechanical properties of recycled mortars. Series III is 

used to study the influence of granular fractions of recycled sand on the properties of recycled 

mortars. 

Table 4-6 Properties of mortars Series I 
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Table 4-7 shows the properties of mortars Series II. As can be seen, for both water to cement 

ratios, the fresh density decreases as the percentage of sand replacement increases, which is 

due to the lower density of recycled sand. The compressive strength of recycled mortars 

decreases as the replacement of recycled sand increases. The compressive strength of mortar 

can be predicted with different methods. One of the more efficient methods has been proposed 

by De Larrard and Sedran [152-153]. However, we use here in a first approximation the 

simple equation of Bolomey (Equation 4-1)[154]. 








 −= 5.0
E

C
GRc σ  

Equation 4-1 

 

In Equation 4-1, C/E represents cement to efficient water ratio, G is a granular coefficient 

depending only on the aggregates, and σ is the 28 days compressive strength of normal 

cement mortar (65 MPa with the white cement used). 

Knowing Rc, σ, and C/E, the G value can be calculated. For a given mixture between natural 

and recycled sand, if the efficient water is correctly known, the G value of two corresponding 

mortars having different W/C should be the same. Table 4-7 shows that the G values of 

mortars having the same sand composition with W/C of 0.5 and 0.6 are very close from one to 

another (the G values are very close for RCA content lower than or equal to 30%, a larger 

difference is obtained for 50 and 100% RCA). This suggests that the efficient water in these 

mortars is correctly predicted (so that the water absorption coefficients are correctly 

determined). 

Moreover, we assume that the granular coefficient Gmix of a mixture of recycled sand (of 

granular coefficient GRCA) with natural sand (of granular coefficient GNA) can be calculated as 

following: 
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NARCAmix GXXGG )1( −+=  Equation 4-2 

where X represents the fraction of recycled sand in the mixture. 

For all the mixtures of sands used in mortar Series II, a calculated G coefficient (based on 

Equation 4-2) can therefore be compared with an average measured G coefficient (calculated 

with G values obtained with the two different W/C). The comparison between calculated and 

average measured G values is presented in Figure 4-7. The slope of the regression between 

calculated and measured G values is 1.01 (Figure 4-7), which suggests that the granular 

coefficient of the sand mixture can be approximated with Equation 4-2, and that the efficient 

water is correctly predicted in the mortar compositions. The value of water absorption of 

recycled sand used seems therefore to be correct. 

W/C=0.5 RM-0.5-0 RM-0.5-10 RM-0.5-20 RM-0.5-30 RM-0.5-50 RM-0.5-100 

Slump (mm) 27 17 19 29 8 5 

Fresh density(g/cm3) 2.37 2.37 2.34 2.30 2.26 2.15 

Flexural strength (MPa) 12.14 13.06 12.05 10.86 10.53 8.54 

Compressive strength (MPa) 67.77 66.63 64.58 57.23 53.84 42.09 

G 0.70 0.68 0.66 0.59 0.55 0.43 

W/C=0.6 RM-0.6-0 RM-0.6-10 RM-0.6-20 RM-0.6-30 RM-0.6-50 RM-0.6-100 

Slump (mm) 105 93 80 76 70 55 

Fresh density(g/cm3) 2.31 2.27 2.27 2.26 2.20 2.15 

Flexural strength (MPa) 10.63 10.55 10.21 10.00 9.16 8.00 

Compressive strength (MPa) 55.98 51.17 49.32 47.37 46.92 39.14 

G 0.74 0.67 0.65 0.62 0.62 0.52 

Average mesured G value 0.72 0.68 0.66 0.61 0.59 0.47 

Calculated G value 0.72 0.69 0.67 0.64 0.60 0.47 

 

Table 4-7 Properties of recycled mortars Series II 
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Figure 4-7 Relationship between calculated G value and average measured G value 

 

Figure 4-8 shows the compressive strength of mortar series II with w/c=0.5 and 0.6. We can 

first observe that the strength of recycled mortars varies linearly with the replacement ratio of 

calcareous sand by recycled sand, for both water to cement ratios. The slope of compressive 

strength of w/c=0.5 is larger than w/c=0.6. The compressive strength of recycled mortar 

(w/c=0.5) decreases 1.7%, 4.7%, 15.6%, 20.6%, 37.9% as the replacement ratio is 0, 10, 20, 

30, 50, 100% comparing with the reference mortar respectively. 
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Figure 4-8 Compressive strength of recycled mortar vs replacement percentage  
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Table 4-8 shows the properties of mortars Series III. As can be seen, for both water to cement 

ratios, the fresh density decreases when each fraction of natural sand is replaced with recycled 

sand, which is due to the lower density of recycled sand. Figure 4-9 shows the compressive 

strength of recycled mortars with each fraction replacement. For both w/c ratios, the 

compressive strength of mortars containing recycled sand is lower than the control mortar (for 

example, the compressive strengths of RM-0.6-0/0.63, RM-0.6-0.63/1.25, RM-0.6-1.25/2.5, 

RM-0.6-2.5/5, decrease 17.58%, 6.85%, 5.37%, 3.08% respectively comparing with the 

control mortar for w/c=0.6.) 

W/C=0.5 
Control 
Mortar 

RM-0.5-
0/0.63 

RM-0.5-
0.63/1.25 

RM-0.5-
1.25/2.5 

RM-0.5-
2.5/5 

Slump (mm) 20 9 13 12 21 

Fresh density (g/cm3) 2.36 2.28 2.28 2.27 2.37 

Flexural strength (MPa) 11.01 10.19 9.66 9.83 11.22 
Compressive strength 
(MPa) 

63.71 45.55 52.54 52.22 58.32 

W/C=0.6 
Control 
Mortar 

RM-0.6-
0/0.63 

RM-0.6-
0.63/1.25 

RM-0.6-
1.25/2.5 

RM-0.6-
2.5/5 

Slump (mm) 103 93 83 82 90 

Fresh density (g/cm3) 2.30 2.21 2.29 2.25 2.25 

Flexural strength (MPa) 9.95 9.24 9.67 9.77 10.38 
Compressive strength 
(MPa) 

53.74 44.29 50.06 50.85 52.08 
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Figure 4-9 Compressive strength of recycled mortar Series III with each fraction replacement 
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In mortars of Series III, two parameters are varying simultaneously: the granular class of 

recycled sand and the replacement fraction. Indeed, the four granular fractions studied do not 

represent the same volume of aggregates. In order to study only the effect of granular class of 

FRCA on the properties of mortars, the results of Series III have been compared to those 

obtained with series II. Figure 4-10 shows the relationship between the relative strength of 

recycled mortars and replacement proportion of recycled sand obtained from mortars of Series 

II. The relative compressive strengths of Series III are compared with Series II on Figure 4-10 

and in Table 4-9. The volume fraction of recycled sand in mortars Series III is calculated. The 

relative strength is the compressive strength of recycled mortar reported to that of the control 

mortar. According to the linear relationship between the relative strength of Series II and 

replacement percentage, a calculated relative strength is obtained. The difference between the 

relative strength of Series III and calculated relative strength from series II gives the influence 

index of each fraction of recycled sand. As can be seen in Table 4-9, the difference between 

series II and Series III for the smaller fraction (0/0.63) is larger than for the coarser one (a 

similar result is obtained for mortars having a W/C of 0.6). This means that the finer fraction 

of RCA (fraction 0/0.63) has a worse influence than the larger fractions. It is partly due to the 

higher cement paste content, higher water absorption and lower mechanical property of the 

finer fraction of recycled aggregates. Therefore, the finer fractions of recycled aggregates 

have the worse influence on the properties of recycled mortars. 
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Figure 4-10 Relationship between relative compressive strength of mortars and replacement percentage 

 

W/C=0.5 RM-0.5-0/0.63 RM-0.5-0.63/1.25 RM-0.5-1.25/2.5 RM-0.5-2.5/5 

Recycled sand by volume (%) 29.31 20.50 32.08 17.79 

Relative strength of Series III 0.72 0.82 0.82 0.91 

Calculated relative strength 0.89 0.92 0.88 0.93 

Difference value -0.17 -0.10 -0.06 -0.02 

W/C=0.6 RM-0.6-0/0.63 RM-0.6-0.63/1.25 RM-0.6-1.25/2.5 RM-0.6-2.5/5 

Recycled sand by volume (%) 29.31 20.50 32.08 17.79 

Relative strength of Series III 0.82 0.93 0.95 0.97 

Calculated relative strength 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.91 

Difference value -0.06 0.03 0.07 0.06 

 

4.5.3 Microstructure of ITZ 

In order to study the microstructure of ITZ of recycled mortars with saturated RCA and dried 

RCA, SEM with EDX were carried out after the compressive strength tests. 
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Preliminary observations showed that the observation of ITZ in recycled mortars containing 

recycled concrete aggregates was difficult. Therefore a simpler system of ITZ was first 

studied. Model RCA was first manufactured by crushing a sample of old white cement paste 

(particles from CP-0.6-90 with fraction 2.5/5mm). These model aggregates were incorporated 

in a new cement paste with cement HTS (cement Lafarge Durabat X-Trem CEM I 52.5). The 

old white cement paste aggregate has no ferrite phase, while the new cement paste with 

cement HTS contains ferrite which should allow to identify the ITZ for SEM observations. 

Two saturation states for the old white cement paste aggregate were studied (24h saturated old 

cement paste and dried old cement paste). The dried or saturated particle of old white cement 

paste aggregate was placed in the centre of small cylinder mould (2cm×2cm×1cm). The 

curing conditions were the same as for recycled mortars. After 28days curing in water, the 

samples were dried at 105°C and polished for ITZ observations. Here CPS refers to cement 

paste with saturated old white cement paste aggregate, and CPD refers to the cement paste 

with dried old white cement paste aggregate in the simple system of ITZ. 

Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 show the SEM results (backscattered electrons on flat polished 

section) obtained on simple model system of ITZ made with saturated or dried model RCA 

named respectively CPS and CPD. Figure 4-13 shows the results of the mapping by EDS of 

iron and silicon. From the elemental distribution of iron, the cement paste corresponding to 

the model RCA aggregate is identified by the area where no Fe element is detected contrarily 

to the new paste. Indeed during hydration, iron ions tend to precipitate close to the initial 

position on or nearby C4AF grains as they do not diffuse far way from anhydrous phases due 

to the very low solubility of iron containing hydrates. Thus iron mapping enables us to 

determine the localization of ITZ (red curve on Figure 4-13) but it cannot be used to estimate 

its thickness. On the other hand, silicate ions also do not diffuse far away from cement grains 

leading generally to ITZ poorer in silicon while it is richer in calcium as portlandite is 
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abundant in ITZ. The area with a lower silicon concentration and close to the ITZ localization 

by iron content therefore corresponds to the ITZ which is initially filled with water. This area 

is well defined for the model aggregate that was saturated leading to ITZ thickness between 

20-80 µm (two yellow curves on Figure 4-13). On the other hand, ITZ corresponding to the 

dried model aggregate appears to be finer with a thickness ranging from 5-10 µm (two yellow 

curves on Figure 4-13). The ITZ is therefore influenced by the saturation states of the cement 

paste contained in FRCA. The following explanation can therefore be proposed for the ITZ 

microstructure of mortars depending on the saturation state of FRCA (Figure 4-14). With 

saturated FRCA, water goes from the surface of the cement paste of FRCA to the new paste, 

increasing locally the W/C ratio at the surface of aggregate and thus leading to a large ITZ. 

On the contrary, for the dried FRCA, water moves from the bulk into the dried aggregate even 

if this process is not instantaneous as demonstrated by the slump loss. The cement grains are 

dragged together with water, reducing locally the (Weff/C) at the surface of aggregate and 

leading new hydrates to precipitate at the surface or near the inside of cement paste of FRCA. 

This leads to an improved ITZ in mortars manufactured with dried RCA in comparison to 

those manufactured with saturated ones. Compressive strengths obtained for mortars 

manufactured with dried aggregates are all larger than those obtained for saturated aggregates. 

This result shows that the improvement of mechanical properties of the ITZ in mortars 

containing dried aggregates is able to compensate the decrease in mechanical properties of the 

bulk paste of these mortars due to the larger initial (Weff/C). These results are obtained in a 

simple system; they also need to be verified with a statistical approach for several ITZ and for 

other materials. Nevertheless the micro-cracks observed in both samples and probably 

induced by the preparation of samples (heating at 105 °C and then polishing) confirms that 

ITZ in the sample made with saturated model RCA has some weak mechanical properties as 

the micro-crack passes through it (Figure 4-13). On the other hand, the micro-cracks of the 



 

sample made with the dried model RCA passes either in the cement paste or in the ITZ 

leading to consider close mechanical properties (

Figure 4-11 SEM results of ITZ of CPS
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sample made with the dried model RCA passes either in the cement paste or in the ITZ 

 



 

Figure 4-12 SEM results of ITZ of CPD
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Figure 4-13 Elemental analysis with EDS results of ITZ of CPS (left) and CPD (right)

 

 

Figure 4-14 Models of ITZ for CPS (left) and CPD (right) , here red point refers to the hydrates, blue 
circle refers to the front between new paste and ITZ, black circle refers to the front between old paste and 
ITZ, arrow refers to moving direction of water

 

Similar SEM observations have then been carried out on mortars containing dry or saturated 

RCA-Colas1. For mortar with saturated RCA, different zones can be distinguished on the 

elemental maps, depending on the intensity of the recorded signal (

separating these zones are reported on the figures: the red curve is determined from the 

levels of the BSE image, the yellow curve is determined from the silicium 

obtained by EDS mapping. 
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circle refers to the front between new paste and ITZ, black circle refers to the front between old paste and 
ITZ, arrow refers to moving direction of water 
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elemental maps, depending on the intensity of the recorded signal (Figure 
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Elemental analysis with EDS results of ITZ of CPS (left) and CPD (right) 

 

Models of ITZ for CPS (left) and CPD (right) , here red point refers to the hydrates, blue 
circle refers to the front between new paste and ITZ, black circle refers to the front between old paste and 

SEM observations have then been carried out on mortars containing dry or saturated 

Colas1. For mortar with saturated RCA, different zones can be distinguished on the 

Figure 4-15). Limits 

separating these zones are reported on the figures: the red curve is determined from the grey 

BSE image, the yellow curve is determined from the silicium concentration 
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As shown in Figure 4-15, the thickness of ITZ can be estimated about 10 µm for saturated 

RCA. However, in the mortar with dried RCA, the ITZ between dried RCA and new paste 

cannot be found clearly, it is thinner than that with saturated RCA, which means that the 

property of ITZ is improved in the mortar with dried RCA. As proposed by model for dried 

paste, it is due to the absorption of water during the fabrication, water moves from the bulk 

into the dried RCA, the cement grains also move with the water, leading to better properties 

of ITZ. Therefore the better properties of ITZ for recycled mortar with dried RCA, confirms 

that the compressive strength of recycled mortars with dried RCA is larger than that with 

saturated RCA. These results are obtained by the two ITZ, and should be checked in the 

quantities of ITZ and in the other materials. 
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Figure 4-15 Elemental analysis with EDS results of ITZ of recycled mortars with saturated RCA (left) and 
dried RCA (right) 

4.6 Conclusions 

The properties of recycled mortars including the fresh properties, mechanical properties, and 

ITZ microstructure have been studied. Three series of different compositions of recycled 

mortars have been tested. With the results, we can answer Questions 5 and 6.

Question 5: What is the influence of FRCA (replacement percentage and replacement 

fraction) on the properties of recycled mortars?

           With replacing the natural sand with FRCA, the fresh density decreases which is due to 

the lower density of recycled sand. The compressive strength of recycled mortar decreases as 

the replacement ratio increases. The relationship between the compressive strength and 

replacement ratio is quasi linear.

The compressive strength of recycled mortar with each fractions rep

control mortar for both w/c ratios (w/c=0.5, 0.6). 

Moreover, the finer fraction of RCA (fraction 0/0.63) has a worse influence than the larger 

fractions, which is partly due to the higher cement paste content, higher water absor

lower mechanical properties of finer fraction of recycled aggregates.
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Elemental analysis with EDS results of ITZ of recycled mortars with saturated RCA (left) and 

properties of recycled mortars including the fresh properties, mechanical properties, and 

ITZ microstructure have been studied. Three series of different compositions of recycled 

mortars have been tested. With the results, we can answer Questions 5 and 6.

Question 5: What is the influence of FRCA (replacement percentage and replacement 

fraction) on the properties of recycled mortars? 

With replacing the natural sand with FRCA, the fresh density decreases which is due to 

led sand. The compressive strength of recycled mortar decreases as 

the replacement ratio increases. The relationship between the compressive strength and 

replacement ratio is quasi linear. 

The compressive strength of recycled mortar with each fractions replacement is lower than the 

control mortar for both w/c ratios (w/c=0.5, 0.6).  

Moreover, the finer fraction of RCA (fraction 0/0.63) has a worse influence than the larger 

fractions, which is partly due to the higher cement paste content, higher water absor

lower mechanical properties of finer fraction of recycled aggregates. 
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Elemental analysis with EDS results of ITZ of recycled mortars with saturated RCA (left) and 

properties of recycled mortars including the fresh properties, mechanical properties, and 

ITZ microstructure have been studied. Three series of different compositions of recycled 

mortars have been tested. With the results, we can answer Questions 5 and 6. 

Question 5: What is the influence of FRCA (replacement percentage and replacement 

With replacing the natural sand with FRCA, the fresh density decreases which is due to 

led sand. The compressive strength of recycled mortar decreases as 

the replacement ratio increases. The relationship between the compressive strength and 

lacement is lower than the 

Moreover, the finer fraction of RCA (fraction 0/0.63) has a worse influence than the larger 

fractions, which is partly due to the higher cement paste content, higher water absorption and 
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Question 6: What is the influence of the moisture state of FRCA on the properties of 

recycled mortars? 

            The slump of recycled mortar with dried FRCA is higher than that with saturated 

FRCA, which is due to higher initial free water and higher paste volume. The rate of slump 

loss of RM-D is quicker than RM-S, which could be partly due to the higher initial slump 

value, and also due to the decrease of free water by the absorption of recycled sand. However, 

whatever the w/c ratio used, the slump value of mortars manufactured with dried aggregates is 

always larger than that of mortars manufactured with saturated aggregates. This result 

suggests that the absorption of water by dried aggregates in the mortar is lower than the 

absorption determined with standard procedures. It could be due first to the kinetics of 

absorption. But it could also be due to a lesser water absorption capacity of aggregates when 

they are immersed into the cement paste. Indeed, small cement particles could be drained at 

the surface of RCA, filling some surface porosity. Moreover, the large specific surface area of 

cement grains could lead to an increase in apparent viscosity of mixing water, preventing is 

from draining into aggregates. 

The recycled mortars with dried aggregates have better compressive strengths than the ones 

with saturated aggregates for the three different w/c ratios studied. 

SEM observations of recycled mortars with saturated FRCA demonstrated that the ITZ 

between old cement paste and new cement paste is larger than that with dried FRCA. It means 

the properties of ITZ are improved by the water absorption of FRCA. The studies of 

properties of ITZ for saturated and dried FRCA, confirm that the higher compressive strength 

with dried FRCA are due to the stronger properties of ITZ, which shows that the improvement 

of mechanical properties of the ITZ in mortars containing dried aggregates is able to 

compensate the decrease in mechanical properties of the bulk paste of these mortars due to the 

larger initial (Weff/C). 
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Conclusions and perspectives 

Since many old buildings and other structures have overcome their limits of use and need to 

be demolished, a lot of C&DW are generated, and it is really important to make good use of 

these wastes to maximize economic and environmental benefits. This study deals with the 

reuse of FRCA to make new mortar and concrete. The properties of RCA especially the 

FRCA and the properties of recycled mortar made with FRCA have been studied.  

Several questions have been asked after the literature review. The results presented in this 

manuscript allow to draw the following answers. 

Question 1: Can we define accurate experimental methods allowing to measure the 

water absorption coefficient and the adherent cement paste content of the different 

fractions of RCA? 

            For an estimation of the adherent cement paste content (CPC), a method based on the 

dissolution of the major part of the cement paste contained in FRCA by salicylic acid (SFSA) 

was developed. The method was applied successfully to RCA manufactured in the laboratory 

with a white OPC and three industrial RCA made with grey OPC. Despite that SFSA 

underestimates CPC even more markedly that the content of insoluble phases increases, the 

insoluble phases of the cement paste will impact similarly all the particle size classes, and the 

method can be used to determine the variation of SFSA as a function of particle size of RCA. 

In all the cases, a quasi linear relation has been found between SFSA and the granular class of 

the RCA.  

 

Based on the preceding results, a method allowing the measurement of water absorption 

coefficient of RCA has been proposed. We have used EN 1097-6 and IFSTTAR methods to 
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measure the water absorption of FRCA as a function of their particle sizes (both for laboratory 

produced RCA and three industrial RCA). For particle sizes larger than 0.63mm, EN 1097-6 

and IFSTTAR methods give similar results. However, for the smaller particle size 

(<0.63mm), IFSTTAR method seems to overestimate the water absorption coefficient, and 

standard method (EN 1097-6) seems to underestimate it. The water absorption coefficient of 

the finer fraction (0-0.63mm) can be estimated by extrapolating the relationship obtained 

between water absorption and SFSA with coarser granular classes. The total water absorption 

of FRCA (fraction 0/5mm) can therefore be determined precisely from the granular 

distribution. This method has been used for estimating the water absorption of RCA-Colas1 

and the results of compressive strengths obtained on recycled mortars containing this RCA 

has shown that the efficient water is correctly predicted, based on Bolomey equation. 

 

Question 2: What is the link between properties of original concrete (W/C ratios, cement 

paste volume) and properties of RCA made with it? 

            The cement paste content of FRCA is influenced by the W/C ratio and the cement 

paste volume of the original concrete. The cement paste content by mass (CPC) depends on 

volume of cement paste and densities of cement paste and natural aggregate. The larger values 

of cement paste content obtained for RCA-OC2 comparatively to RCA-OC1 can be attributed 

to the higher volume of cement paste in the original composition (same W/C ratio). Similarly, 

the larger values obtained for RCA-OC3 comparatively to RCA-OC2 can be attributed to a 

lower W/C ratio in the original composition (same volume of cement paste), leading to a 

denser cement paste and therefore to a larger mass of cement paste for a similar paste volume. 

The porosity and water absorption of FRCA are also influenced by the W/C ratio and the 

cement paste volume of the original concrete. The water absorption coefficients obtained with 
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all the granular classes of RCA-OC2 (larger pate volume and larger W/C ratio) are 

significantly larger than those obtained with RCA-OC1 and RCA-OC3. 

Question 3: What is the link between size and properties of RCA (mortar or cement 

paste content, density, water absorption, porosity...)? 

            For the laboratory produced and industrial FRCA used in this study, the SFSA 

decreases quasi-linearly with the average particle size. The properties of FRCA including 

specific density, water absorption, and porosity are strongly correlated to the SFSA. The 

higher SFSA, the higher the water absorption and porosity, and the lower the specific density 

at the exception of the absorption coefficient measured by EN 1097-6 standard for the smaller 

fraction (0/0.63mm). 

From the relationship between water absorption and SFSA (also for the relationship between 

ML105-600 and SFSA), drawing the water absorption coefficient as a function of the SFSA can 

be a very convenient method to differentiate different sources of RCA for which the original 

concrete composition is generally unknown such as industrial RCA. Changes of the slope of 

this regression can also be used to estimate the effect of the weathering or some specific 

treatment after RCA being crushed (carbonation).  

 

Question 4: What is the influence of the conditions of conservation of the RCA 

(carbonation) on their properties? 

            After the carbonation of recycled aggregate, the dissolved percentage in salicylic acid 

decreases; ML105-600 increases both for the thermal method and TGA method for RCA but not 

for pure cement paste. ML105-500 based on TGA decreases, but ML500-600 increases a lot, which 

are due to the transfer of portlandite to partly amorphous calcite, which decomposes from 

500°C. 
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The density of RCA and the surface area increase, the porosity of RCA decrease, which leads 

to the decrease of water absorption. 

 

Question 5: What is the influence of FRCA (replacement percentage and replacement 

fraction) on the properties of recycled mortars? 

           Replacing the natural sand with FRCA, the fresh density decreases which is due to the 

lower density of recycled sand. The compressive strength of recycled mortars decreases as the 

replacement percentage increases. The relationship between the compressive strength and 

replacement ratio is quasi linear, therefore the choice of replacement ratio can be determined 

according to the objective compressive strength. 

The compressive strength of recycled mortar with different fractions replacement is lower 

than the control mortar for both w/c ratios (w/c=0.5, 0.6).  

Moreover, the finer fraction of RCA (fraction 0/0.63) has a worse influence than the larger 

fractions, which is partly due to the higher cement paste content and higher water absorption 

and lower mechanical property for finer fraction of recycled aggregates. 

 

Question 6: What is the influence of the moisture state of FRCA on the properties of 

recycled mortars? 

            The slump of recycled mortar with dried FRCA is higher than that with saturated 

FRCA, which is due to higher initial free water and higher paste volume. The slump loss 

depends on the quantity of free water and paste volume. The rate of slump loss of RM-D is 

quicker than RM-S. However, whatever the w/c ratio used, the slump value of mortars 

manufactured with dried aggregates is always larger than that of mortars manufactured with 

saturated aggregates. 
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The recycled mortar with dried aggregates has better mechanical properties than the one with 

saturated aggregates for the three different w/c ratios. The compressive strength of recycled 

mortar with dried aggregates is larger than with the saturated aggregate. This is confirmed by 

the SEM studies of the microstructure of mortars, the recycled mortar with dried FRCA has 

stronger properties of ITZ. In the SEM of recycled mortar with saturated FRCA, the ITZ 

between old cement paste and new cement paste can clearly be seen, while with dried FRCA, 

the ITZ zone between old cement paste and new cement paste is thinner than that with 

saturated FRCA, indicating that the properties of ITZ are improved by the water absorption of 

FRCA. 

 

Perspectives 

There is still a lot of work that should be done such as follows. 

(1) In this study, the cement paste content has been estimated by a simple method 

corresponding to its dissolution in the salicylic acid. It would be interesting to study the 

robustness of this method for others RCA and also by other laboratories. Soluble fraction in 

salicylic acid (SFSA) decreases almost linearly when the average particle size of FRCA 

increases with the four fractions. It would also be interesting to study many more granular 

fractions especially the finer fractions (less than 0.63mm) to verify the extend of the linearity 

of the relationship between SFSA and particle size. 

(2) In this study, the water absorption of recycled aggregates has been studied. However, the 

kinetics of water absorption of recycled aggregates is not included. The water absorption of 

recycled aggregates in the mortar or concrete is not the same as in the experimental conditions 

used for testing the water absorption (EN 1097-6). It would be interesting to study the kinetics 

of water absorption of recycled aggregates in the mortar or concrete and the influence on the 

properties of recycled mortar or concrete. 
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(3) The influence factors such as weathering (carbonation) on the properties of FRCA have 

been partly studied and have shown that carbonation could improve the quality of RCA by 

reducing their porosity and water absorption. Methods to improve the properties of FRCA in 

order to make good use of the recycled concrete such as accelerated carbonation could 

therefore be studied, however, the difference between real carbonation and accelerate 

laboratory carbonation should also be interesting to study. 

(4) The properties of ITZ have been studied partially. But there is still a lot of work to be done 

in this direction. First the observation and analysis methods should be improved in order to 

better identify the ITZ in saturated or dry RCA. Then, the saturation states on the properties of 

on the properties of ITZ, and the properties of ITZ measured by nano-indentation are also 

interesting to study. 

(5) In this study, the applications of FRCA are just focused on the recycled mortar with 

recycled aggregates, so the use of FRCA in the recycled concrete should be confirmed. For 

example, the influence of the properties of FRCA on the properties of recycled concrete such 

as fresh properties and mechanical properties is also interesting to study. 
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Annex 1 : stoichimetric W/C and coefficients A, B and C to estimate SFSA 

 

The stoichimetric W/C can be calculated according to the Rietveld results of clinker phases 

(Table 2-1). Equation A- 1 to Equation A- 6 show the general reactions of main clinker 

phases. Equation A- 1 and Equation A- 2 show that 5.5 and 4.5 moles of water are bounded 

due to the formation of portlandite and C-S-H from C3S and C2S respectively, according to 

these equations, the (W/C)st,C3S and (W/C)st,C2S can be calculated as 0.434 and 0.471 

respectively. Similarly, (W/C)st,C3A for ettringite can be calculated as 1.733 according to 

Equation A- 3, (W/C)st,C3A for monosulfosluminate can be calculated as 0.667 according to 

Equation A- 4 (here we made a simplification, the content of gypsum is not included). 

Moreover, considering that 25% of ettringite and 75% of monosulfoaluminate are formed 

during hydration of C3A and C4AF, the (W/C)st,C3A and (W/C)st,C4AF can be estimated as 

shown in Table A- 1.  

 C3S C2S C3A C4AF Anhydrite Calcite Periclase Gypsum 
CEM I 52.5 
Superblanc (%) 

73.90 21.87 1.46 - 0.52 1.53 0.72 - 

Grey cement  
CEM II 52.5 (%) 

52.74 8.07 8.92 8.95 0.74 18.06 0.46 2.06 

 

CHSHCHSC 3.15.5 2.47.13 +→+  
Equation A- 1 

CHSHCHSC 3.05.4 2.47.12 +→+  
Equation A- 2 

( )ettringiteHSACHHSCAC 323623 263 →++  Equation A- 3 

Table 2-1 Mineralogical composition of cements determined by XRD-Rietveld 
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( )AFmHSACHHSCAC 12423 10 →++  Equation A- 4 

( )ettringiteHSACFHCHHHSCAFC 3236324 303 ++→++  Equation A- 5 

( )AFmHSACFHCHHHSCAFC 124324 14 ++→++  Equation A- 6 

 

 C3S C2S C3A C4AF 

(W/C)st 0.434 0.471 
Ett:1.733 

0.933 
Ett:1.111 

0.667 
MS:0.667 MS:0.519 

 

Therefore the (W/C)st obtained from the composition of Rietveld are 0.44 and 0.41 

respectively for white cement and grey cement used (Table A- 2). 

 

Coefficients A, B and C are used to estimated SFSA by making some corrections.  

Parameter A represents the relative mass of soluble phases in salicylic acid (C3S, C2S) in the 

cement. The A values of white cement and grey cement can be calculated as 0.9577 and 

0.6081 from the mineralogical composition of cements.  

Parameter C corresponds to the relative mass of C3S, C2S, C3A, C4AF leading to the 

formation of hydrates that are soluble in salicylic acid such as C-S-H, portlandite and 

ettringite. It can be calculated by the Equation A- 7. 0.25 refers to the first approximation that 

hydration forms 1/4 AFt phases for C3A and C4AF. The C values of white cement and grey 

cement can be calculated as 0.9614 and 0.6528 from the mineralogical composition of 

cements.  

)(25.0 4323 AFCACSCSCC +×++=  
Equation A- 7 

where the clinker phase corresponds to the quantity result of Rietveld analysis. 

Table A- 1 Calculation of (W/C)st for clinkers phases, Ett and MS means ettringite and monosulfoaluminate 
respectively 
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Parameter B represents the ratio between soluble fractions and total fractions which is shown 

as Equation A- 8. 0.25 and 0.75 refer to the first approximation that hydration forms 1/4 of 

AFt and 3/4 of AFm phases for C3A and C4AF. Therefore the B values can be estimated by 

calculation as 0.9773 and 0.8061 for the white cement and grey cement when the 

mineralogical composition of the cement is known and using the same chemical equations as 

those that were used to calculate the stochiometric W/C ratio. The values of coefficients A, B 

and C are shown in Table A- 2. 

( ) ( ) AFCACSCSC

AFCACSCSC
B

4323

4323

75.0519.025.0111.175.0667.025.0733.1471.0434.0

25.0111.125.0733.1471.0434.0

×+×+×+×++
×+×++

=

 
Equation 

A- 8 

where the clinker phase corresponds to the quantity result of Rietveld analysis. 

 (W/C)st A B C 

White cement CEM I 52.5 Superblanc (%) 0.44 0.9577 0.9773 0.9614 
Grey cement CEM II 52.5 (%) 0.41 0.6081 0.8061 0.6528 

 

 

 

Table A- 2 (W/C)st and coefficients A, B and C for the white and grey cements 
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